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PREFACE

Pro-competitive regulation is currently being reviewed inPro-competitive regulation is currently being reviewed in
Australia. A number of parliamentary inquires have dealtAustralia. A number of parliamentary inquires have dealt
with the role and specific provisions of restrictive tradewith the role and specific provisions of restrictive trade
practices legislation, and the scope of the Trade Practicespractices legislation, and the scope of the Trade Practices
Act is to be considered by an independent review of aAct is to be considered by an independent review of a
national competition policy. The Industry Commission hasnational competition policy. The Industry Commission has
also encountered a number of these issues in its publicalso encountered a number of these issues in its public
inquiries.inquiries.

In this paper, the Commission examines how pro-In this paper, the Commission examines how pro-
competitive regulation, and particularly restrictive tradecompetitive regulation, and particularly restrictive trade
practices legislation, can best be used to improve marketpractices legislation, can best be used to improve market
outcomes. It integrates the research and findings of recentoutcomes. It integrates the research and findings of recent
Commission inquiries which have dealt with these issues.Commission inquiries which have dealt with these issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION

`Competition policy' broadly aims to enhance community`Competition policy' broadly aims to enhance community
welfare by either removing, or reducing the undesirablewelfare by either removing, or reducing the undesirable
features of, impediments to competition. Impediments tofeatures of, impediments to competition. Impediments to
competition can result from existing governmentcompetition can result from existing government
intervention in markets, the characteristics of the marketsintervention in markets, the characteristics of the markets
themselves, or the behaviour of firms within those markets.themselves, or the behaviour of firms within those markets.
As competition for resources and markets is the drivingAs competition for resources and markets is the driving
force of an efficient economy, competition policy underpinsforce of an efficient economy, competition policy underpins
a country's economic performance.a country's economic performance.

Competition policy is an amalgam of regulatory andCompetition policy is an amalgam of regulatory and
deregulatory measures. The regulatory measures includederegulatory measures. The regulatory measures include
prices surveillance and the prohibition of certain restrictiveprices surveillance and the prohibition of certain restrictive
trade practices,trade practices,11 and are called `pro-competitive regulation'. and are called `pro-competitive regulation'.
The deregulatory measures involve the progressive removalThe deregulatory measures involve the progressive removal
of `anti-competitive regulation', and include the phasedof `anti-competitive regulation', and include the phased
reduction of tariff protection and the removal of regulationsreduction of tariff protection and the removal of regulations
which restrict entry into markets by new firms.which restrict entry into markets by new firms.

The Commission has encountered both the regulatory andThe Commission has encountered both the regulatory and
deregulatory aspects of competition policy as part of itsderegulatory aspects of competition policy as part of its
inquiry program. Reflecting the nature of the references sentinquiry program. Reflecting the nature of the references sent
to it, the Commission has traditionally focussed onto it, the Commission has traditionally focussed on
deregulatory means of promoting competition. Increasingly,deregulatory means of promoting competition. Increasingly,
though, the Commission's inquiries have required it tothough, the Commission's inquiries have required it to
analyse the operation of the regulatory aspects ofanalyse the operation of the regulatory aspects of
competition policy, particularly legislation governingcompetition policy, particularly legislation governing
restrictive trade practices. Recent examples include therestrictive trade practices. Recent examples include the
Commission's inquiries into government (non-tax) charges;Commission's inquiries into government (non-tax) charges;
statutory marketing arrangements for rural produce; railstatutory marketing arrangements for rural produce; rail
services; energy; and water resources and water wasteservices; energy; and water resources and water waste
disposal. These issues will also be addressed by currentdisposal. These issues will also be addressed by current

                                                        
11 `Restrictive trade practices' is the common term applied in Australia`Restrictive trade practices' is the common term applied in Australia
to conduct subject to the anti-trust provisions contained in Part IV ofto conduct subject to the anti-trust provisions contained in Part IV of
the Trade Practices Act.the Trade Practices Act.
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inquiries into post, mail and courier services; ports; andinquiries into post, mail and courier services; ports; and
horticulture.horticulture.

Even with progress in the deregulation of many parts of theEven with progress in the deregulation of many parts of the
economy, individual markets can fail to engendereconomy, individual markets can fail to engender
competition, for two main reasons:competition, for two main reasons:

first, monopolistic supply is entrenched in somefirst, monopolistic supply is entrenched in some
markets, either because goods or services can mostmarkets, either because goods or services can most
cheaply be supplied by one producer (that is, there is acheaply be supplied by one producer (that is, there is a
natural monopoly) and/or because government mandatesnatural monopoly) and/or because government mandates
supply by a single producer; andsupply by a single producer; and
second, some marksecond, some markets exhibit certain characteristicsets exhibit certain characteristics
which may allow some participants to acquire and exploitwhich may allow some participants to acquire and exploit
a high level of influence over prices, output or sales ina high level of influence over prices, output or sales in
the market; and thereby profit at the expense of others.the market; and thereby profit at the expense of others.

In either case, pro-competitive regulation may be warranted.In either case, pro-competitive regulation may be warranted.
For markets of the first type, restrictive trade practicesFor markets of the first type, restrictive trade practices
regulation and some form of control or monitoring of pricesregulation and some form of control or monitoring of prices
may be needed to restrict abuse of monopoly power. Formay be needed to restrict abuse of monopoly power. For
markets of the second type, restrictive trade practicesmarkets of the second type, restrictive trade practices
regulation may be needed to prevent anti-competitiveregulation may be needed to prevent anti-competitive
market practices arising from concentration of marketmarket practices arising from concentration of market
power.power.

Part IV of the Trade Practices Act provides the restrictivePart IV of the Trade Practices Act provides the restrictive
trade practices component of pro-competitive regulation intrade practices component of pro-competitive regulation in
Australian legislation. The practices prohibited include:Australian legislation. The practices prohibited include:

arrangements between competitors which lessenarrangements between competitors which lessen
competition including price agreements and exclusionarycompetition including price agreements and exclusionary
provisions such as boycotts;provisions such as boycotts;
use of market power to damage or threaten existing oruse of market power to damage or threaten existing or
potential competitors;potential competitors;
exclusive dealexclusive dealing ing __  that is, imposing conditions which that is, imposing conditions which
impede the ability of buyers or suppliers to deal withimpede the ability of buyers or suppliers to deal with
third parties;third parties;
resale price maintenance resale price maintenance __  that is, imposing a minimum that is, imposing a minimum
price for the resale of a product;price for the resale of a product;
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price discrimination between purchasers of like productsprice discrimination between purchasers of like products
on like terms; andon like terms; and
mergers that would place the acquiring corporation in amergers that would place the acquiring corporation in a
position to dominate a market or strengthen its power toposition to dominate a market or strengthen its power to
dominate.dominate.22

The grounds for prohibition vary from practice to practice.The grounds for prohibition vary from practice to practice.
Some are prohibited only if they result in a substantialSome are prohibited only if they result in a substantial
lessening of competition. Others, such as resale pricelessening of competition. Others, such as resale price
maintenance, are prohibited outright, regardless of theirmaintenance, are prohibited outright, regardless of their
actual impact on competition.actual impact on competition.

In addition, the Trade Practices Commission (TPC) canIn addition, the Trade Practices Commission (TPC) can
authorise firms to engage in some practices that wouldauthorise firms to engage in some practices that would
otherwise breach the Act, provided the organisation canotherwise breach the Act, provided the organisation can
show that such behaviour is likely to confer a net publicshow that such behaviour is likely to confer a net public
benefit.benefit.

The prices surveillance side of pro-competitive regulation isThe prices surveillance side of pro-competitive regulation is
currently the responsibility of the Prices Surveillancecurrently the responsibility of the Prices Surveillance
Authority (PSA). The PSA was established in early 1984 asAuthority (PSA). The PSA was established in early 1984 as
part of the Government's Prices and Incomes Accord. Underpart of the Government's Prices and Incomes Accord. Under
the Prices Surveillance Act, the PSA has broad powers tothe Prices Surveillance Act, the PSA has broad powers to
investigate and control prices for the supply of goods andinvestigate and control prices for the supply of goods and
services by a range of corporations (other than stateservices by a range of corporations (other than state
government organisations) in any market in Australia, upongovernment organisations) in any market in Australia, upon
the request or approval of the Treasurer. The PSA has twothe request or approval of the Treasurer. The PSA has two
broad functions:broad functions:

to hold inquiries into prices in nominated markets; andto hold inquiries into prices in nominated markets; and
to approve specific price rto approve specific price rises or the supply of productsises or the supply of products
at specified prices by organisations who have beenat specified prices by organisations who have been
`declared' as subject to the Prices Surveillance Act.`declared' as subject to the Prices Surveillance Act.

Progress in the deregulation of many markets during theProgress in the deregulation of many markets during the
1980s now requires a shift in the focus of pro-competitive1980s now requires a shift in the focus of pro-competitive
regulation. In markets where tariff reductions haveregulation. In markets where tariff reductions have

                                                        
22 In June this year, Cabinet authorised a chIn June this year, Cabinet authorised a ch ange in this provisionange in this provision
which is discussed later in this paper.which is discussed later in this paper.
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increased competition from imports, pro-competitiveincreased competition from imports, pro-competitive
regulation is now less important. On the other hand, theregulation is now less important. On the other hand, the
removal or downgrading of specific regulatory regimes, suchremoval or downgrading of specific regulatory regimes, such
as in banking and domestic air travel, has increased itsas in banking and domestic air travel, has increased its
relative importance. Meanwhile, the corporatisation andrelative importance. Meanwhile, the corporatisation and
privatisation of some government enterprises hasprivatisation of some government enterprises has
necessitated the review of current exemptions from pro-necessitated the review of current exemptions from pro-
competitive regulation.competitive regulation.

Further, during the last two decades, some fundamentalFurther, during the last two decades, some fundamental
rethinking has occurred in other OECD countries about therethinking has occurred in other OECD countries about the
role of pro-competitive regulation. There has been a shift ofrole of pro-competitive regulation. There has been a shift of
concern away from industry structure and towards marketconcern away from industry structure and towards market
behaviour. Additionally, some business practices, such asbehaviour. Additionally, some business practices, such as
various arrangements between suppliers and retailers, whichvarious arrangements between suppliers and retailers, which
were once thought to be unambiguously anti-competitivewere once thought to be unambiguously anti-competitive
and detrimental to community welfare, are nowand detrimental to community welfare, are now
acknowledged to reduce costs and to improve communityacknowledged to reduce costs and to improve community
welfare in certain circumstances.welfare in certain circumstances.

It is therefore timely to assess the operation of pro-It is therefore timely to assess the operation of pro-
competitive regulation in Australia, and the Prime Ministercompetitive regulation in Australia, and the Prime Minister
has announced an independent inquiry into this area of thehas announced an independent inquiry into this area of the
law.law.33

In this paper, the Commission draws together and extendsIn this paper, the Commission draws together and extends
its analysis of the pro-competitive components ofits analysis of the pro-competitive components of
competition policy. It concentrates on the role of restrictivecompetition policy. It concentrates on the role of restrictive
trade practices regulation rather than prices surveillance.trade practices regulation rather than prices surveillance.
Discussion of the direct regulation of prices is restricted toDiscussion of the direct regulation of prices is restricted to
the analysis of measures designed to regulate markets wherethe analysis of measures designed to regulate markets where
there are natural or mandated monopolies.there are natural or mandated monopolies.

                                                        
33 The Prime Minister, the Hon P. J. Keating, The Prime Minister, the Hon P. J. Keating, National CompetitionNational Competition
Policy ReviewPolicy Review, Press Release 100/92, 4 October 1992., Press Release 100/92, 4 October 1992.
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2 THE ROLE OF RESTRICTIVE
TRADE PRACTICES REGULATION

Discussion about restrictive trade practices regulation oftenDiscussion about restrictive trade practices regulation often
assumes, either explicitly or implicitly, that competition,assumes, either explicitly or implicitly, that competition,
consumer interests, and community welfare areconsumer interests, and community welfare are
synonymous.synonymous.11 Thus, each is regularly used as the goal of Thus, each is regularly used as the goal of
restrictive trade practices regulation on the assumption thatrestrictive trade practices regulation on the assumption that
what is good for one is good for all three.what is good for one is good for all three.

But while these goals are closely inter-related and policyBut while these goals are closely inter-related and policy
measures designed to further one will often achieve all three,measures designed to further one will often achieve all three,
this is not always the case.this is not always the case.

In this chapter, the Commission discusses the inter-In this chapter, the Commission discusses the inter-
relationships between competition, consumer interests andrelationships between competition, consumer interests and
community welfare, and considers which of these should becommunity welfare, and considers which of these should be
the goal of competition policy in general, and restrictivethe goal of competition policy in general, and restrictive
trade practices regulation in particular.trade practices regulation in particular.

2.1 Efficiency and competition
According to Johns, the fundamental objective of restrictiveAccording to Johns, the fundamental objective of restrictive
trade practices regulation is to `foster and preservetrade practices regulation is to `foster and preserve
competition where this is likely to contribute to greatercompetition where this is likely to contribute to greater
economic efficiency'.economic efficiency'.22

                                                        
11 Consumer interests in this sense means the direct interests ofConsumer interests in this sense means the direct interests of
consumers as a specific sub-set of society, and as opposed to the directconsumers as a specific sub-set of society, and as opposed to the direct
interests of taxpayers, shareholders, employees etc.interests of taxpayers, shareholders, employees etc.
22 Professor Brian Johns, Deputy Chairman, Trade PracticesProfessor Brian Johns, Deputy Chairman, Trade Practices
Commission, Commission, Mergers and the Trade Practices ActMergers and the Trade Practices Act  __   How cost-effectiveHow cost-effective
is the current approachis the current approach, Trade Practices Workshop, Fairmont Resort,, Trade Practices Workshop, Fairmont Resort,
Leura, 27-29 July 1990.Leura, 27-29 July 1990.
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Economic efficiency has three components: first, theEconomic efficiency has three components: first, the
efficient organisation of production and distribution withinefficient organisation of production and distribution within
firms firms __  productive or technical efficiency; second, the productive or technical efficiency; second, the
efficient allocation of resources across industries efficient allocation of resources across industries __
allocative efficiency; and third, the innovativeness of firmsallocative efficiency; and third, the innovativeness of firms
and their responsiveness to change and their responsiveness to change __  dynamic efficiency. dynamic efficiency.
Maximum productive efficiency requires that goods andMaximum productive efficiency requires that goods and
services be produced at the lowestservices be produced at the lowest
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possible cost. Maximum allocative efficiency requires thepossible cost. Maximum allocative efficiency requires the
production of the goods and services that consumers valueproduction of the goods and services that consumers value
most from a given set of resources. Greater dynamicmost from a given set of resources. Greater dynamic
efficiency means that consumers are offered, over time, newefficiency means that consumers are offered, over time, new
and better products and existing products at lower cost.and better products and existing products at lower cost.

Competition is important to each. A lack of competition canCompetition is important to each. A lack of competition can
lead to productive inefficiency through, for example, poorlead to productive inefficiency through, for example, poor
management performance, inefficient work practices, andmanagement performance, inefficient work practices, and
unnecessary waste of material inputs. Competition fostersunnecessary waste of material inputs. Competition fosters
allocative efficiency by ensuring that firms bid resourcesallocative efficiency by ensuring that firms bid resources
away from less productive to more productive uses. Andaway from less productive to more productive uses. And
competition provides a strong incentive for firms to embarkcompetition provides a strong incentive for firms to embark
on measures that determine dynamic efficiency, such ason measures that determine dynamic efficiency, such as
undertaking research into new product design andundertaking research into new product design and
production processes, reforming management roles andproduction processes, reforming management roles and
strategies, seeking new means of identifying consumerstrategies, seeking new means of identifying consumer
needs, and ensuring that products are efficiently distributed.needs, and ensuring that products are efficiently distributed.

However, in some instances, measures that promoteHowever, in some instances, measures that promote
competition can detract from efficiency. For example,competition can detract from efficiency. For example,
requiring firms to provide other firms access to theirrequiring firms to provide other firms access to their
intermediate products at a `reasonable' price may undermineintermediate products at a `reasonable' price may undermine
the role higher prices can play in rewarding innovationthe role higher prices can play in rewarding innovation
and/or signalling the desirability of entry of new firms to aand/or signalling the desirability of entry of new firms to a
market. Similarly, forcing a firm to share the benefits of anmarket. Similarly, forcing a firm to share the benefits of an
innovative (but unpatentable) production process may resultinnovative (but unpatentable) production process may result
in an undesirably low level of innovation. And intellectualin an undesirably low level of innovation. And intellectual
property law, which imposes restrictions on access toproperty law, which imposes restrictions on access to
technology, reflects a recognition that the interests oftechnology, reflects a recognition that the interests of
competition and efficiency can conflict. By ensuring thatcompetition and efficiency can conflict. By ensuring that
innovators are able to capture most of the benefits of theirinnovators are able to capture most of the benefits of their
efforts, intellectual property law helps promote an efficientefforts, intellectual property law helps promote an efficient
level of innovation.level of innovation.

Further, the gains in productive efficiency from higherFurther, the gains in productive efficiency from higher
concentration of production in an industry may far outweighconcentration of production in an industry may far outweigh
the immediate costs to consumers resulting from reducedthe immediate costs to consumers resulting from reduced
competition. Markets with natural monopoly characteristicscompetition. Markets with natural monopoly characteristics
are an extreme example of this. In some other markets, theare an extreme example of this. In some other markets, the
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gains in productive efficiency from a merger may not begains in productive efficiency from a merger may not be
shared immediately or directly with consumers, but mayshared immediately or directly with consumers, but may
feed into the economy in the form of higher dividends tofeed into the economy in the form of higher dividends to
shareholders, higher tax receipts to government and theshareholders, higher tax receipts to government and the
release of productive resources from the merged firm for userelease of productive resources from the merged firm for use
in other industries.in other industries.

Overall, the Commission considers that, in formulating tradeOverall, the Commission considers that, in formulating trade
practices legislation and competition policy generally, thepractices legislation and competition policy generally, the
three aspects of economic efficiency need to be recognisedthree aspects of economic efficiency need to be recognised
as do the ways in which competition can enhance or, inas do the ways in which competition can enhance or, in
some instances, detract from them. That is, the goal of tradesome instances, detract from them. That is, the goal of trade
practices legislation should not be to maximise competitionpractices legislation should not be to maximise competition
per seper se. Rather, it should be to use competition to maximise. Rather, it should be to use competition to maximise
economic efficiency.economic efficiency.

2.2 Efficiency and consumer interests
In Australia, the regulation of restrictive trade practices hasIn Australia, the regulation of restrictive trade practices has
aimed to achieve both economic efficiency and equity goals.aimed to achieve both economic efficiency and equity goals.
Economic efficiency can be broadly equated to the welfare ofEconomic efficiency can be broadly equated to the welfare of
the community as a whole, whereas equity is concerned withthe community as a whole, whereas equity is concerned with
how it is distributed among society's members.how it is distributed among society's members.

While not stated explicitly in the legislation or elsewhere,While not stated explicitly in the legislation or elsewhere,
the equity role of both the restrictive trade practices part ofthe equity role of both the restrictive trade practices part of
the Act and the TPC can be represented as an aim tothe Act and the TPC can be represented as an aim to
enhance the bargaining position of consumers relative toenhance the bargaining position of consumers relative to
producersproducers33, often by making maximum competition in, often by making maximum competition in
markets the prime goal of restrictive trade practicesmarkets the prime goal of restrictive trade practices
regulation. This is reinforced by the fact that other parts ofregulation. This is reinforced by the fact that other parts of

                                                        
33 Strictly speaking, measures to lower prices will not necessarilyStrictly speaking, measures to lower prices will not necessarily
improve equity, because off-setting economic adjustments to, forimprove equity, because off-setting economic adjustments to, for
example, firm profitability, investment, interest rates, wages andexample, firm profitability, investment, interest rates, wages and
employment levels may nullify any initial beneficial impacts onemployment levels may nullify any initial beneficial impacts on
consumers. Further, general measures to lower prices confer benefits onconsumers. Further, general measures to lower prices confer benefits on
high-income consumers as well as low-income consumers.high-income consumers as well as low-income consumers.
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the Act, also administered by the TPC, are concernedthe Act, also administered by the TPC, are concerned
directly with consumer protection.directly with consumer protection.

Most other OECD countries have adopted similarly multi-Most other OECD countries have adopted similarly multi-
faceted approaches. Economic efficiency is a consistentfaceted approaches. Economic efficiency is a consistent
goal, but the equity goals and public interest goals vary.goal, but the equity goals and public interest goals vary.
Nearly all jurisdictions share the objective of maintainingNearly all jurisdictions share the objective of maintaining
and encouraging competition in order to promote theand encouraging competition in order to promote the
efficient use of resources. To this are added several otherefficient use of resources. To this are added several other
economic, social and political objectives of competitioneconomic, social and political objectives of competition
policy. These vary but include pluralism, decentralisation ofpolicy. These vary but include pluralism, decentralisation of
economic decision-making, preventing abuses of economiceconomic decision-making, preventing abuses of economic
power, promoting small business, fairness and equity.power, promoting small business, fairness and equity.
`Freedom of economic action' is another commonly cited`Freedom of economic action' is another commonly cited
objective. Germany accords it equal status with efficiency,objective. Germany accords it equal status with efficiency,
Portugal refers to the aim of freely organised supply andPortugal refers to the aim of freely organised supply and
demand and the need for balanced relations among economicdemand and the need for balanced relations among economic
agents, while Switzerland also ranks it as an important goal.agents, while Switzerland also ranks it as an important goal.44

But many OECD countries, such as Sweden, Norway, andBut many OECD countries, such as Sweden, Norway, and
Canada, are increasing the emphasis on the economicCanada, are increasing the emphasis on the economic
efficiency objective of competition policy.efficiency objective of competition policy.55 In addition, in In addition, in
the United States where anti-trust regulation has been usedthe United States where anti-trust regulation has been used
for a variety of purposes in the past, the clear view isfor a variety of purposes in the past, the clear view is
emerging the prime role for anti-trust regulation is toemerging the prime role for anti-trust regulation is to
promote efficiency by maintaining the competitive process:promote efficiency by maintaining the competitive process:

                                                        
44 Delegation of Germany to the OECD Committee on Competition LawDelegation of Germany to the OECD Committee on Competition Law
and Policy, and Policy, Objectives of Competition PolicyObjectives of Competition Policy, May 1992; Delegation of, May 1992; Delegation of
Portugal to the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy,Portugal to the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy,
Competition PolicyCompetition Policy  ObjectivesObjectives, May 1992; Delegation of Switzerland to, May 1992; Delegation of Switzerland to
the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy, the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy, Objectives ofObjectives of
Competition PolicyCompetition Policy, May 1992., May 1992.
55 Swedish Competition Commission, Swedish Competition Commission, Sweden's Comments on theSweden's Comments on the
Objectives of Competition PolicyObjectives of Competition Policy, Note by the Delegation of Sweden to, Note by the Delegation of Sweden to
the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy, May 1992;the OECD Committee on Competition Law and Policy, May 1992;
Delegation of Norway to the OECD Committee on Competition Law andDelegation of Norway to the OECD Committee on Competition Law and
Policy, Policy, Objectives of Competition PolicyObjectives of Competition Policy, May 1992; Canadian Bureau, May 1992; Canadian Bureau
of Competition, of Competition, Objectives of Competition PolicyObjectives of Competition Policy, Note to the OECD, Note to the OECD
Committee on Competition Law and Policy, May 1992.Committee on Competition Law and Policy, May 1992.
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For many years, the premise that antitrust protects the process ofFor many years, the premise that antitrust protects the process of
competition, but not competitors, coexisted uncomfortablycompetition, but not competitors, coexisted uncomfortably
alongside a significant tendency toward using the antitrust laws toalongside a significant tendency toward using the antitrust laws to
protect small businesses, regardless of the consequences for theprotect small businesses, regardless of the consequences for the
efficient functioning of competitive markets...efficient functioning of competitive markets...

Over time, however, the practical conflicts generated betweenOver time, however, the practical conflicts generated between
pursuit of the economic efficiency goal for antitrust, and pursuit ofpursuit of the economic efficiency goal for antitrust, and pursuit of
those other vague and varied goals, gave rise to the modernthose other vague and varied goals, gave rise to the modern
consensus...that economic efficiency is in fact the appropriate basisconsensus...that economic efficiency is in fact the appropriate basis
for U.S. antitrust policy.for U.S. antitrust policy.66

Nonetheless, few countries have abandoned the strongNonetheless, few countries have abandoned the strong
influence of `public interest' issues on competition policy.influence of `public interest' issues on competition policy.
Governments see their role as furthering the broad publicGovernments see their role as furthering the broad public
interest which includes not only economic goals (narrowlyinterest which includes not only economic goals (narrowly
defined) but also social and political goals. Economic policydefined) but also social and political goals. Economic policy
is seen as an instrument of public policy rather than anis seen as an instrument of public policy rather than an
independent policy field, while much is made of the lack ofindependent policy field, while much is made of the lack of
unanimity amongst economists on the appropriate policyunanimity amongst economists on the appropriate policy
mix to maximise economic efficiency and distribute themix to maximise economic efficiency and distribute the
gains amongst the community. In view of thesegains amongst the community. In view of these
complexities, it is often easier to seek to maximisecomplexities, it is often easier to seek to maximise
consumers interests rather than total economic welfare.consumers interests rather than total economic welfare.

But such an approach raises the obvious question: what is inBut such an approach raises the obvious question: what is in
`the public interest' if it constitutes something more than`the public interest' if it constitutes something more than
the overall welfare of the community?the overall welfare of the community?
This issue is complicated by the fact that specific publicThis issue is complicated by the fact that specific public
interest measures can often be pro-efficiency. This will beinterest measures can often be pro-efficiency. This will be
the case where such measures are designed to deal withthe case where such measures are designed to deal with
some aspect of a market that fails to work properly, such assome aspect of a market that fails to work properly, such as
where consumers have inadequate information to makewhere consumers have inadequate information to make
rational choices. In fact, it is possible to interpret mostrational choices. In fact, it is possible to interpret most
`public interest' goals in terms of allocative and/or dynamic`public interest' goals in terms of allocative and/or dynamic
efficiency. Sweden's proposed new Competition Act is a goodefficiency. Sweden's proposed new Competition Act is a good

                                                        
66 United States Department of Justice, United States Department of Justice, The Objectives of CompetitionThe Objectives of Competition
PolicyPolicy, Submission to the OECD Committee on Competition Law and, Submission to the OECD Committee on Competition Law and
Policy, May 1992.Policy, May 1992.
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example. Its objective is `to create and maintain efficientexample. Its objective is `to create and maintain efficient
competition' that:competition' that:

"1."1. promotes rational production and sound resource allocationpromotes rational production and sound resource allocation
(the efficiency (the efficiency       goal);goal);

 2. 2. helps to open up markets and promote entry of newhelps to open up markets and promote entry of new
companies and companies and       development development    of new products (the growth goal); of new products (the growth goal);

 3. 3. results in low prices and charges (the income distributionresults in low prices and charges (the income distribution
goal); andgoal); and

 4. 4. gives consumers and other purchasers freedom of choice andgives consumers and other purchasers freedom of choice and
scope for scope for       influencing influencing    the supply of goods and services (the the supply of goods and services (the
consumer goal)."consumer goal)."77

One interpretation of these goals is that the explicitOne interpretation of these goals is that the explicit
efficiency goal refers to static (technical and allocative)efficiency goal refers to static (technical and allocative)
efficiency only, while the second goal seeks to maximiseefficiency only, while the second goal seeks to maximise
dynamic efficiency. It could also be said that the best way todynamic efficiency. It could also be said that the best way to
achieve the third and fourth goals in the long term is toachieve the third and fourth goals in the long term is to
maximise allocative and dynamic efficiency.maximise allocative and dynamic efficiency.

However, a more likely interpretation is that trade-offsHowever, a more likely interpretation is that trade-offs
should be made between the efficiency and other goals, soshould be made between the efficiency and other goals, so
that, for example, efficiency may be sacrificed to furtherthat, for example, efficiency may be sacrificed to further
particular consumer interests.particular consumer interests.

But if maximising consumer interests is given status as aBut if maximising consumer interests is given status as a
general goal of competition policy in addition to that ofgeneral goal of competition policy in addition to that of
maximising overall community welfare, then a confusion, ormaximising overall community welfare, then a confusion, or
an inappropriate trade-off, between equity and efficiencyan inappropriate trade-off, between equity and efficiency
goals may occur. The Treasury has stated:goals may occur. The Treasury has stated:

Governments have means of promoting fairness of incomeGovernments have means of promoting fairness of income
distribution including the transfer payments and taxation systemsdistribution including the transfer payments and taxation systems
and via programs to provide subsidised goods and services.and via programs to provide subsidised goods and services.
Competition policy, on the other hand, is a very blunt instrumentCompetition policy, on the other hand, is a very blunt instrument
for achieving fairness of outcomes; if equity considerations werefor achieving fairness of outcomes; if equity considerations were
allowed to override...efficiency goals...competition policy couldallowed to override...efficiency goals...competition policy could
make themake the

                                                        
77 Swedish Competition Commission, op. cit.Swedish Competition Commission, op. cit.
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community poorer in an aggregate sense. This would act to reducecommunity poorer in an aggregate sense. This would act to reduce
the level of income available to redress income redistribution viathe level of income available to redress income redistribution via
transfer payments and the taxation system.transfer payments and the taxation system.88

Making overall community welfare the goal does not meanMaking overall community welfare the goal does not mean
that consumers should not be considered the mainthat consumers should not be considered the main
beneficiaries for restrictive trade practices legislation,beneficiaries for restrictive trade practices legislation,
because consumers are the largest part of the communitybecause consumers are the largest part of the community
and action to promote the goal of economic efficiency willand action to promote the goal of economic efficiency will
generally involve benefits being passed on to consumers.generally involve benefits being passed on to consumers.
Rather, it simply says that measures designed only toRather, it simply says that measures designed only to
increase the bargaining power of consumers, or to pursueincrease the bargaining power of consumers, or to pursue
any other goal, may set up a conflict between means andany other goal, may set up a conflict between means and
ends that is counter-productive.ends that is counter-productive.

Overall, the Commission considers that economic efficiencyOverall, the Commission considers that economic efficiency
alone should be the goal of restrictive trade practicesalone should be the goal of restrictive trade practices
regulation and competition policy. Maximising economicregulation and competition policy. Maximising economic
efficiency will maximise the welfare of the community as aefficiency will maximise the welfare of the community as a
whole. Measures which enhance the bargaining power ofwhole. Measures which enhance the bargaining power of
consumers are, in most cases, stepping stones to thisconsumers are, in most cases, stepping stones to this
fundamental objective.fundamental objective.

                                                        
88 Department of tDepartment of t he Treasury, he Treasury, Submission to the Senate StandingSubmission to the Senate Standing
Committee on Legal and Constitutional AffairsCommittee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs  __   Cooney CommitteeCooney Committee
inquiry into mergers, monopolies, and acquisitionsinquiry into mergers, monopolies, and acquisitions, October 1991, p. 6., October 1991, p. 6.
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3 REGULATION OF COMPETITIVE
MARKETS

As noted in Chapter 1, pro-competitive regulation may beAs noted in Chapter 1, pro-competitive regulation may be
required to prevent firms from engaging in anti-competitiverequired to prevent firms from engaging in anti-competitive
practices in particular markets which may allow somepractices in particular markets which may allow some
participants to acquire and exploit a high level of influenceparticipants to acquire and exploit a high level of influence
over prices, output or sales. In Australia, this regulation isover prices, output or sales. In Australia, this regulation is
provided by the restrictive trade practices part (Part IV) ofprovided by the restrictive trade practices part (Part IV) of
the the Trade Practices Act 1974Trade Practices Act 1974..

Identifying markets which are essentially competitive butIdentifying markets which are essentially competitive but
which may nonetheless be prone to anti-competitivewhich may nonetheless be prone to anti-competitive
practices involves two fundamental processes: defining thepractices involves two fundamental processes: defining the
relevant market and assessing the level of actual andrelevant market and assessing the level of actual and
potential competition.potential competition.

In this chapter, the Commission discusses whether, inIn this chapter, the Commission discusses whether, in
current practice, these processes are resolved in ways thatcurrent practice, these processes are resolved in ways that
accurately reflect the ability of individual corporations, oraccurately reflect the ability of individual corporations, or
groups of corporations, to influence markets; and ingroups of corporations, to influence markets; and in
accordance the economic principles which are regularlyaccordance the economic principles which are regularly
espoused by the TPC, the Trade Practices Tribunal (TPT) andespoused by the TPC, the Trade Practices Tribunal (TPT) and
the courts.the courts.

In light of this discussion, the Commission then examinesIn light of this discussion, the Commission then examines
the current provisions of Part IV of the Actthe current provisions of Part IV of the Act

3.1 Defining the market
Currently, most restrictive trade practices are onlyCurrently, most restrictive trade practices are only
prohibited if they fail one of two competition tests and areprohibited if they fail one of two competition tests and are
thus deemed likely to substantially constrain competition.thus deemed likely to substantially constrain competition.
These tests are expressed in terms of either a substantialThese tests are expressed in terms of either a substantial
lessening of competition (as in sections 45, 47, 49 and,lessening of competition (as in sections 45, 47, 49 and,
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shortly, 50shortly, 5011), or an abuse of market power designed to), or an abuse of market power designed to
damage a competitor or competition (as in section 46).damage a competitor or competition (as in section 46).
These tests exist because, in the absence of an ability toThese tests exist because, in the absence of an ability to
substantially influence a market, anti-competitive practicessubstantially influence a market, anti-competitive practices
have little effect.have little effect.22

The likelihood of a particular practice by an individual firmThe likelihood of a particular practice by an individual firm
or group of firms causing a significant constraint onor group of firms causing a significant constraint on
competition depends on the definition of the marketcompetition depends on the definition of the market
affected.affected.

`Delimiting' the relevant market involves identifying four`Delimiting' the relevant market involves identifying four
components:components:

the relevant temporal dimension;the relevant temporal dimension;33

the relevant functional market;the relevant functional market;44

the relevant product market; andthe relevant product market; and
the relevant geographic market.the relevant geographic market.

The Act provides a definition of a market in section 4E. OfThe Act provides a definition of a market in section 4E. Of
note is the reference to `market in Australia' which preventsnote is the reference to `market in Australia' which prevents
geographic markets being defined in broader terms:geographic markets being defined in broader terms:

For the purposes of this Act, `market' means a market in AustraliaFor the purposes of this Act, `market' means a market in Australia
and, when used in relation to any goods or services, includes aand, when used in relation to any goods or services, includes a
market for those goods and services and other goods and servicesmarket for those goods and services and other goods and services
that are substitutable for, or otherwise competitive with, the first-that are substitutable for, or otherwise competitive with, the first-
mentioned goods or services.mentioned goods or services.

                                                        
11 The mergers test (section 50) is to be amended to bring it into lineThe mergers test (section 50) is to be amended to bring it into line
with other provisions. Currently, a merger is prohibited only if it iswith other provisions. Currently, a merger is prohibited only if it is
likely to create or enhance a position of dominance in a market.likely to create or enhance a position of dominance in a market.
22 Some provisions of the Act do not include a threshold competitionSome provisions of the Act do not include a threshold competition
test because the practices they govern are considered so obviouslytest because the practices they govern are considered so obviously
damaging as to not require the step of establishing a threshold impactdamaging as to not require the step of establishing a threshold impact
on competition. Such practices are prohibited outright.on competition. Such practices are prohibited outright.
33 The temporal dimension refers to the time period underThe temporal dimension refers to the time period under
consideration: that is, when the anti-competitive activity is claimed toconsideration: that is, when the anti-competitive activity is claimed to
have been conducted.have been conducted.
44 The functional market refers to the type of market underThe functional market refers to the type of market under
consideration, for example, whether it is a retail or a wholesale market.consideration, for example, whether it is a retail or a wholesale market.
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This quite legalistic but rather basic definition of a market isThis quite legalistic but rather basic definition of a market is
complemented by subsection 46(3), which refers to potentialcomplemented by subsection 46(3), which refers to potential
competitors as well as existing competitors in outlining thecompetitors as well as existing competitors in outlining the
factors to be considered by a court in determining a firm'sfactors to be considered by a court in determining a firm's
market power. The reference to potential competitors is anmarket power. The reference to potential competitors is an
implicit direction to the court to take into account `barriersimplicit direction to the court to take into account `barriers
to entry' in delimiting a market. While none of the remainingto entry' in delimiting a market. While none of the remaining
provisions of Part IV of the Act include an equivalentprovisions of Part IV of the Act include an equivalent
subsection, the courts have usually explicitly includedsubsection, the courts have usually explicitly included
potential competitors in considering the thresholdpotential competitors in considering the threshold
competition test, so subsection 46(3) may be superfluous.competition test, so subsection 46(3) may be superfluous.

Over the years, both the TPC, the TPT, and the courts haveOver the years, both the TPC, the TPT, and the courts have
taken an increasingly sophisticated view of markettaken an increasingly sophisticated view of market
definition. Product substitution on both the demand-sidedefinition. Product substitution on both the demand-side
and the supply-side, import competition, and the estimationand the supply-side, import competition, and the estimation
and use of cross-elasticities of demand are all acceptedand use of cross-elasticities of demand are all accepted
delimiting factors of a market. For example, in thedelimiting factors of a market. For example, in the
Queensland Co-Operative MillingQueensland Co-Operative Milling case, the TPT drew a broad case, the TPT drew a broad
picture of a market which has been cited with approval inpicture of a market which has been cited with approval in
many subsequent court and TPC decisions.many subsequent court and TPC decisions.

We take the concept of a market to be basically a very simple idea.We take the concept of a market to be basically a very simple idea.
A market is the area of close competition between firms, or puttingA market is the area of close competition between firms, or putting
it a little differently, the field of rivalry between them (if there isit a little differently, the field of rivalry between them (if there is
no close competition there is of course a monopolistic market).no close competition there is of course a monopolistic market).
Within the bounds of a market there is substitutionWithin the bounds of a market there is substitution   __   substitutionsubstitution
between one product and another, and between one source ofbetween one product and another, and between one source of
supply and another, in response to changing prices. So a market issupply and another, in response to changing prices. So a market is
the field of actual and potential transactions between buyers andthe field of actual and potential transactions between buyers and
sellers amongst whom there can be strong substitution, at least insellers amongst whom there can be strong substitution, at least in
the long run, if given a sufficient price incentive.the long run, if given a sufficient price incentive.55

Nonetheless, the process of defining relevant markets isNonetheless, the process of defining relevant markets is
prone to practical problems which somewhat limit itsprone to practical problems which somewhat limit its
usefulness.usefulness.

The recent High Court decision in the The recent High Court decision in the Queensland WireQueensland Wire66 case case
helps to demonstrate these points. The court decided thathelps to demonstrate these points. The court decided that
                                                        
55 (1976)1 ATPR 40-012.(1976)1 ATPR 40-012.
66 (1989)63 ALJR 181.(1989)63 ALJR 181.
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BHP had abused its market power contrary to the Act byBHP had abused its market power contrary to the Act by
refusing to supply `Y-bar'refusing to supply `Y-bar'77 to Queensland Wire Industries, to Queensland Wire Industries,
thus denying the latter the opportunity to compete withthus denying the latter the opportunity to compete with
BHP's subsidiary in the farm fencing market. The courtBHP's subsidiary in the farm fencing market. The court
recognised the importance of both demand-side and supply-recognised the importance of both demand-side and supply-
side substitution, the concept of contestable markets (ie howside substitution, the concept of contestable markets (ie how
amenable a market is to competition from newcomers), andamenable a market is to competition from newcomers), and
the role of import competition. But on the evidence putthe role of import competition. But on the evidence put
before it, the court concluded that BHP enjoyed a protectedbefore it, the court concluded that BHP enjoyed a protected
position in the market because of high start-up costs, a lackposition in the market because of high start-up costs, a lack
of import penetration, and BHP's belief that it may benefit byof import penetration, and BHP's belief that it may benefit by
withholding supplywithholding supply  __   considerations which largely reflect aconsiderations which largely reflect a
static view of the operation of markets. Queensland Wirestatic view of the operation of markets. Queensland Wire
won the case, but then decided to import Y-bar from a Southwon the case, but then decided to import Y-bar from a South
Korean producer.Korean producer.

Similar complications arose in the Similar complications arose in the Australian Meat HoldingsAustralian Meat Holdings
(AMH) decision.(AMH) decision.88 In that case, the Federal Court found that a In that case, the Federal Court found that a
proposed acquisition of Borthwicks by AMH would result inproposed acquisition of Borthwicks by AMH would result in
demand-side dominance of the market for fat cattle in northdemand-side dominance of the market for fat cattle in north
Queensland, despite considerable evidence of actual andQueensland, despite considerable evidence of actual and
potential trade beyond both the geographic and productpotential trade beyond both the geographic and product
markets as defined. There was already significant supply-sidemarkets as defined. There was already significant supply-side
and demand-side substitution between fat cattle, feed lotand demand-side substitution between fat cattle, feed lot
(grain-fed) cattle, and store (unfattened) cattle; as well as(grain-fed) cattle, and store (unfattened) cattle; as well as
significant levels of existing inter-regional trade in cattle,significant levels of existing inter-regional trade in cattle,
with most producers closely monitoring prices in otherwith most producers closely monitoring prices in other
regions. Further, the cost penalty of transporting cattle toregions. Further, the cost penalty of transporting cattle to
southern Queensland was often less than 5 per cent of cattlesouthern Queensland was often less than 5 per cent of cattle
value. Nonetheless, because the market was defined sovalue. Nonetheless, because the market was defined so
narrowly, the competitive discipline placed on northnarrowly, the competitive discipline placed on north
Queensland abattoirs by those further south was effectivelyQueensland abattoirs by those further south was effectively
excluded from consideration. This conclusion was based onexcluded from consideration. This conclusion was based on
an essentially static view of the operation of markets.an essentially static view of the operation of markets.
Factors taken into account included producer loyalty to localFactors taken into account included producer loyalty to local
                                                        
77 `Y-bar' is the matrice input to the production o`Y-bar' is the matrice input to the production o f fence posting mostf fence posting most
commonly used in rural applications.commonly used in rural applications.
88 AMH Pty Ltd V. TPC, (1989) ATPR 40-932.AMH Pty Ltd V. TPC, (1989) ATPR 40-932.
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abattoirs, and that most of the cattle shipped south wereabattoirs, and that most of the cattle shipped south were
first sold within north Queensland. AMH's argument that,first sold within north Queensland. AMH's argument that,
given a sufficient `economically feasible' price incentive,given a sufficient `economically feasible' price incentive,
north Queensland cattle producers would sell to southnorth Queensland cattle producers would sell to south
Queensland abattoirs (and, in fact, already did to an extent)Queensland abattoirs (and, in fact, already did to an extent)
was rejected.was rejected.

The TPT has proved more adept than the courts on the issueThe TPT has proved more adept than the courts on the issue
of market definition. It has suggested that markets should beof market definition. It has suggested that markets should be
defined so as to identify `...the field of actual and potentialdefined so as to identify `...the field of actual and potential
transactions between buyers and sellers amongst whomtransactions between buyers and sellers amongst whom
there can be strong substitution, at least in the long run, ifthere can be strong substitution, at least in the long run, if
given a sufficient price incentive'.given a sufficient price incentive'.99

Even so, the TPT has tended to define markets narrowly inEven so, the TPT has tended to define markets narrowly in
the past. In the past. In Re Tooth & CoRe Tooth & Co for example, it defined the for example, it defined the
relevant market as bulk and packaged beer in an area slightlyrelevant market as bulk and packaged beer in an area slightly
smaller than the whole of NSW despite the fact thatsmaller than the whole of NSW despite the fact that
packaged beer is traded internationally.packaged beer is traded internationally.1010

Williams has suggested that anti-trust law often puts tooWilliams has suggested that anti-trust law often puts too
much emphasis on the issue of defining the relevant market.much emphasis on the issue of defining the relevant market.
His criticism appears to be directed at the lawyers'His criticism appears to be directed at the lawyers'
preoccupation with this issue and their desire to determinepreoccupation with this issue and their desire to determine
every conceivable detail:every conceivable detail:

Economists define a market only as a tool of analysis. InEconomists define a market only as a tool of analysis. In
considering issues of public policy, their eye is trained to the goalconsidering issues of public policy, their eye is trained to the goal
of economic efficiency. If defining of a market in identifying aof economic efficiency. If defining of a market in identifying a
monopoly is used as a standard of evaluation then the goal of anmonopoly is used as a standard of evaluation then the goal of an
economic allocation of resources has departed from vision.economic allocation of resources has departed from vision.1111

Williams therefore endorses the view from Williams therefore endorses the view from Queensland WireQueensland Wire
that the process of defining a market should be `objectthat the process of defining a market should be `object

                                                        
99 Re Queensland Co-operative Milling Association LtdRe Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd, (1976) 25 FLR, (1976) 25 FLR
169, p. 190.169, p. 190.
1010 Re Tooth & Co LtdRe Tooth & Co Ltd (1979) ATPR 40-113. (1979) ATPR 40-113.
1111 Williams, P., Williams, P., Why Regulate for CompetitionWhy Regulate for Competition, in `Regulate for, in `Regulate for
Competition - Trade Practices Policy in changing Economy', The CentreCompetition - Trade Practices Policy in changing Economy', The Centre
for Independent Studies, December 1989, p. 24.for Independent Studies, December 1989, p. 24.
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orientated: the market should be defined so as best to assistorientated: the market should be defined so as best to assist
the analysis of market power.'the analysis of market power.'1212

From an economic viewpoint, Williams is suggesting thatFrom an economic viewpoint, Williams is suggesting that
looking at a firm's own price elasticity of demand betterlooking at a firm's own price elasticity of demand better
indicates its market power than identifying its competitorsindicates its market power than identifying its competitors
and calculating cross-price elasticities.and calculating cross-price elasticities.1313 The simple solution The simple solution
(in theory) to the issue of a firm's market power is to plot the(in theory) to the issue of a firm's market power is to plot the
demand curve for its product.demand curve for its product.

However, the simple theoretical answer is not usuallyHowever, the simple theoretical answer is not usually
feasible, since substantial empirical analysis is required. Thefeasible, since substantial empirical analysis is required. The
issue of market power therefore has to be addressed usingissue of market power therefore has to be addressed using
applied theory and available data. Considering existingapplied theory and available data. Considering existing
competitors is the first step in this examination. Ascompetitors is the first step in this examination. As
Pengilley suggests, lawyers use market definition as anPengilley suggests, lawyers use market definition as an
essential stepping stone in the determination of an anti-essential stepping stone in the determination of an anti-
trust issue:trust issue:

One cannot object to an obsession with market definition in theOne cannot object to an obsession with market definition in the
terms of the criticisms levelled in Phillip Williams' paper. One canterms of the criticisms levelled in Phillip Williams' paper. One can
object if lawyers get it wrong - but this is another question.object if lawyers get it wrong - but this is another question.1414

A strict market definition approach has some advantages. ItA strict market definition approach has some advantages. It
is simple, certain, and many flawed anti-trust charges can beis simple, certain, and many flawed anti-trust charges can be
dealt and dispensed with at this stage. The approach readilydealt and dispensed with at this stage. The approach readily
reveals many of the limits on the individual firm's marketreveals many of the limits on the individual firm's market
powerpower  __   if the target corporation can show that it is subjectif the target corporation can show that it is subject
to competitive pressure from other existing producers andto competitive pressure from other existing producers and
so enjoys little market power, the case can be dismissed.so enjoys little market power, the case can be dismissed.
Thus, market definition is the first and probably mostThus, market definition is the first and probably most
critical hurdle for the anti-trust case.critical hurdle for the anti-trust case.

                                                        
1212 Ibid.Ibid.
1313 Own price elasticities are a measure of the change in the level ofOwn price elasticities are a measure of the change in the level of
demand for a product in response to a change in its price. Cross pricedemand for a product in response to a change in its price. Cross price
elasticities are a measure of the change in the level of demand for oneelasticities are a measure of the change in the level of demand for one
product in response to a change in the price of other (for example,product in response to a change in the price of other (for example,
substitute) products.substitute) products.
1414 Centre for Independent Studies, op. cit., p. 40.Centre for Independent Studies, op. cit., p. 40.
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But as the cases cited above illustrate, while the marketBut as the cases cited above illustrate, while the market
definition approach is an important analytical process whichdefinition approach is an important analytical process which
facilitates the transfer of economic concepts into law, iffacilitates the transfer of economic concepts into law, if
applied too rigidly it can cause problems. Substitutionapplied too rigidly it can cause problems. Substitution
between products and regions usually varies by degreesbetween products and regions usually varies by degrees
rather than absolutes. By drawing absolute boundaries, therather than absolutes. By drawing absolute boundaries, the
courts have at times effectively excluded for considerationcourts have at times effectively excluded for consideration
some existing competitive discipline. So in difficult cases,some existing competitive discipline. So in difficult cases,
the simple market definition approach is too narrow.the simple market definition approach is too narrow.
The solution may lie in the use of a strict market definitionThe solution may lie in the use of a strict market definition
approach as an initial hurdle; but a flexible approach onceapproach as an initial hurdle; but a flexible approach once
this hurdle is jumped, with a more fluid relationship betweenthis hurdle is jumped, with a more fluid relationship between
market definition and assessing competition withinmarket definition and assessing competition within
markets. A more flexible approach may result in a lessmarkets. A more flexible approach may result in a less
certain determination of the market: for example, allcertain determination of the market: for example, all
existing competitors able to readily shift production fromexisting competitors able to readily shift production from
one good to another may be difficult to identify. But it willone good to another may be difficult to identify. But it will
mean that the market definition and assessment ofmean that the market definition and assessment of
competition processes more closely approximate thecompetition processes more closely approximate the
Williams' ideal.Williams' ideal.

3.2 Assessing competition
In discussing how the level of competition should beIn discussing how the level of competition should be
assessed, Stigler states:assessed, Stigler states:

It is not enough to prove that a given industry is not competitive.It is not enough to prove that a given industry is not competitive.
The crucial question is: how far do conditions in the industryThe crucial question is: how far do conditions in the industry
depart from competition. In many and perhaps most cases thedepart from competition. In many and perhaps most cases the
answer is the departures are not large.answer is the departures are not large.1515

Given this and the difficulties of delimiting marketsGiven this and the difficulties of delimiting markets
discussed above, the level of competition in a market shoulddiscussed above, the level of competition in a market should
be considered in conjunction with the determination ofbe considered in conjunction with the determination of
market limits, rather than as a distinct process.market limits, rather than as a distinct process.

In making this assessment, the issue to determine isIn making this assessment, the issue to determine is
whether any particular firm, or a number of firms inwhether any particular firm, or a number of firms in
                                                        
1515 Stigler, G., Stigler, G., The Theory of PriceThe Theory of Price, 1946, pp. 215-6., 1946, pp. 215-6.
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collusion, could wield sufficient power in the market to causecollusion, could wield sufficient power in the market to cause
such a reduction in competition that society as a wholesuch a reduction in competition that society as a whole
would become less well off than would otherwise be the case.would become less well off than would otherwise be the case.
(The reduction in competition would need to be significant(The reduction in competition would need to be significant
enough to ensure that government interventionenough to ensure that government intervention  __   whichwhich
itself is not costlessitself is not costless  __   would lead to a net improvement inwould lead to a net improvement in
community welfare).community welfare).

This approach neatly by-passes the difficult question ofThis approach neatly by-passes the difficult question of
`what amounts to a substantial lessening of competition or a`what amounts to a substantial lessening of competition or a
substantial degree of market power?', by providing thesubstantial degree of market power?', by providing the
circumstances in which a practice or merger would notcircumstances in which a practice or merger would not
satisfy the relevant competition test, and thus would notsatisfy the relevant competition test, and thus would not
reduce economic efficiency.reduce economic efficiency.

Various indicators are used to determine the level ofVarious indicators are used to determine the level of
competition in a market, including:competition in a market, including:

industry concentration;industry concentration;
firm profitability;firm profitability;
barriers to entry;barriers to entry;
barriers to imports;barriers to imports;
quasi-substitutes; andquasi-substitutes; and
countervailing market power.countervailing market power.

The current approach to assessing and interpreting theseThe current approach to assessing and interpreting these
indicators is based around an essentially static view ofindicators is based around an essentially static view of
competition, despite acceptance of advanced theoreticalcompetition, despite acceptance of advanced theoretical
thinking by the courts. A static model of perfect competitionthinking by the courts. A static model of perfect competition
assumes many buyers and sellers acting independently. Theassumes many buyers and sellers acting independently. The
observation that any one firm cannot exercise market powerobservation that any one firm cannot exercise market power
in such circumstances has led to a focus in competitionin such circumstances has led to a focus in competition
policy on activities which either reduce the number of firmspolicy on activities which either reduce the number of firms
or link firms contractually in ways which may reduce theiror link firms contractually in ways which may reduce their
independence.independence.

However, over-reliance on the simple `many players' modelHowever, over-reliance on the simple `many players' model
of perfect competition has caused advocates of intrusiveof perfect competition has caused advocates of intrusive
competition policy to believe that an overly high proportioncompetition policy to believe that an overly high proportion
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of industries deserve attention. The simple model ignoresof industries deserve attention. The simple model ignores
the dynamic characteristics of competition. As the Treasurythe dynamic characteristics of competition. As the Treasury
has pointed out:has pointed out:

Clearly, the simple model [of perfect competition] omits importantClearly, the simple model [of perfect competition] omits important
features of markets. Differentiated products and brand loyalties arefeatures of markets. Differentiated products and brand loyalties are
the norm, not the exception. Economies from larger productionthe norm, not the exception. Economies from larger production
units or from carrying on a range of activities in one businessunits or from carrying on a range of activities in one business
(economies of scale and scope) are common. Problems arise from(economies of scale and scope) are common. Problems arise from
the separation of ownership and control. Crucially, the operationsthe separation of ownership and control. Crucially, the operations
and relations within the firm determine the features of its product.and relations within the firm determine the features of its product.
Accordingly, in many instances, industry structure resemblingAccordingly, in many instances, industry structure resembling
perfect competition cannot, in the real world, be engineered byperfect competition cannot, in the real world, be engineered by
governments without great cost...governments without great cost...1616

Competition is multi-dimensional in that all the features of goodsCompetition is multi-dimensional in that all the features of goods
and servicesand services   __   not just price, but quality, means of delivery andnot just price, but quality, means of delivery and
other aspectsother aspects   __   impact on the value consumers place on theimpact on the value consumers place on the
package offered to them. Competition is dynamic in that it ispackage offered to them. Competition is dynamic in that it is
necessary to be continually changing in order to provide betternecessary to be continually changing in order to provide better
offers to consumers than rivals are offering. It is necessary to moveoffers to consumers than rivals are offering. It is necessary to move
forward or be overtaken.forward or be overtaken.1717

The relevance of the indicators set out above, and the wayThe relevance of the indicators set out above, and the way
they are interpreted, therefore needs to be reviewed so thatthey are interpreted, therefore needs to be reviewed so that
they better reflect the dynamics of competition.they better reflect the dynamics of competition.

This is particularly important given the substantial progressThis is particularly important given the substantial progress
in the deregulation of several key markets, and thein the deregulation of several key markets, and the
consequent changing role of pro-competitive regulation. Inconsequent changing role of pro-competitive regulation. In
markets where domestic firms formerly enjoyed significantmarkets where domestic firms formerly enjoyed significant
protection and assistance, pro-competitive regulation wasprotection and assistance, pro-competitive regulation was
often used to limit the abuse of such privileged positions. Asoften used to limit the abuse of such privileged positions. As
already noted, these markets are subject to increasedalready noted, these markets are subject to increased
competition from imports, and restrictive trade practicescompetition from imports, and restrictive trade practices
regulation is less important. In other markets, the removalregulation is less important. In other markets, the removal
or downgrading of specific regulatory regimes, such as inor downgrading of specific regulatory regimes, such as in
banking and domestic air travel, has increased the relativebanking and domestic air travel, has increased the relative
importance of pro-competitive regulation. Meanwhile, theimportance of pro-competitive regulation. Meanwhile, the
corporatisation of some government enterprises hascorporatisation of some government enterprises has
                                                        
1616 Treasury, op. cit., p. 8.Treasury, op. cit., p. 8.
1717 Ibid, p. 9.Ibid, p. 9.
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necessitated the review of current exemptions from pricesnecessitated the review of current exemptions from prices
surveillance and restrictive trade practices regulation.surveillance and restrictive trade practices regulation.

Pro-competitive regulation should be applied in ways thatPro-competitive regulation should be applied in ways that
facilitate pressures for structural change resulting fromfacilitate pressures for structural change resulting from
lower levels of anti-competitive regulation, and enhancelower levels of anti-competitive regulation, and enhance
community welfare over time.community welfare over time.

In the following sections, the Commission discusses theIn the following sections, the Commission discusses the
extent to which various indicators are relevant inextent to which various indicators are relevant in
determining the competitiveness of markets.determining the competitiveness of markets.

Industry concentration

While the number of domestic firms in an industry canWhile the number of domestic firms in an industry can
clearly influence the intensity of competition, it is rarely aclearly influence the intensity of competition, it is rarely a
good indicator in itself. It takes no account of internationalgood indicator in itself. It takes no account of international
competition, substitution into other products, or thecompetition, substitution into other products, or the
potential for entry of new firms. Furthermore, competitionpotential for entry of new firms. Furthermore, competition
itself may reduce the number of firms as those with betteritself may reduce the number of firms as those with better
management or superior technology displace others; or itmanagement or superior technology displace others; or it
may increase the number of firms as new, innovative firmsmay increase the number of firms as new, innovative firms
establish themselves in an industry. As the Treasury hasestablish themselves in an industry. As the Treasury has
observed:observed:

It is the rule rather than the exception that firms have someIt is the rule rather than the exception that firms have some
discretion over prices they charge. This is because goods arediscretion over prices they charge. This is because goods are
usually not perfect substitutes and competition arises from theusually not perfect substitutes and competition arises from the
availability of a range of more or less close substitutes. In thisavailability of a range of more or less close substitutes. In this
environment, marketing executives search for niches of consumerenvironment, marketing executives search for niches of consumer
demand which are not filled or imperfectly met. Competition atdemand which are not filled or imperfectly met. Competition at
this extensive margin is strong and dynamic, even though firmsthis extensive margin is strong and dynamic, even though firms
will often lack competitors in the static sense of producers ofwill often lack competitors in the static sense of producers of
exactly the same product.exactly the same product.

Thus the presence of some control by a firm over price setting andThus the presence of some control by a firm over price setting and
the absence of many producers of the same product may bethe absence of many producers of the same product may be
consequences of the healthy process of competition, rather thanconsequences of the healthy process of competition, rather than
indications of its absence.indications of its absence.1818

                                                        
1818 Ibid, p. 9.Ibid, p. 9.
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These views appear to run counter to often cited extractsThese views appear to run counter to often cited extracts
from Michael Porter's recently published study of the relativefrom Michael Porter's recently published study of the relative
strengths of the sources of economic performance, thestrengths of the sources of economic performance, the
Competitive Advantage of NationsCompetitive Advantage of Nations..1919 Porter concluded that Porter concluded that
strong anti-trust law, at least in terms of horizontalstrong anti-trust law, at least in terms of horizontal
arrangements, was vital to ensure domestic rivalry, andarrangements, was vital to ensure domestic rivalry, and
therefore international competitiveness. (Porter's moretherefore international competitiveness. (Porter's more
liberal views on vertical arrangements are discussed below.)liberal views on vertical arrangements are discussed below.)
In studies of knowledge and skill intensive industries inIn studies of knowledge and skill intensive industries in
developed countries, Porter found that strong domesticdeveloped countries, Porter found that strong domestic
rivalry (ie competitive pressure from domestic firms) was arivalry (ie competitive pressure from domestic firms) was a
crucial ingredient of success, and that individual firm sizecrucial ingredient of success, and that individual firm size
was a less significant component. From these observations,was a less significant component. From these observations,
Porter inferred that there was little justification for thePorter inferred that there was little justification for the
emphasis on industry rationalisation and efficient scale ofemphasis on industry rationalisation and efficient scale of
operations that has prevailed over more interventionist anti-operations that has prevailed over more interventionist anti-
trust law in Australia and other OECD countries in recenttrust law in Australia and other OECD countries in recent
times. In fact, he suggested that such policies actuallytimes. In fact, he suggested that such policies actually
undermined competitiveness by creating `champion'undermined competitiveness by creating `champion'
national firms which were not subject to sufficient domesticnational firms which were not subject to sufficient domestic
competitive discipline. Economies of scale, he suggested, arecompetitive discipline. Economies of scale, he suggested, are
best achieved by exporting; not by dominating a domesticbest achieved by exporting; not by dominating a domestic
market.market.

Porter's findings need to be interpreted with care. His strongPorter's findings need to be interpreted with care. His strong
advocacy of anti-trust law is carefully qualified by the needadvocacy of anti-trust law is carefully qualified by the need
to avoid underpinning or protecting inefficient industries,to avoid underpinning or protecting inefficient industries,
and he provides little guidance on the fundamental problemand he provides little guidance on the fundamental problem
of discriminating between regulation which enhancesof discriminating between regulation which enhances
economic efficiency and that which undermines it. Further,economic efficiency and that which undermines it. Further,
Porter claims that his propositions apply equally to largePorter claims that his propositions apply equally to large
economies and small, but none of his studies involvedeconomies and small, but none of his studies involved
countries that shared Australia's size, isolation or resourcecountries that shared Australia's size, isolation or resource
endowments. Porter's focus on export orientedendowments. Porter's focus on export oriented
manufacturing and service industries can be contrasted withmanufacturing and service industries can be contrasted with
Australia's resource-based exports and substantial non-Australia's resource-based exports and substantial non-

                                                        
1919 Porter, Michael E., Porter, Michael E., Competitive Advantage of Nations,Competitive Advantage of Nations, Macmillan Macmillan
Press, London, 1990.Press, London, 1990.
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traded and import-competing sectors. And some `successtraded and import-competing sectors. And some `success
stories' are not explained by this thesisstories' are not explained by this thesis  __   Sweden, forSweden, for
example, has only one significant company in manyexample, has only one significant company in many
international industries. Finally, Porter does not suggestinternational industries. Finally, Porter does not suggest
that import competition and contestability provide little orthat import competition and contestability provide little or
no competitive discipline; simply that they are lessno competitive discipline; simply that they are less
important than domestic rivalry. Indeed, his studiesimportant than domestic rivalry. Indeed, his studies
observed vigorous competition between as few as twoobserved vigorous competition between as few as two
domestic firms.domestic firms.

The application of this approach to New Zealand byThe application of this approach to New Zealand by
Crocombe, Enright and PorterCrocombe, Enright and Porter2020 appears to have shed little appears to have shed little
additional light on the policy implications. A review of theadditional light on the policy implications. A review of the
work by Scobie suggested:work by Scobie suggested:

A strange ambivalence pervades the book. On the one hand, theA strange ambivalence pervades the book. On the one hand, the
Porterian framework requires that we should move away from thePorterian framework requires that we should move away from the
export of `structurally unattractive' commodities. On the otherexport of `structurally unattractive' commodities. On the other
hand, the arguments have had to be modified in the light of reality;hand, the arguments have had to be modified in the light of reality;
natural-resource based industries are important to New Zealand andnatural-resource based industries are important to New Zealand and
will remain so. What is more, they have diversified and now involvewill remain so. What is more, they have diversified and now involve
a bewildering array of products in hundreds of markets. It is simplya bewildering array of products in hundreds of markets. It is simply
not true that New Zealand's competitive advantage in exportnot true that New Zealand's competitive advantage in export
industries is based on `natural factor advantages'. Investment andindustries is based on `natural factor advantages'. Investment and
rapid productivity growth have been the hallmarks of primaryrapid productivity growth have been the hallmarks of primary
industries in New Zealand.industries in New Zealand.

If we slavishly follow the Porter prescription and set as our goalsIf we slavishly follow the Porter prescription and set as our goals
increased non-traditional exports, the creation of domestic valueincreased non-traditional exports, the creation of domestic value
added, or the growth of offshore investment, then we riskadded, or the growth of offshore investment, then we risk
implementing policies that usurp the decision-makingimplementing policies that usurp the decision-making
responsibilities of the firm; it is up to managements to make suchresponsibilities of the firm; it is up to managements to make such
decisions and reap or bear the consequences. New Zealand hasdecisions and reap or bear the consequences. New Zealand has
surely learnt that relying on the state to pick winners is hardly asurely learnt that relying on the state to pick winners is hardly a
prescription for sustained growth.prescription for sustained growth.2121

Overall, the Commission considers that it is difficult to drawOverall, the Commission considers that it is difficult to draw
conclusive new lessons from Porter's work. On one hand, itconclusive new lessons from Porter's work. On one hand, it
                                                        
2020 Crocombe, G.T., Enright, M.J., and Porter, M.E., Crocombe, G.T., Enright, M.J., and Porter, M.E., Upgrading NewUpgrading New
Zealand's Competitive AdvantageZealand's Competitive Advantage, Oxford University Press, 1991., Oxford University Press, 1991.
2121 Scobie, G., `Competitive Advantage: Porter's Path to Prosperity', inScobie, G., `Competitive Advantage: Porter's Path to Prosperity', in
Centre for Independent Studies, Centre for Independent Studies, PolicyPolicy, Summer 1991, p. 45., Summer 1991, p. 45.
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agrees that domestic rivalry is an important source ofagrees that domestic rivalry is an important source of
competitive disciplinecompetitive discipline  __   often more effective than importoften more effective than import
competition or contestability. It also agrees that anti-trustcompetition or contestability. It also agrees that anti-trust
law is an essential means of ensuring effective competitionlaw is an essential means of ensuring effective competition
from any of these sources, and perhaps more importantlyfrom any of these sources, and perhaps more importantly
from existing domestic rivals. On the other hand, anfrom existing domestic rivals. On the other hand, an
excessively intrusive anti-trust regime can undermine ratherexcessively intrusive anti-trust regime can undermine rather
than enhance economic efficiency if it protects inefficientthan enhance economic efficiency if it protects inefficient
incumbents (by, for example, impeding mergers) in a market.incumbents (by, for example, impeding mergers) in a market.
Further, domestic rivalry is far from the only source ofFurther, domestic rivalry is far from the only source of
effective competitive discipline, and often economiceffective competitive discipline, and often economic
efficiency will demand industry rationalisation and theefficiency will demand industry rationalisation and the
realisation of scale economies.realisation of scale economies.

While the lessons for Australia from Porter's work areWhile the lessons for Australia from Porter's work are
unclear, other authorities support taking a dynamicunclear, other authorities support taking a dynamic
approach to competition policy issues.approach to competition policy issues.

In the In the Queensland WireQueensland Wire case for instance, the High Court case for instance, the High Court
recognised that competition can be a dynamic processrecognised that competition can be a dynamic process
rather than a static concept. By determining that a marketrather than a static concept. By determining that a market
can exist even though there is no trade in it at a particularcan exist even though there is no trade in it at a particular
momentmoment  __   Y-bar was an intermediate good wholly withinY-bar was an intermediate good wholly within
internal BHP production processes when this action wasinternal BHP production processes when this action was
broughtbrought __  the court implicitly acknowledged the role of the court implicitly acknowledged the role of
contestability as a source of competitive pressure. Accordingcontestability as a source of competitive pressure. According
to the reasoning, competition policy must recognise theto the reasoning, competition policy must recognise the
potential for a new firm to emerge and take that potentialpotential for a new firm to emerge and take that potential
into account.into account.

Further, in its report into Further, in its report into Food Processing and BeveragesFood Processing and Beverages,,
the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC) found that,the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC) found that,
despite extensive corporate takeover and merger activitydespite extensive corporate takeover and merger activity
since the early 1970s that led to much higher levels ofsince the early 1970s that led to much higher levels of
concentration, there had been no reduction in competitionconcentration, there had been no reduction in competition
in this industry.in this industry.2222 Increased concentration resulted from the Increased concentration resulted from the
rationalisation of firms supplying mainly small regional orrationalisation of firms supplying mainly small regional or
                                                        
2222 Industries Assistance Commission, Industries Assistance Commission, Food Processing and BeveragesFood Processing and Beverages
Industries,Industries, Report No. 424, AGPS, Canberra, 15 December 1989. Report No. 424, AGPS, Canberra, 15 December 1989.
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State markets into larger firms involved in production,State markets into larger firms involved in production,
marketing and distribution at the national level, and themarketing and distribution at the national level, and the
dominance by relatively few enterprises in most sectors.dominance by relatively few enterprises in most sectors.
Single processors held greater than 50 per cent market shareSingle processors held greater than 50 per cent market share
in 13 of the 30 product categories studied. This was commonin 13 of the 30 product categories studied. This was common
in most developed countries, indicating that some relativelyin most developed countries, indicating that some relatively
uniform forcesuniform forces  __   such as the influence of underlyingsuch as the influence of underlying
technologies, size economies and product differentiationtechnologies, size economies and product differentiation  __
were responsible for high concentration in such industries.were responsible for high concentration in such industries.

While concentration may lead to the exercise of marketWhile concentration may lead to the exercise of market
power, high concentration may mean anything from fiercepower, high concentration may mean anything from fierce
competition, as in the Australian beer industry,competition, as in the Australian beer industry,2323 to to
collusion.collusion.

Market forces tend to concentrate industries whereMarket forces tend to concentrate industries where
efficiency calls for greater concentration and deconcentrateefficiency calls for greater concentration and deconcentrate
where efficiency calls for less concentration. Increasedwhere efficiency calls for less concentration. Increased
concentration may indicate nothing more than that theconcentration may indicate nothing more than that the
more efficient firms are becoming larger and more profitable.more efficient firms are becoming larger and more profitable.
For example, there are divergent trends in concentration inFor example, there are divergent trends in concentration in
the US consumer and producer goods industries. Consumerthe US consumer and producer goods industries. Consumer

                                                        
2323 ACIL Australia Pty Ltd, commenting on competition in beer said that:ACIL Australia Pty Ltd, commenting on competition in beer said that:
`...takeovers in the Australian brewing industry [have] led to the`...takeovers in the Australian brewing industry [have] led to the
domination of brewing by two companies. They compete vigorously fordomination of brewing by two companies. They compete vigorously for
market share but have also created an environment where new entrantsmarket share but have also created an environment where new entrants
have seen commercial opportunities to give consumers more choice.have seen commercial opportunities to give consumers more choice.
Over recent years a number of new, initially small, brewers haveOver recent years a number of new, initially small, brewers have
emerged. In Queensland, one claims to have quickly captured twentyemerged. In Queensland, one claims to have quickly captured twenty
per cent of the market.' The emergence of two dominant brewers hasper cent of the market.' The emergence of two dominant brewers has
had another, perhaps more important, effect. Two national companieshad another, perhaps more important, effect. Two national companies
replacing a number of state-based firms has resulted in a morereplacing a number of state-based firms has resulted in a more
integrated national market. Aggressive marketing and the developmentintegrated national market. Aggressive marketing and the development
of new products has meant that these two firms compete moreof new products has meant that these two firms compete more
vigorously than did the state-based firms. The demise of numerousvigorously than did the state-based firms. The demise of numerous
regional firms has resulted in more vigorous competition nation-wide.regional firms has resulted in more vigorous competition nation-wide.
ACIL Australia Pty Ltd, A Discussion Paper prepared for the PrimaryACIL Australia Pty Ltd, A Discussion Paper prepared for the Primary
and Allied Industries Council, and Allied Industries Council, International Agribusiness trends andInternational Agribusiness trends and
their Implications for Australia,their Implications for Australia, Department of Primary Industries and Department of Primary Industries and
Energy, April 1989.Energy, April 1989.
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goods industries are increasing in concentration because ofgoods industries are increasing in concentration because of
the costs savings associated with mass marketing and chainthe costs savings associated with mass marketing and chain
stores. Producer goods industries are decreasing instores. Producer goods industries are decreasing in
concentration because new scale economies are not keepingconcentration because new scale economies are not keeping
up with growth in demand; and smaller suppliers have grownup with growth in demand; and smaller suppliers have grown
more rapidly than larger firms who had already achievedmore rapidly than larger firms who had already achieved
optimal size.optimal size.

In any case, concentration ratios based on manufacturingIn any case, concentration ratios based on manufacturing
statistics may give a distorted picture of the number ofstatistics may give a distorted picture of the number of
participants in a market. For instance, they should takeparticipants in a market. For instance, they should take
account of supplies from overseas and group products whichaccount of supplies from overseas and group products which
are substitutes to correspond to the concept of a `market'.are substitutes to correspond to the concept of a `market'.

Thus, the number of domestic firms in an industry is notThus, the number of domestic firms in an industry is not
necessarily a reliable indicator of the extent of marketnecessarily a reliable indicator of the extent of market
competition.competition.

Firm profitability

While the presence of a high level of profitability by a firm orWhile the presence of a high level of profitability by a firm or
number of firms within an industry may sometimes resultnumber of firms within an industry may sometimes result
from an undesirable lack of competition, it may also reflectfrom an undesirable lack of competition, it may also reflect
other factors. As the Treasury has noted:other factors. As the Treasury has noted:

In order to compensate for operation in relatively risky industries,In order to compensate for operation in relatively risky industries,
for chancing innovation and for risking the introduction of newfor chancing innovation and for risking the introduction of new
products, it is necessary for rewards to be commensurablyproducts, it is necessary for rewards to be commensurably
great...To maintain a business, the production costs of the failuresgreat...To maintain a business, the production costs of the failures
and the `overheads' of the firm must be covered by `excess profits'and the `overheads' of the firm must be covered by `excess profits'
on the successes.on the successes.

Recognising that business decisions made now relate to theRecognising that business decisions made now relate to the
uncertain world of the future, it may be necessary to take actionsuncertain world of the future, it may be necessary to take actions
which, at least in the short term, constrain competition as morewhich, at least in the short term, constrain competition as more
traditionally defined in order to foster a more dynamic kind oftraditionally defined in order to foster a more dynamic kind of
competition. For example, it may be desirable to provide a systemcompetition. For example, it may be desirable to provide a system
of property rights for successful inventions, research and miningof property rights for successful inventions, research and mining
rights to successful mineral exploration if future research andrights to successful mineral exploration if future research and
exploration are to be encouraged. Similarly, it may be desirableexploration are to be encouraged. Similarly, it may be desirable
that a firm making a large and risky investment in plant andthat a firm making a large and risky investment in plant and
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equipment be sure that it will not face legally enforced requests toequipment be sure that it will not face legally enforced requests to
provide semi-finished goods to competitors.provide semi-finished goods to competitors.

Indeed, `excess profits' provide an important signal to other firmsIndeed, `excess profits' provide an important signal to other firms
either to emulate the success of the profitable firm or to attack itseither to emulate the success of the profitable firm or to attack its
markets. Both these actions are pro competition.markets. Both these actions are pro competition.2424

Similarly, `locational rents' Similarly, `locational rents' __ the extra profit available to a the extra profit available to a
firm as a result of its choice of location firm as a result of its choice of location __ often represent a often represent a
reward for successful judgment and risk-taking. Locationalreward for successful judgment and risk-taking. Locational
rents are particularly important to assessing therents are particularly important to assessing the
competitiveness of a market in the restrictive tradecompetitiveness of a market in the restrictive trade
practices context because of the significance accorded topractices context because of the significance accorded to
defining the relevant geographic market. Locational rentsdefining the relevant geographic market. Locational rents
give firms an incentive to set up earlier than they otherwisegive firms an incentive to set up earlier than they otherwise
would at particular sites, and ensure that land in Australia iswould at particular sites, and ensure that land in Australia is
allocated to its highest value. Using pro-competitiveallocated to its highest value. Using pro-competitive
regulation to deny locational rents would mean that landregulation to deny locational rents would mean that land
would be used less efficiently and any price saving would bewould be used less efficiently and any price saving would be
dissipated in, for example, transporting raw materials fromdissipated in, for example, transporting raw materials from
poorly located sites.poorly located sites.

While the existence of locational rents may mean restrictedWhile the existence of locational rents may mean restricted
output and higher prices, the alternative might be no outputoutput and higher prices, the alternative might be no output
at all from that region. Where locational rents accrue,at all from that region. Where locational rents accrue,
successfully preventing mergers often results in the ultimatesuccessfully preventing mergers often results in the ultimate
failure of the target facility; with the actual result being afailure of the target facility; with the actual result being a
loss of capacity and higher prices to users and consumers.loss of capacity and higher prices to users and consumers.2525

These points suggest to the Commission that firmThese points suggest to the Commission that firm
profitability in the short to medium term is generally a poorprofitability in the short to medium term is generally a poor
indicator of whether there is sufficient competition in aindicator of whether there is sufficient competition in a
particular market.particular market.

                                                        
2424 Treasury, op. cit., p. 11.Treasury, op. cit., p. 11.
2525 See, for example, the results of successful anti-mergers activity inSee, for example, the results of successful anti-mergers activity in
AMH Pty Ltd V. TPC, and the West Australian Newspapers authorisationAMH Pty Ltd V. TPC, and the West Australian Newspapers authorisation
application. In both cases, the target firm ceased trading shortly afterapplication. In both cases, the target firm ceased trading shortly after
the decision to impede the merger, resulting in a loss of productionthe decision to impede the merger, resulting in a loss of production
capacity and output in the market under consideration.capacity and output in the market under consideration.
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On the other hand, a firm which sustained high profits overOn the other hand, a firm which sustained high profits over
a long period of time on all its activities is likely to bea long period of time on all its activities is likely to be
enjoying a high degree of market power that is not easilyenjoying a high degree of market power that is not easily
challenged. There is likely to be a lack of competitivechallenged. There is likely to be a lack of competitive
discipline in such a market.discipline in such a market.

Barriers to entry

Barriers to the entry of new firms into a market can clearlyBarriers to the entry of new firms into a market can clearly
reduce its competitiveness, unless that market is alreadyreduce its competitiveness, unless that market is already
highly competitive.highly competitive.

Common definitions of barriers to entry are quite broad.Common definitions of barriers to entry are quite broad.
Bain, for example, defines a barrier to entry as anything thatBain, for example, defines a barrier to entry as anything that
allows incumbent firms to earn supernormal profits.allows incumbent firms to earn supernormal profits.2626 Scale Scale
economies, product differentiation, capital requirements,economies, product differentiation, capital requirements,
and absolute cost advantages of established firms haveand absolute cost advantages of established firms have
traditionally been listed as key barriers to entry.traditionally been listed as key barriers to entry.2727 More More
recently, advertising and promotion costs have been addedrecently, advertising and promotion costs have been added
to this list.to this list.

While low level barriers to entry can always be identified, theWhile low level barriers to entry can always be identified, the
important question from a competition policy perspective isimportant question from a competition policy perspective is
whether the obstacles to new entry are such that, over thewhether the obstacles to new entry are such that, over the
medium to long term, they allow incumbents to extractmedium to long term, they allow incumbents to extract
significant monopoly profits with no offsetting gain insignificant monopoly profits with no offsetting gain in
economic efficiency. Defining relevant barriers to entry thuseconomic efficiency. Defining relevant barriers to entry thus
involves identifying factors that give incumbent firms aninvolves identifying factors that give incumbent firms an
advantage over new or potential competitors which preventadvantage over new or potential competitors which prevent
market forces from eroding rents over the medium to longmarket forces from eroding rents over the medium to long
term.term.

                                                        
2626 Bain, J., Bain, J., Barriers to CompetitionBarriers to Competition, Harvard University Press, 1956;, Harvard University Press, 1956;
Tirole, J., Tirole, J., The Theory of Industrial OrganisationThe Theory of Industrial Organisation, MIT, Cambridge, Mass., MIT, Cambridge, Mass.
1988, p. 305.1988, p. 305.
2727 Schmalensee, R.,Schmalensee, R.,  `Industrial Organisation', in Eatwell, Milgate, and `Industrial Organisation', in Eatwell, Milgate, and
Newman (eds), Newman (eds), The New PalgraveThe New Palgrave, Macmillan, London, Vol. 2, 1987, p., Macmillan, London, Vol. 2, 1987, p.
805.805.
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In this context, the following definition of an entry barrierIn this context, the following definition of an entry barrier
by Baumol, Panzer, and Willig is relevant:by Baumol, Panzer, and Willig is relevant:

...anything that requires an expenditure by a new entrant into an...anything that requires an expenditure by a new entrant into an
industry, but imposes no equivalent cost on an incumbent.industry, but imposes no equivalent cost on an incumbent.2828

In the following discussion, the Commission examines theIn the following discussion, the Commission examines the
extent to which the traditional barriers to entry fulfil thisextent to which the traditional barriers to entry fulfil this
criterion.criterion.

Product differentiation

Product differentiation can allow producers to increase theirProduct differentiation can allow producers to increase their
profitability. Indeed, Bain concluded that it was the singleprofitability. Indeed, Bain concluded that it was the single
most important determinant of the ability of firms to earnmost important determinant of the ability of firms to earn
above-normal profits.above-normal profits.2929

Firms try to differentiate their products to create their ownFirms try to differentiate their products to create their own
market niche, which other firms would find difficult to enter.market niche, which other firms would find difficult to enter.
Product differentiation precludes perfect imitation and isProduct differentiation precludes perfect imitation and is
thus sometimes said to impede entry.thus sometimes said to impede entry.

However, product differentiation need not imply barriers toHowever, product differentiation need not imply barriers to
entry. While the rents from product differentiation mightentry. While the rents from product differentiation might
not be fully contestable, new firms can always compete fornot be fully contestable, new firms can always compete for
other niches in the overall market. And differentiationother niches in the overall market. And differentiation
impedes entry only to the extent that consumers prefer theimpedes entry only to the extent that consumers prefer the
established version of the product.established version of the product.3030

                                                        
2828 Baumol, W., Panzer, J., and Willig, R., Baumol, W., Panzer, J., and Willig, R., Contestable Markets and theContestable Markets and the
Theory of Industrial OrganisationTheory of Industrial Organisation, Harcourt Brace Javanovich, New, Harcourt Brace Javanovich, New
York, 1982, p. 282. Similarly, Stigler defines a barrier to entry as aYork, 1982, p. 282. Similarly, Stigler defines a barrier to entry as a
cost of producing (at some or every rate of output) which must be bornecost of producing (at some or every rate of output) which must be borne
by a firm which seeks to enter an industry but is not borne by firmsby a firm which seeks to enter an industry but is not borne by firms
already in the industry. Stigler, op. cit., p. 67already in the industry. Stigler, op. cit., p. 67
2929 Bain, J., op. cit.; Gilbert, R., `Mobility Barriers and the Value ofBain, J., op. cit.; Gilbert, R., `Mobility Barriers and the Value of
Incumbency', in Schmalensee and Willig (eds), Incumbency', in Schmalensee and Willig (eds), Handbook of IndustrialHandbook of Industrial
Organisation,Organisation, Amsterdam, Vol. 1, 1989, p. 503. Amsterdam, Vol. 1, 1989, p. 503.
3030 Bork, R., Bork, R., The Antitrust ParadoxThe Antitrust Paradox, Basic Books, New York, 1978, p., Basic Books, New York, 1978, p.
312.312.
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Advertising and promotion

Advertising is sometimes said to bar the door to new firms,Advertising is sometimes said to bar the door to new firms,
either by establishing brand loyalty or as a form of predatoryeither by establishing brand loyalty or as a form of predatory
conduct.conduct.

In fact, advertising generally reflects new entry and vigorousIn fact, advertising generally reflects new entry and vigorous
competition. Advertising allows new firms to announce theircompetition. Advertising allows new firms to announce their
presence and solicit sales. New products are advertised morepresence and solicit sales. New products are advertised more
heavily than mature ones, there is less customer loyalty inheavily than mature ones, there is less customer loyalty in
markets which have advertising, and smaller firms advertisemarkets which have advertising, and smaller firms advertise
relatively more heavily than the larger ones. The provision ofrelatively more heavily than the larger ones. The provision of
new information tends to break down established marketnew information tends to break down established market
shares.shares.3131 Heavily advertised brands are often associated with Heavily advertised brands are often associated with
unstable brand preferences. Massive advertising inducesunstable brand preferences. Massive advertising induces
consumers to switch back and forth between brands, not theconsumers to switch back and forth between brands, not the
customer loyalty posited by those who argue thatcustomer loyalty posited by those who argue that
advertising creates a barrier to entry.advertising creates a barrier to entry.3232

A number of studies have shown that prices are significantlyA number of studies have shown that prices are significantly
higher in markets where advertising is prohibited by law. Forhigher in markets where advertising is prohibited by law. For
example, the average prices of eyeglasses and prescriptionexample, the average prices of eyeglasses and prescription
drugs were significantly higher in states in the USA whichdrugs were significantly higher in states in the USA which
prohibited advertising. The efforts of the professions toprohibited advertising. The efforts of the professions to
restrict advertising also suggests that advertising is pro-restrict advertising also suggests that advertising is pro-
competitive.competitive.3333 In fact, it is restrictions on advertising that In fact, it is restrictions on advertising that
may constitute a barrier to entry.may constitute a barrier to entry.

A market with heavy advertising may be costly to enter, butA market with heavy advertising may be costly to enter, but
new entrants always have the option of advertising less andnew entrants always have the option of advertising less and
underpricing the existing firms.underpricing the existing firms.3434 They can rely, for example, They can rely, for example,
on assistance from large retail chains to publicise theon assistance from large retail chains to publicise the

                                                        
3131 Bork, R., op. cit., p. 315; McGee, J., Bork, R., op. cit., p. 315; McGee, J., Industrial OrganisationIndustrial Organisation,,
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988, Ch. 16.Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988, Ch. 16.
3232 Posner, R., 1976, op. cit., p. 93.Posner, R., 1976, op. cit., p. 93.
3333 Tirole, J., Tirole, J., The Theory of Industrial OrganisationThe Theory of Industrial Organisation, MIT, Cambridge,, MIT, Cambridge,
Mass., 1988, pp. 289-90.Mass., 1988, pp. 289-90.
3434 Posner, R., Posner, R., The Economic Analysis of LawThe Economic Analysis of Law, Little, Brown, and Co.,, Little, Brown, and Co.,
Boston, 3rd ed, 1986, p. 290.Boston, 3rd ed, 1986, p. 290.
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availability of a new low-priced substitute. Retailers oftenavailability of a new low-priced substitute. Retailers often
offer low advertised and cheaper house brands.offer low advertised and cheaper house brands.3535

Capital requirements

High capital requirements are sometimes seen as an entryHigh capital requirements are sometimes seen as an entry
barrier. One reason is that established firms in high capitalbarrier. One reason is that established firms in high capital
industries have much lower costs because their originalindustries have much lower costs because their original
investments have been written-off or were bought long agoinvestments have been written-off or were bought long ago
when costs and interest rates were lower. Bain identifieswhen costs and interest rates were lower. Bain identifies
large capital requirements large capital requirements per seper se as a barrier to entry. as a barrier to entry.3636

However, excluding the extent to which there areHowever, excluding the extent to which there are
imperfections in the capital market, the problems that affectimperfections in the capital market, the problems that affect
new firms also apply to established ones when they seeknew firms also apply to established ones when they seek
finance, both now and in the early days of their growth.finance, both now and in the early days of their growth.
Regarding the writing down of large capital investments byRegarding the writing down of large capital investments by
established firms, book values are not relevant toestablished firms, book values are not relevant to
determining the existence of entry barriers. Currentdetermining the existence of entry barriers. Current
replacement and opportunity costs at the margin are whatreplacement and opportunity costs at the margin are what
matter in decision making. Incumbents and aspiringmatter in decision making. Incumbents and aspiring
entrants bear the same present opportunity cost.entrants bear the same present opportunity cost.3737 Likewise, Likewise,
although established firms can raise capital through theiralthough established firms can raise capital through their
retained earnings, this is not a free good. Retained earningsretained earnings, this is not a free good. Retained earnings
have an opportunity cost: the return they could havehave an opportunity cost: the return they could have
obtained in the external capital market.obtained in the external capital market.

Hence, large capital requirements do not necessarilyHence, large capital requirements do not necessarily
constitute a barrier to entry.constitute a barrier to entry.

Scale economies

Economies of scale refer to the reduction in the average unitEconomies of scale refer to the reduction in the average unit
cost of producing goods that firms can achieve by expandingcost of producing goods that firms can achieve by expanding
their output (up to some level). For example, the average costtheir output (up to some level). For example, the average cost
                                                        
3535 Posner. R, and Easterbrook, F., Posner. R, and Easterbrook, F., Anti-trust: Cases, economic notes andAnti-trust: Cases, economic notes and
other materialsother materials (2nd ed.), West Publishing, USA, 1981, p. 515. (2nd ed.), West Publishing, USA, 1981, p. 515.
3636 Bain, J., op. cit.Bain, J., op. cit.
3737 Gilbert, op. cit. pp. 493-5.Gilbert, op. cit. pp. 493-5.
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of producing 80of producing 80 000 cars in a factory is generally less than 000 cars in a factory is generally less than
the average cost of producing just 10the average cost of producing just 10 000 cars, because the 000 cars, because the
fixed capital costs of the factory are spread over morefixed capital costs of the factory are spread over more
vehicles.vehicles.

But entrants still have access to the same cost function asBut entrants still have access to the same cost function as
the established firms. When investing in plant, new firms arethe established firms. When investing in plant, new firms are
not required to bear a cost that has not also been borne bynot required to bear a cost that has not also been borne by
the incumbent firms.the incumbent firms.3838 And once an entrant has invested in And once an entrant has invested in
an efficient plant and organisation, there are no costan efficient plant and organisation, there are no cost
differences between the new and the established firms.differences between the new and the established firms.

Thus, economies of scale `per se' simply dictate the level ofThus, economies of scale `per se' simply dictate the level of
output the new firm must achieve to minimise costs.output the new firm must achieve to minimise costs.3939

However, as discussed below, scale economies can exacerbateHowever, as discussed below, scale economies can exacerbate
sunk and/or exit costs to constitute significant barriers tosunk and/or exit costs to constitute significant barriers to
entry.entry.

Absolute cost advantages

If a potential entrant has a cost disadvantage with respect toIf a potential entrant has a cost disadvantage with respect to
an established firm, the established firm may be able to pricean established firm, the established firm may be able to price
above cost.above cost.

Determining what qualifies as an absolute cost advantage,Determining what qualifies as an absolute cost advantage,
and whether it constitutes a barrier to entry, is not easy.and whether it constitutes a barrier to entry, is not easy.

An extremely efficient production technique may confer aAn extremely efficient production technique may confer a
cost advantage to its possessor in the short term, but it needcost advantage to its possessor in the short term, but it need
not be a relevant barrier to entry. This is because the profitsnot be a relevant barrier to entry. This is because the profits
from firm-specific factors reflect earlier efforts of that firm.from firm-specific factors reflect earlier efforts of that firm.
As such, new entrants can obtain the same cost advantagesAs such, new entrants can obtain the same cost advantages
over time if they make investments in similar assets thatover time if they make investments in similar assets that
are specific to the firm. The rents that go with these firm-are specific to the firm. The rents that go with these firm-

                                                        
3838 Schmalensee, R., `Economics of Scale and Barriers to Entry', Schmalensee, R., `Economics of Scale and Barriers to Entry', JournalJournal
of Political Economyof Political Economy, Vol. 89(6), December 1981, p. 1229; Baumol,, Vol. 89(6), December 1981, p. 1229; Baumol,
Panzar and Willig 1982, Ch. 10.Panzar and Willig 1982, Ch. 10.
3939 Posner, R., Posner, R., Antitrust Law: An Economic PerspectiveAntitrust Law: An Economic Perspective, University of, University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1976, p. 92.Chicago Press, Chicago, 1976, p. 92.
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specific factors are often the reward for their creation andspecific factors are often the reward for their creation and
for the risk of making irreversible investments in reputation,for the risk of making irreversible investments in reputation,
in quality, in learning, or in networks.in quality, in learning, or in networks.4040

At a minimum, there must be some factor of production thatAt a minimum, there must be some factor of production that
is in some way denied to the entrant and prevents it fromis in some way denied to the entrant and prevents it from
being as efficient as the established firm for absolute costbeing as efficient as the established firm for absolute cost
advantages alone to constitute a barrier to entry.advantages alone to constitute a barrier to entry.4141 One One
example discussed in the Commission's report on example discussed in the Commission's report on WaterWater
Resources and Waste Water Disposal Resources and Waste Water Disposal is in water harvesting.is in water harvesting.
For a particular region, the first source harvested is likely toFor a particular region, the first source harvested is likely to
enjoy significant cost advantages over subsequent sources.enjoy significant cost advantages over subsequent sources.
The advantage held by the first dam is, therefore, notThe advantage held by the first dam is, therefore, not
contestable.contestable.4242

Relevant barriers to entry

Generally, barriers to new entrants to a market areGenerally, barriers to new entrants to a market are
surmountable, and competition between existingsurmountable, and competition between existing
participants and/or threatened by potential participantsparticipants and/or threatened by potential participants
ensures that the operation of the market provides the bestensures that the operation of the market provides the best
outcome for the community. Thus, relatively few factorsoutcome for the community. Thus, relatively few factors
satisfy the Baumaol, Panzer, and Willig criterion.satisfy the Baumaol, Panzer, and Willig criterion.
Nonetheless, the Commission considers that there areNonetheless, the Commission considers that there are
important entry barriers that are relevant from aimportant entry barriers that are relevant from a
competition policy perspective. These includecompetition policy perspective. These include

unavoidable sunk costsunavoidable sunk costs  __   committed capital that cannotcommitted capital that cannot
be withdrawn without significant loss, including exitbe withdrawn without significant loss, including exit
costs,costs,
privileged access to information or technologies, such asprivileged access to information or technologies, such as
patents, andpatents, and
regulatory barriers to entry or exit.regulatory barriers to entry or exit.

                                                        
4040 Demsetz, H., `Why Regulate Utilities', Demsetz, H., `Why Regulate Utilities', Journal of Law and EconomicsJournal of Law and Economics,,
Vol. 11, April 1982, pp. 55-65.Vol. 11, April 1982, pp. 55-65.
4141 Gilbert, op. cit., p. 493.Gilbert, op. cit., p. 493.
4242 Industry Commission, Industry Commission, Water Resources and Waste Water Disposal,Water Resources and Waste Water Disposal,
Report No. 26, AGPS, Canberra, 17 July 1992, p. 115.Report No. 26, AGPS, Canberra, 17 July 1992, p. 115.
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Further, some of the factors discussed above which do notFurther, some of the factors discussed above which do not
constitute barriers to entry per se may nonetheless beconstitute barriers to entry per se may nonetheless be
relevant to the consideration of whether there are sunkrelevant to the consideration of whether there are sunk
costs. According to the Canadian Bureau of Competition:costs. According to the Canadian Bureau of Competition:

In addition to the various start-up sunk costs that new entrants areIn addition to the various start-up sunk costs that new entrants are
often required to incur, such as acquiring market information,often required to incur, such as acquiring market information,
making the entry decision, developing and testing product designs,making the entry decision, developing and testing product designs,
installing equipment, engaging new personnel and setting upinstalling equipment, engaging new personnel and setting up
distribution systems, potential entrants may face significant sunkdistribution systems, potential entrants may face significant sunk
costs as a result of a need to:costs as a result of a need to:

(i)(i) make investments in market specific assets and in learningmake investments in market specific assets and in learning
how to optimize the use of these assets;how to optimize the use of these assets;

(ii)(ii) overcome product differentiation-related advantages enjoyed byovercome product differentiation-related advantages enjoyed by
incumbent firms; and/orincumbent firms; and/or

(iii)(iii) overcome disadvantages presented by the strategic behaviour ofovercome disadvantages presented by the strategic behaviour of
incumbent firms.incumbent firms.

Each of these potential sources of sunk costs can create significantEach of these potential sources of sunk costs can create significant
impediments to entry by presenting potential entrants with aimpediments to entry by presenting potential entrants with a
situation where they must factor greater costs into their decisionsituation where they must factor greater costs into their decision
making than incumbent firms that have already made their sunkmaking than incumbent firms that have already made their sunk
cost commitment, and can, therefore, ignore such costs in theircost commitment, and can, therefore, ignore such costs in their
pricing decisions. This asymmetry typically presents potentialpricing decisions. This asymmetry typically presents potential
entrants with a recognition that they face greater risks and a lowerentrants with a recognition that they face greater risks and a lower
expected return than what is faced by incumbent firms. In general,expected return than what is faced by incumbent firms. In general,
risk and uncertainty increase, and the likelihood of significantrisk and uncertainty increase, and the likelihood of significant
entry decreases, as the proportion of total entry costs accounted forentry decreases, as the proportion of total entry costs accounted for
by sunk costs increases.by sunk costs increases.4343

Thus, while high start-up costs, product differentiation, andThus, while high start-up costs, product differentiation, and
strategic behaviour may not constitute barriers to entry ofstrategic behaviour may not constitute barriers to entry of
their own accord, they may nonetheless contribute to sunktheir own accord, they may nonetheless contribute to sunk
costs to the extent that an incumbent will have a significantcosts to the extent that an incumbent will have a significant
cost advantage over a potential entrant. Several of thesecost advantage over a potential entrant. Several of these
factors, which alone may not constitute a significant barrier,factors, which alone may not constitute a significant barrier,
may do so when combined.may do so when combined.

                                                        
4343 Canadian Bureau of Competition, Canadian Bureau of Competition, Round Table Discussion on BarriersRound Table Discussion on Barriers
to Entryto Entry, Submission to the OECD Committee on Competition Law, 7, Submission to the OECD Committee on Competition Law, 7
November 1991.November 1991.
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Regulatory impediments do not need to be prohibitive toRegulatory impediments do not need to be prohibitive to
constitute significant barriers to entry. For example, highconstitute significant barriers to entry. For example, high
capital, economies of scale and promotion costs arecapital, economies of scale and promotion costs are
sometimes cited as significant barriers to entry in domesticsometimes cited as significant barriers to entry in domestic
aviation in Australia, but any impediment probably lies inaviation in Australia, but any impediment probably lies in
the statutory constraints on participation, particularly bythe statutory constraints on participation, particularly by
foreign international carriers. As a result, the economic sizeforeign international carriers. As a result, the economic size
of an airline is large relative to the total size of the domesticof an airline is large relative to the total size of the domestic
market, and contesting the two incumbents is difficult. Themarket, and contesting the two incumbents is difficult. The
Compass experience supports this: entry using leasedCompass experience supports this: entry using leased
aircraft was relatively easy and the investment in promotionaircraft was relatively easy and the investment in promotion
could be traded for value. The Bureau of Transport andcould be traded for value. The Bureau of Transport and
Communications Economics considered that barriers toCommunications Economics considered that barriers to
entry in the industry following partial deregulation areentry in the industry following partial deregulation are
relatively low. In considering the level of competition in therelatively low. In considering the level of competition in the
industry, it said:industry, it said:

...a critical structural feature of a market is the height of industry...a critical structural feature of a market is the height of industry
and operational barriers, which determine whether existing andand operational barriers, which determine whether existing and
potential new entrants can survive and thrive... Barriers to entrypotential new entrants can survive and thrive... Barriers to entry
can be classified into three broad categories: natural (or economic)can be classified into three broad categories: natural (or economic)
barriers; firm-created barriers; and government created barriers.barriers; firm-created barriers; and government created barriers.4444

Natural barriers to entry are not significant:Natural barriers to entry are not significant:
...there do not appear to be serious natural entry barriers into the...there do not appear to be serious natural entry barriers into the
Australian domestic airline industry.Australian domestic airline industry.4545

Firm-created barriers are also minor:Firm-created barriers are also minor:
...firm-created barriers to entry generally do not appear to be...firm-created barriers to entry generally do not appear to be
insurmountable impediments to new entrants in Australia, withinsurmountable impediments to new entrants in Australia, with
ownership of travel agencies perhaps the most serious problem forownership of travel agencies perhaps the most serious problem for
existing new entrants, although the initial capacity constraintsexisting new entrants, although the initial capacity constraints
imposed by the terminal leases could inhibit further expansion ofimposed by the terminal leases could inhibit further expansion of
domestic aviation by new carriers.domestic aviation by new carriers.4646

                                                        
4444 Bureau of Transport and CommunicBureau of Transport and Communic ations Economics, ations Economics, Deregulation ofDeregulation of
Domestic Aviation: the First YearDomestic Aviation: the First Year, AGPS, Canberra, 1991, pp. 18-19., AGPS, Canberra, 1991, pp. 18-19.
4545 Ibid., p. 22.Ibid., p. 22.
4646 Ibid., p. 29.Ibid., p. 29.
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But new entry would be easier and the viability of newBut new entry would be easier and the viability of new
entrants would be enhanced if the regulatory impedimentsentrants would be enhanced if the regulatory impediments
to participation by internationalto participation by international
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carriers were removed:carriers were removed:
This important entry restriction could be relaxed if conditionsThis important entry restriction could be relaxed if conditions
warranted, and provides a further mechanism to increase the levelwarranted, and provides a further mechanism to increase the level
of competition should the market evolve in a way that competitionof competition should the market evolve in a way that competition
proves inadequate.proves inadequate.4747

It is always possible to identify some level of entry barrier toIt is always possible to identify some level of entry barrier to
a market, especially some level of sunk costs. What isa market, especially some level of sunk costs. What is
important is the height of any barriers to entry, and whetherimportant is the height of any barriers to entry, and whether
they are such that entry on a significant scale is unlikely.they are such that entry on a significant scale is unlikely.

Barriers to imports

Similar arguments apply to considering the competitiveSimilar arguments apply to considering the competitive
discipline provided by imports. Significant actual importdiscipline provided by imports. Significant actual import
penetration in particular markets is widely recognised as anpenetration in particular markets is widely recognised as an
important competitive discipline in both theory andimportant competitive discipline in both theory and
practice. But a principle generally accepted in theory, yetpractice. But a principle generally accepted in theory, yet
seldom in practice, is that a low level of actual imports in aseldom in practice, is that a low level of actual imports in a
market does not mean that potential imports do not providemarket does not mean that potential imports do not provide
significant competitive discipline in that market.significant competitive discipline in that market.

The important consideration is whether there are significantThe important consideration is whether there are significant
barriers to imports in the relevant market.barriers to imports in the relevant market.

Important barriers to imports include governmentImportant barriers to imports include government
restrictions (for example: tariffs, quotas, quarantinerestrictions (for example: tariffs, quotas, quarantine
restrictions) and natural protection. Natural protectionrestrictions) and natural protection. Natural protection
exists where transport costs are high relative to productionexists where transport costs are high relative to production
costs, or possibly where a there is a lack of informationcosts, or possibly where a there is a lack of information
about import opportunities.about import opportunities.

Often these natural cost relativities will impose a significantOften these natural cost relativities will impose a significant
cost on trade, but not constitute an absolute barrier. Incost on trade, but not constitute an absolute barrier. In
these cases, imports will still provide some competitivethese cases, imports will still provide some competitive
discipline, although not as much as otherwise.discipline, although not as much as otherwise.

                                                        
4747 Ibid., p. 29.Ibid., p. 29.
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Alternatively, a potential importer may face entry or exitAlternatively, a potential importer may face entry or exit
costs akin to the barriers to the entry to domesticcosts akin to the barriers to the entry to domestic
competitors discussed above.competitors discussed above.

But just as in that case, it is important to distinguishBut just as in that case, it is important to distinguish
genuine barriers from the often illusory hurdles, such asgenuine barriers from the often illusory hurdles, such as
scale economies, product differentiation, absolute costscale economies, product differentiation, absolute cost
advantages, and marketing costs. For example, one popularadvantages, and marketing costs. For example, one popular
and often-cited barrier to imports is the cost of establishingand often-cited barrier to imports is the cost of establishing
retail outlets, but only a small minority of products requireretail outlets, but only a small minority of products require
dedicated retail outletsdedicated retail outlets  __   why are importers of tinned fruit,why are importers of tinned fruit,
for example, in any different position to local suppliers? Andfor example, in any different position to local suppliers? And
even then, importers face the same cost as domesticeven then, importers face the same cost as domestic
manufacturers in setting up dedicated retail outlets.manufacturers in setting up dedicated retail outlets.

The Commission considers that many so-called barriers toThe Commission considers that many so-called barriers to
imports are not relevant, or their impact is overstated, fromimports are not relevant, or their impact is overstated, from
a competition policy perspective. Imports can be aa competition policy perspective. Imports can be a
significant source of competitive pressure even without highsignificant source of competitive pressure even without high
levels of existing import penetration.levels of existing import penetration.

One qualification to this is, however, that the anti-dumpingOne qualification to this is, however, that the anti-dumping
regime is not used to replace protection for domesticregime is not used to replace protection for domestic
producers being phased out by progressive reductions inproducers being phased out by progressive reductions in
tariffs.tariffs.

Quasi-substitutes

Producers of products that would not be included asProducers of products that would not be included as
participants in the relevant market under the traditionalparticipants in the relevant market under the traditional
approach of the courts may nonetheless exert competitiveapproach of the courts may nonetheless exert competitive
discipline on the target firm, because some consumers willdiscipline on the target firm, because some consumers will
`make-do' with those products even though they may not be`make-do' with those products even though they may not be
ideal substitutes. Examples of this marginal competitionideal substitutes. Examples of this marginal competition
include the substitution of car or bus travel for air travel,include the substitution of car or bus travel for air travel,
and of rented videos for theatre tickets.and of rented videos for theatre tickets.

The influence of quasi-substitutes may significantly reduceThe influence of quasi-substitutes may significantly reduce
the market power a firm appears to have from considerationthe market power a firm appears to have from consideration
of the relevant product market alone.of the relevant product market alone.
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Research has revealed quasi-substitutes with high crossResearch has revealed quasi-substitutes with high cross
price elasticities of demand. A study of domestic powerprice elasticities of demand. A study of domestic power
consumption revealed a cross price elasticity of demandconsumption revealed a cross price elasticity of demand
between gas and electricity in excess of 30 per cent.between gas and electricity in excess of 30 per cent.4848 This This
means that a 5 per cent increase in the price of domestic gasmeans that a 5 per cent increase in the price of domestic gas
supplies would have resulted in a 1.5 per cent increase insupplies would have resulted in a 1.5 per cent increase in
domestic electricity consumption, despite the short-rundomestic electricity consumption, despite the short-run
barriers to this substitution caused by capital costs ofbarriers to this substitution caused by capital costs of
switching from gas to electricity.switching from gas to electricity.

In a submission to the Commission's current In a submission to the Commission's current Mail, Courier,Mail, Courier,
and Parcel Services inquiryand Parcel Services inquiry, the Australian Postal, the Australian Postal
Corporation suggested that in the market for the delivery ofCorporation suggested that in the market for the delivery of
letters, it faced considerable competitive discipline fromletters, it faced considerable competitive discipline from
courier, telephone, facsimile, telex, telegram, and directcourier, telephone, facsimile, telex, telegram, and direct
delivery services, and even from firms using in-house staff.delivery services, and even from firms using in-house staff.
Australia Post estimated that its share of this extendedAustralia Post estimated that its share of this extended
market had declined from 50 per cent in 1960 to 20 per centmarket had declined from 50 per cent in 1960 to 20 per cent
in 1990. As a result, the market power conferred on it by ain 1990. As a result, the market power conferred on it by a
statutory monopoly over the delivery of letters has beenstatutory monopoly over the delivery of letters has been
considerably reduced.considerably reduced.

However, the way that the TPC, the TPT, and the courtsHowever, the way that the TPC, the TPT, and the courts
currently confine discussion of competition to the productcurrently confine discussion of competition to the product
and geographic markets as defined ignores the influence ofand geographic markets as defined ignores the influence of
marginal competition and quasi-substitutes on the level ofmarginal competition and quasi-substitutes on the level of
market power of a firm. For example, in the market power of a firm. For example, in the Australian MeatAustralian Meat
HoldingsHoldings case where the product market was narrowly case where the product market was narrowly
defined as the market for fat cattle, in the finaldefined as the market for fat cattle, in the final
determination of the issue of market dominance, no accountdetermination of the issue of market dominance, no account
was taken of the competition provided by other types ofwas taken of the competition provided by other types of

                                                        
4848 Department of Resources and Energy, Department of Resources and Energy, Forecasts of energy demandForecasts of energy demand
and supply, Australia, for 1984-85 to 93-94and supply, Australia, for 1984-85 to 93-94, Canberra, AGPS, 1985. The, Canberra, AGPS, 1985. The
same study revealed a cross price elasticity between electricity and gassame study revealed a cross price elasticity between electricity and gas
in the residential sector of only 0.11, suggesting that existing gasin the residential sector of only 0.11, suggesting that existing gas
consumers are more price sensitive than existing electricity onlyconsumers are more price sensitive than existing electricity only
consumers.consumers.
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cattle. These would certainly provide some level ofcattle. These would certainly provide some level of
substitution, at least in the longer run.substitution, at least in the longer run.4949

Countervailing market power

It is sometimes argued that a supplier in a market who,It is sometimes argued that a supplier in a market who,
according to the traditional legal approach, enjoys a highaccording to the traditional legal approach, enjoys a high
degree of market power would be incapable of substantiallydegree of market power would be incapable of substantially
lessening competition if its customers enjoyed an equivalentlessening competition if its customers enjoyed an equivalent
level of market power. A monopolist, for example, could gainlevel of market power. A monopolist, for example, could gain
little if any benefit from its status if it had only onelittle if any benefit from its status if it had only one
customer.customer.

The Commission encountered this argument in its inquiryThe Commission encountered this argument in its inquiry
into statutory marketing arrangements. A popularinto statutory marketing arrangements. A popular
justification for these arrangements was that, in theirjustification for these arrangements was that, in their
absence, a large number of rural producers would be exploitedabsence, a large number of rural producers would be exploited
by a small number of processing firms.by a small number of processing firms.

While the Commission found no general lack of competitionWhile the Commission found no general lack of competition
to justify the creation of statutory producer monopolies, itto justify the creation of statutory producer monopolies, it
accepted that both sides of markets should be considered.accepted that both sides of markets should be considered.
Indeed, in suggesting that authorisation of voluntaryIndeed, in suggesting that authorisation of voluntary
recommended price agreements between fewer than 50 ruralrecommended price agreements between fewer than 50 rural
producers should be available, the Commission accepted thatproducers should be available, the Commission accepted that
conferring some level of countervailing power on producersconferring some level of countervailing power on producers
by allowing what would otherwise constitute an anti-by allowing what would otherwise constitute an anti-
competitive practice may actually constitute a pro-competitive practice may actually constitute a pro-
competitive balancing of market power. However, care wouldcompetitive balancing of market power. However, care would
need to be exercised to ensure that such a price agreementneed to be exercised to ensure that such a price agreement
actually enhanced community welfareactually enhanced community welfare  __   it may simple allowit may simple allow
producers to extract or share in excessive profits.producers to extract or share in excessive profits.

3.3 Regulating market practices
In those markets where competition is inhibited, a range ofIn those markets where competition is inhibited, a range of
anti-competitive practices have been observed. Eachanti-competitive practices have been observed. Each
                                                        
4949 AMH Pty. Limited v. TPCAMH Pty. Limited v. TPC (1989) ATPR 40-932. (1989) ATPR 40-932.
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requires specific counter-measures tailored to therequires specific counter-measures tailored to the
circumstances. In the light of the discussion above, thiscircumstances. In the light of the discussion above, this
section discusses the anti-trust provisions of the Tradesection discusses the anti-trust provisions of the Trade
Practices Act, whether each is appropriate, and how eachPractices Act, whether each is appropriate, and how each
should be applied.should be applied.

Anti-competitive agreements

People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merrimentPeople of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment
and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy againstand diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against
the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices.the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices.5050

Section 45 aims to deter anti-competitive collusiveSection 45 aims to deter anti-competitive collusive
behaviour. It prohibits arrangements between competitorsbehaviour. It prohibits arrangements between competitors
which either contain an exclusionary provision or have thewhich either contain an exclusionary provision or have the
purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition.purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition.
Exclusionary provisions are collective refusals to deal withExclusionary provisions are collective refusals to deal with
another party or arrangements to deal with another party onanother party or arrangements to deal with another party on
certain terms only (see section 4D). Section 45A effectivelycertain terms only (see section 4D). Section 45A effectively
prohibits price agreements outright by deeming price-fixingprohibits price agreements outright by deeming price-fixing
to cause a substantial lessening of competition.to cause a substantial lessening of competition.5151

But collusion can be difficult to arrange and enforce while,But collusion can be difficult to arrange and enforce while,
on other occasions, it may be achieved tacitly and thus beon other occasions, it may be achieved tacitly and thus be
difficult to prosecute.difficult to prosecute.

                                                        
5050 Smith, A., Smith, A., Wealth of NationsWealth of Nations, ed. Cannan, Vol. 1, Bk ii, p. 130., ed. Cannan, Vol. 1, Bk ii, p. 130.
5151 Restrictive trade practices are prohibited per se under the TPA whenRestrictive trade practices are prohibited per se under the TPA when
there is no requirement to satisfy the relevant competition test.there is no requirement to satisfy the relevant competition test.
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Pre-conditions for collusion

Firms are only likely to collude in certain marketFirms are only likely to collude in certain market
environments. Brozen and Posner suggest the followingenvironments. Brozen and Posner suggest the following
conditions favour explicit collusion:conditions favour explicit collusion:
.. market concentration on the supply side;market concentration on the supply side;
.. no fringe of small sellers;no fringe of small sellers;
.. high transport costs;high transport costs;
.. small variations in production costs between firms;small variations in production costs between firms;
.. readily available information on prices;readily available information on prices;
.. inelastic demand at the competitive price;inelastic demand at the competitive price;
.. low pre-collusion industry profits;low pre-collusion industry profits;
.. entry delays;entry delays;
.. many buyers (othemany buyers (otherwise selective discounting to bigrwise selective discounting to big

buyers will be too tempting while monitoring adherencebuyers will be too tempting while monitoring adherence
to the agreement will be difficult);to the agreement will be difficult);

.. no significant product differentiation;no significant product differentiation;

.. large suppliers selling at the same level in thelarge suppliers selling at the same level in the
distribution chain;distribution chain;

.. a simple price, credit and distribution structure;a simple price, credit and distribution structure;

.. price competition is more important than other forms ofprice competition is more important than other forms of
competition;competition;

.. demand static or declining over time; anddemand static or declining over time; and

.. stagnant technological innovation and productstagnant technological innovation and product
redesign.redesign.5252

Stable collusive arrangements are thus likely to be rare; theStable collusive arrangements are thus likely to be rare; the
absence of any of the conditions will tend to undermine theabsence of any of the conditions will tend to undermine the
potential for successful collusion.potential for successful collusion.

The above indicators suggested to Brozen and Posner thatThe above indicators suggested to Brozen and Posner that
evidence of collusion would include: fixed relative marketevidence of collusion would include: fixed relative market

                                                        
5252 Brozen, Y., Brozen, Y., Concentration, Mergers and Public PolicyConcentration, Mergers and Public Policy, MacMillan, New, MacMillan, New
York, 1982, pp. 150-8; and Posner, op. cit., pp. 55-61.York, 1982, pp. 150-8; and Posner, op. cit., pp. 55-61.
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shares; regional price variations; large output and capacityshares; regional price variations; large output and capacity
changes with the birth of the cartel; the sudden appearancechanges with the birth of the cartel; the sudden appearance
of excess capacity; a declining market share among theof excess capacity; a declining market share among the
leading firms; and less frequent but larger price changes.leading firms; and less frequent but larger price changes.5353

Effects of collusive arrangements on economic efficiency

Collusion between competitors on the price or quality of aCollusion between competitors on the price or quality of a
product can result in excessive profits for the participantsproduct can result in excessive profits for the participants
and a reduction in efficiency.and a reduction in efficiency.

However, some collusive arrangements can also increase theHowever, some collusive arrangements can also increase the
participating firms' efficiency by, for example, reducing theirparticipating firms' efficiency by, for example, reducing their
transactions costs.transactions costs.5454 Indeed, competition itself encourages Indeed, competition itself encourages
firms to seek out ways to reduce transaction costs throughfirms to seek out ways to reduce transaction costs through
non-standard contractual arrangements (that is, tradenon-standard contractual arrangements (that is, trade
between buyers and sellers not conducted at arms length).between buyers and sellers not conducted at arms length).
Such efficiencies arise when firms can reduce their costs bySuch efficiencies arise when firms can reduce their costs by
acting in concert, without merging. Indeed, the ability foracting in concert, without merging. Indeed, the ability for
such arrangements to survive in the long term may dependsuch arrangements to survive in the long term may depend
on the existence of such efficiencies, especially whereon the existence of such efficiencies, especially where
industry concentration is low. The wide-spread adoption ofindustry concentration is low. The wide-spread adoption of
joint ventures in large projects is evidence of the benefits ofjoint ventures in large projects is evidence of the benefits of
some forms of collusive behaviour.some forms of collusive behaviour.

Consequently, some collusive arrangements can promoteConsequently, some collusive arrangements can promote
overall economic efficiency, even if the firms involved alsooverall economic efficiency, even if the firms involved also
gain through anti-competitive aspects of their behaviour.gain through anti-competitive aspects of their behaviour.
Many such arrangements would be found to breach sectionMany such arrangements would be found to breach section
45 of the TPA and, on current interpretations, would be45 of the TPA and, on current interpretations, would be
unlikely to be authorised.unlikely to be authorised.

                                                        
5353 Posner, R., ibid., pp. 62-8.Posner, R., ibid., pp. 62-8.
5454 Transaction costs are the costs of exchange, in addition to the price.Transaction costs are the costs of exchange, in addition to the price.
For example, the cost of telephone calls to arrange the purchase,For example, the cost of telephone calls to arrange the purchase,
transport costs, time and effort can all be considered transaction costs.transport costs, time and effort can all be considered transaction costs.
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Misuse of market power

Merchants are occupied solely with crushing each other: such is theMerchants are occupied solely with crushing each other: such is the
effect of free competition.effect of free competition.5555

Section 46 of the TPA prevents a corporation with aSection 46 of the TPA prevents a corporation with a
substantial degree of market power, either as a supplier orsubstantial degree of market power, either as a supplier or
consumer of a product, from using this power to threaten orconsumer of a product, from using this power to threaten or
damage existing or potential competitors in any market. Indamage existing or potential competitors in any market. In
order to prove a breach of this section, it is necessary toorder to prove a breach of this section, it is necessary to
establish that:establish that:

a firm has a substantial degree of power in a market; anda firm has a substantial degree of power in a market; and
the firm took advantage of that power for a proscribedthe firm took advantage of that power for a proscribed
purpose.purpose.

The proscribed purposes are specified in section 46 andThe proscribed purposes are specified in section 46 and
cover conduct designed to:cover conduct designed to:

eliminate or substantially damage a competitor in that oreliminate or substantially damage a competitor in that or
another market;another market;
prevent the entry of a person into that or anotherprevent the entry of a person into that or another
market; ormarket; or
deter or prevent competitivedeter or prevent competitive behaviour in that or behaviour in that or
another market.another market.

The proscribed purposes

The three proscribed purposes of section 46 have been theThe three proscribed purposes of section 46 have been the
source of disagreement and confusion. Arguably, all firmssource of disagreement and confusion. Arguably, all firms
seek to damage their competitors simply by engaging inseek to damage their competitors simply by engaging in
competition. It seems incongruous to punish a firm simplycompetition. It seems incongruous to punish a firm simply
because it succeeds in this endeavour. Similarly, an efficientbecause it succeeds in this endeavour. Similarly, an efficient
and competitive firm may deter entry by another firmand competitive firm may deter entry by another firm
simply because the latter may not be able to compete withsimply because the latter may not be able to compete with
the incumbent.the incumbent.

In a submission to the Cooney inquiry, Professor BaxtIn a submission to the Cooney inquiry, Professor Baxt
referred to the `as yet unresolved problem of whether thereferred to the `as yet unresolved problem of whether the
section is...aimed at ensuring that competition and thesection is...aimed at ensuring that competition and the
                                                        
5555 Fourier, C., Fourier, C., SelectionsSelections, ed. Franklin, p. 131., ed. Franklin, p. 131.
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competitive process is at the heart of the protectioncompetitive process is at the heart of the protection
provided for by the legislation, or whether...individualprovided for by the legislation, or whether...individual
competitors might also be the beneficiaries of...the law'.competitors might also be the beneficiaries of...the law'.5656

Judicial interpretations, and particularly the Judicial interpretations, and particularly the QueenslandQueensland
WireWire decision, appear to have favoured protecting decision, appear to have favoured protecting
competition and the competitive process:competition and the competitive process:

...the object of Section 46 is to protect the interests of consumers,...the object of Section 46 is to protect the interests of consumers,
the operation of the section being predicated on the assumptionthe operation of the section being predicated on the assumption
that competition is a means to that end. Competition by its verythat competition is a means to that end. Competition by its very
nature is deliberate and ruthless. Competitors jockey for sales, thenature is deliberate and ruthless. Competitors jockey for sales, the
more effective competitors injuring the less effective by takingmore effective competitors injuring the less effective by taking
sales away. Competitors almost always try to `injure' each other insales away. Competitors almost always try to `injure' each other in
this way. This competition has never been a tort ... and thesethis way. This competition has never been a tort ... and these
injuries are an inevitable consequence of the competition sectioninjuries are an inevitable consequence of the competition section
46 was designed to foster.46 was designed to foster.5757

                                                        
5656 Baxt, R., Submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Legal andBaxt, R., Submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs, Constitutional Affairs, Mergers, Monopolies and Acquisitions: AdequacyMergers, Monopolies and Acquisitions: Adequacy
of Existing Legislative Controlsof Existing Legislative Controls, Sept 1991., Sept 1991.
5757 Per Mason, C. J. and Wilson, C. J. in Per Mason, C. J. and Wilson, C. J. in Queensland Wire Industries PtyQueensland Wire Industries Pty
Ltd V Broken Hill Pty Co LtdLtd V Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd, (1989) 63 ALJR 181 at 186., (1989) 63 ALJR 181 at 186.
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This apparent endorsement of section 46 as a means toThis apparent endorsement of section 46 as a means to
protect competition, rather than competitors, underminesprotect competition, rather than competitors, undermines
the case for amendment. There appears, therefore, no reasonthe case for amendment. There appears, therefore, no reason
to amend section 46 so long as competition and theto amend section 46 so long as competition and the
competitive process, rather than individual competitors,competitive process, rather than individual competitors,
remain the focus of the protection afforded by the provision.remain the focus of the protection afforded by the provision.
Otherwise, some form of statutory guidance may be required.Otherwise, some form of statutory guidance may be required.

The purpose test

The effectiveness of section 46 has been questioned becauseThe effectiveness of section 46 has been questioned because
of the onerous requirement to establish that the defendantof the onerous requirement to establish that the defendant
intended to damage an actual or potential competitor, orintended to damage an actual or potential competitor, or
deter competitive conduct.deter competitive conduct.

In the USA where the emphasis of anti-trust is on outcomesIn the USA where the emphasis of anti-trust is on outcomes
rather than intent, considerable litigation has revolvedrather than intent, considerable litigation has revolved
around allegations of `predatory' behaviour (that is,around allegations of `predatory' behaviour (that is,
behaviour aimed at developing or maintaining market powerbehaviour aimed at developing or maintaining market power
by using aggressive marketing, for example, to eliminateby using aggressive marketing, for example, to eliminate
competitors). The result of the concentration on outcomescompetitors). The result of the concentration on outcomes
rather than intent has often been perverse, with firmsrather than intent has often been perverse, with firms
obstructed or deterred from engaging in genuinelyobstructed or deterred from engaging in genuinely
competitive behaviour.competitive behaviour.

In Australia, the courts and the TPC have always found itIn Australia, the courts and the TPC have always found it
hard to discriminate between genuinely competitivehard to discriminate between genuinely competitive
behaviour, whether predatory or not, and an unlawfulbehaviour, whether predatory or not, and an unlawful
exploitation of market power.exploitation of market power.

Nonetheless, because the Nonetheless, because the effectseffects of these actions are of these actions are
ambiguous as to whether they promote or undermineambiguous as to whether they promote or undermine
economic efficiency, it is the economic efficiency, it is the purpose or intentpurpose or intent behind the behind the
actions which confers the offensive element of any allegedactions which confers the offensive element of any alleged
misuse of market power. While the proscribed purpose maymisuse of market power. While the proscribed purpose may
be difficult to establish, it appears to be the best means tobe difficult to establish, it appears to be the best means to
distinguish pro-competitive from anti-competitive activities.distinguish pro-competitive from anti-competitive activities.

The The Swanson Committee (1976Swanson Committee (1976) argued that it should be) argued that it should be
purpose and not effect that is culpable. It considered that anpurpose and not effect that is culpable. It considered that an
effects test would mean that breaches were actionable onlyeffects test would mean that breaches were actionable only
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after the damage was done. It also noted that the courts hadafter the damage was done. It also noted that the courts had
interpreted the section to cover most conduct that was notinterpreted the section to cover most conduct that was not
merely protecting legitimate trade and business interests.merely protecting legitimate trade and business interests.
The courts have tended to draw an inference of improperThe courts have tended to draw an inference of improper
purpose if, for example, there was no other feasiblepurpose if, for example, there was no other feasible
commercial explanation for the actions.commercial explanation for the actions.5858

In addition, in a submission to the recent CooneyIn addition, in a submission to the recent Cooney
Committee inquiry, the Attorney-General's DepartmentCommittee inquiry, the Attorney-General's Department5959

suggested that, to the extent that remaining difficultiessuggested that, to the extent that remaining difficulties
might be identified with the need to prove purpose, thesemight be identified with the need to prove purpose, these
may be alleviated by a rebuttable presumption of intentmay be alleviated by a rebuttable presumption of intent  __
that is, placing the onus on the firm to show that thethat is, placing the onus on the firm to show that the
relevant activity was undertaken for some legitimaterelevant activity was undertaken for some legitimate
purposepurpose  __   in defined circumstances.in defined circumstances.

Administrative problems

The TPC exercises considerable discretion in administeringThe TPC exercises considerable discretion in administering
section 46 of the Act.section 46 of the Act.

In some cases, it or the courts will be placed in the positionIn some cases, it or the courts will be placed in the position
of, de facto, having to determine prices administratively;of, de facto, having to determine prices administratively;
such as in the case of firms with market power quotingsuch as in the case of firms with market power quoting
prices which were very low (to drive competitors out of theprices which were very low (to drive competitors out of the
market) or very high (constituting, in effect, a refusal tomarket) or very high (constituting, in effect, a refusal to
supply). Avoiding repeated prosecutions would require eithersupply). Avoiding repeated prosecutions would require either
the firm and the TPC agreeing on an `acceptable' price, orthe firm and the TPC agreeing on an `acceptable' price, or

                                                        
5858 SeeSee Queensland Wire Industries Pty Ltd V Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd Queensland Wire Industries Pty Ltd V Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd, op., op.
cit.. Section 46(7): `a corporation may be taken to have takencit.. Section 46(7): `a corporation may be taken to have taken
advantage of its power for a [proscribed] purpose...notwithstanding that,advantage of its power for a [proscribed] purpose...notwithstanding that,
after all the evidence has been considered, the existence of thatafter all the evidence has been considered, the existence of that
purpose is ascertainable only by inference from the conduct of thepurpose is ascertainable only by inference from the conduct of the
corporation or of any other person or from other relevantcorporation or of any other person or from other relevant
circumstances.'circumstances.'
5959 Report by the Senate Standing Committee on Legal andReport by the Senate Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs, Constitutional Affairs, Mergers, Monopolies and Acquisitions: AdequacyMergers, Monopolies and Acquisitions: Adequacy
of Existing Legislative Controlsof Existing Legislative Controls, The Parliament of the Commonwealth, The Parliament of the Commonwealth
of Australia, December 1991, p. 86.of Australia, December 1991, p. 86.
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some indication from the bench of what would constitute asome indication from the bench of what would constitute a
lawful price structure.lawful price structure.

The The Queensland WireQueensland Wire case is an example of where such a case is an example of where such a
negotiation may have been necessary, although the partiesnegotiation may have been necessary, although the parties
settled on a price without further judicial or TPCsettled on a price without further judicial or TPC
involvement.involvement.

The difficulties which might arise therefore remain untested,The difficulties which might arise therefore remain untested,
and are probably more amenable to solution from a policyand are probably more amenable to solution from a policy
perspective rather than relying on the courts to develop aperspective rather than relying on the courts to develop a
doctrine.doctrine.

Anti-competitive exclusive dealing

Section 47 prohibits a supplier or buyer from attempting toSection 47 prohibits a supplier or buyer from attempting to
interfere with the freedom of its respective buyers orinterfere with the freedom of its respective buyers or
suppliers to deal with whom they choose. Generally,suppliers to deal with whom they choose. Generally,
exclusive dealing is only prohibited where such conduct hasexclusive dealing is only prohibited where such conduct has
the purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition;the purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition;
except for third-line forcing which is prohibited outright.except for third-line forcing which is prohibited outright.
Third-line forcing is supplying goods or services onThird-line forcing is supplying goods or services on
condition that the purchaser will acquire other goods orcondition that the purchaser will acquire other goods or
services from another supplier, even a related company.services from another supplier, even a related company.

Exclusive dealing can be one way of exploiting market power.Exclusive dealing can be one way of exploiting market power.
When exercised by a supplier, it reduces competition withWhen exercised by a supplier, it reduces competition with
other products in resale markets, increasing sales. Part ofother products in resale markets, increasing sales. Part of
the benefits of that increase will be shared with thethe benefits of that increase will be shared with the
purchasing firm in the form of lower prices, as compensationpurchasing firm in the form of lower prices, as compensation
for the restriction imposed. When exercised by a buyer,for the restriction imposed. When exercised by a buyer,
exclusive dealing reduces competition from other outlets,exclusive dealing reduces competition from other outlets,
either by limiting the range of products available to them oreither by limiting the range of products available to them or
by forcing them to use a less preferred source, therebyby forcing them to use a less preferred source, thereby
raising their costs. Some of the benefits of that exclusiveraising their costs. Some of the benefits of that exclusive
dealing will be shared with the supplier in the form of higherdealing will be shared with the supplier in the form of higher
prices, as compensation for the restriction imposed.prices, as compensation for the restriction imposed.

Exclusive dealing can also be used to generate market power.Exclusive dealing can also be used to generate market power.
For example, by deciding to stock only one supplier'sFor example, by deciding to stock only one supplier's
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product, a retailer creates a valuable right which can be `sold'product, a retailer creates a valuable right which can be `sold'
to that supplier, the `price' being a mixture of freedom fromto that supplier, the `price' being a mixture of freedom from
competition from other outlets or a lower price from thecompetition from other outlets or a lower price from the
supplier. Similarly, by deciding to supply only one outlet, asupplier. Similarly, by deciding to supply only one outlet, a
supplier creates a monopoly right for the retailer whosupplier creates a monopoly right for the retailer who
purchases it, either by agreeing to stock only that supplier'spurchases it, either by agreeing to stock only that supplier's
products or by paying a lower price for the products.products or by paying a lower price for the products.

Whilst exclusive dealing might be viewed as simply aWhilst exclusive dealing might be viewed as simply a
restrictive practice, the outcome differs little from verticalrestrictive practice, the outcome differs little from vertical
integration. Products transferred between stages within aintegration. Products transferred between stages within a
firm are often not sold to outside firms.firm are often not sold to outside firms.6060 By offering an By offering an
alternative to dealing solely within the firm, exclusivealternative to dealing solely within the firm, exclusive
dealing can reduce costs. Firms will choose whicheverdealing can reduce costs. Firms will choose whichever
arrangement is most efficient.arrangement is most efficient.

Consequently, exclusive dealing need not be viewed as anConsequently, exclusive dealing need not be viewed as an
imposition by one party on another, but rather as a part ofimposition by one party on another, but rather as a part of
the price of a contract. For example, retailers balance thethe price of a contract. For example, retailers balance the
inducement offered by the supplier (for example, lowerinducement offered by the supplier (for example, lower
prices) against the disadvantage of handling only theirprices) against the disadvantage of handling only their
product range. If they find the balance to be in their favour,product range. If they find the balance to be in their favour,
they will become parties to the agreement.they will become parties to the agreement.6161

There are also savings in transactions costs in exclusiveThere are also savings in transactions costs in exclusive
dealing. The retailer, by only dealing with one supplier,dealing. The retailer, by only dealing with one supplier,
avoids the need to search the entire range of products andavoids the need to search the entire range of products and
suppliers. Further, where such arrangements ensure supplysuppliers. Further, where such arrangements ensure supply
for a contractual period, refor a contractual period, re-ordering will be simpler.-ordering will be simpler.

The IAC's The IAC's Food Processing and BeveragesFood Processing and Beverages report suggested report suggested
that firms often seek to make contractual arrangementsthat firms often seek to make contractual arrangements
with their suppliers/purchasers to minimise the cost ofwith their suppliers/purchasers to minimise the cost of
purchasing or controlling resources. Vertical arrangementspurchasing or controlling resources. Vertical arrangements
may reduce competition, but they can also improvemay reduce competition, but they can also improve

                                                        
6060 Although the freedom for consortiums to deal in this way hasAlthough the freedom for consortiums to deal in this way has
limitations - see limitations - see Queensland WireQueensland Wire op. cit. op. cit.
6161 Bork raises the possibility that part of the advantage to the retailerBork raises the possibility that part of the advantage to the retailer
may be passed on to consumers. Bork, R. 1978, ibid. p. 301.may be passed on to consumers. Bork, R. 1978, ibid. p. 301.
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economic efficiency by reducing uncertainty where theeconomic efficiency by reducing uncertainty where the
supply of essential inputs is uncertain and by reducing thesupply of essential inputs is uncertain and by reducing the
costs of transacting with suppliers/purchasers.costs of transacting with suppliers/purchasers.

With specific regard to food processing, (these arrangements) canWith specific regard to food processing, (these arrangements) can
also reduce the costs of discovering and altering the quality ofalso reduce the costs of discovering and altering the quality of
agricultural inputs. For example, a food processing firm mayagricultural inputs. For example, a food processing firm may
require its agricultural inputs to be free of artificial fertilisers.require its agricultural inputs to be free of artificial fertilisers.6262

Aside from vertical integration, some form of exclusiveAside from vertical integration, some form of exclusive
dealing arrangement may be the only way of ensuring thisdealing arrangement may be the only way of ensuring this
requirement is met.requirement is met.

Porter suggests that pro-competitive regulation should bePorter suggests that pro-competitive regulation should be
applied carefully to exclusive dealing arrangements, takingapplied carefully to exclusive dealing arrangements, taking
all the costs and benefits into account:all the costs and benefits into account:

Antitrust laws must also not be a barrier to vertical collaborationAntitrust laws must also not be a barrier to vertical collaboration
between suppliers and buyers that is so integral to the innovationbetween suppliers and buyers that is so integral to the innovation
process. Vertical activities should not be generally impeded unlessprocess. Vertical activities should not be generally impeded unless
they they undulyunduly exclude other competitors from access to customers. exclude other competitors from access to customers.
(Emphasis added)(Emphasis added)6363

The TPC has recognised that exclusive dealing arrangementsThe TPC has recognised that exclusive dealing arrangements
can confer net benefits on the community. This year, itcan confer net benefits on the community. This year, it
authorised an exclusive dealing arrangement between BHPauthorised an exclusive dealing arrangement between BHP
Petroleum and Australia's two largest consumers of methanolPetroleum and Australia's two largest consumers of methanol
to ensure the viability of a pilot methanol plant. Theto ensure the viability of a pilot methanol plant. The
agreements commit ICI and Borden to purchasing all theiragreements commit ICI and Borden to purchasing all their
methanol requirements from BHPP for the next ten years.methanol requirements from BHPP for the next ten years.

The TPC accepts that the plant is likely to bring substantial publicThe TPC accepts that the plant is likely to bring substantial public
benefits. It also accepts BHPP's contention that it needed thebenefits. It also accepts BHPP's contention that it needed the
security of revenue supply that the exclusive dealing arrangementssecurity of revenue supply that the exclusive dealing arrangements
would provide before investing in the pilot project.would provide before investing in the pilot project.6464

While the benefits of agreements such as these are alwaysWhile the benefits of agreements such as these are always
more transparent when greenfields investment or themore transparent when greenfields investment or the
                                                        
6262 IAC, IAC, Food Processing and Beverages IndustriesFood Processing and Beverages Industries, AGPS, Canberra,, AGPS, Canberra,
Report No. 424, 15 December 1989, p. 73.Report No. 424, 15 December 1989, p. 73.
6363 Porter, p. 663-4.Porter, p. 663-4.
6464 TPC News Release, TPC News Release, TPC authorises BHP Petroleum exclusive dealingTPC authorises BHP Petroleum exclusive dealing
contractcontract, January 1992., January 1992.
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possible failure of a firm are involved, the benefits may bepossible failure of a firm are involved, the benefits may be
just as high in other circumstances and they should all bejust as high in other circumstances and they should all be
taken into account in authorisation applications.taken into account in authorisation applications.

The strong evidence that vertical arrangements oftenThe strong evidence that vertical arrangements often
enhance economic efficiency suggests to the Commissionenhance economic efficiency suggests to the Commission
that exclusive dealing should be subject to the substantialthat exclusive dealing should be subject to the substantial
lessening of competition test: thus, the outright prohibitionlessening of competition test: thus, the outright prohibition
of third line forcing should be reviewed.of third line forcing should be reviewed.

Resale price maintenance

Section 48 deals with anti-competitive pricing agreements.Section 48 deals with anti-competitive pricing agreements.
It prohibits vertical supply arrangements designed toIt prohibits vertical supply arrangements designed to
underpin price levels, except in the case of genuineunderpin price levels, except in the case of genuine
recommended retail prices or loss-leader selling. A supplierrecommended retail prices or loss-leader selling. A supplier
cannot in any way fix a price below which a reseller may notcannot in any way fix a price below which a reseller may not
sell or advertise such products; for example, by threateningsell or advertise such products; for example, by threatening
or actually suspending supplies. The section prohibits resaleor actually suspending supplies. The section prohibits resale
price maintenance per se; that is, without any requirementprice maintenance per se; that is, without any requirement
to show that there has been a resultant substantial lesseningto show that there has been a resultant substantial lessening
of competition.of competition.

But there are some cases in which resale price maintenanceBut there are some cases in which resale price maintenance
may be justified. One is where resale price maintenance ismay be justified. One is where resale price maintenance is
used to alter the nature of competition, rather than toused to alter the nature of competition, rather than to
reduce it. Generally, the bundling of different productsreduce it. Generally, the bundling of different products
together, such as in third-line forcing discussed above, istogether, such as in third-line forcing discussed above, is
anti-competitive and efficiency demands that each productanti-competitive and efficiency demands that each product
be priced and available individually. On occasions, however, abe priced and available individually. On occasions, however, a
market in an associated product, such as providing pre-salesmarket in an associated product, such as providing pre-sales
advice, may be impossible or impractical, and the mostadvice, may be impossible or impractical, and the most
effective way of ensuring that such a product is noteffective way of ensuring that such a product is not
undersupplied (due to, for example, free-riding) is to bundleundersupplied (due to, for example, free-riding) is to bundle
the advice and the primary product together. In suchthe advice and the primary product together. In such
circumstances, resale price maintenance can be used tocircumstances, resale price maintenance can be used to
induce the right level of service, raising the value of theinduce the right level of service, raising the value of the
product to the consumer. Consequently, resale priceproduct to the consumer. Consequently, resale price
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maintenance is not so unambiguously efficiency reducing asmaintenance is not so unambiguously efficiency reducing as
to justify an outright prohibition.to justify an outright prohibition.

Subjecting resale price maintenance to a competition testSubjecting resale price maintenance to a competition test
may negate the need for separate prohibition of thismay negate the need for separate prohibition of this
practice. Resale price maintenance, to the extent that itpractice. Resale price maintenance, to the extent that it
causes a substantial lessening of competition that reducescauses a substantial lessening of competition that reduces
economic efficiency, would constitute a breach of sectioneconomic efficiency, would constitute a breach of section
46(1c) in that it would deter or prevent competitive46(1c) in that it would deter or prevent competitive
behaviour.behaviour.

However, this would also add the requirement to establish aHowever, this would also add the requirement to establish a
proscribed purpose in relation to these actions.proscribed purpose in relation to these actions.

Consequently, the Commission considers that the currentConsequently, the Commission considers that the current
absolute ban should be reviewed. Consideration should beabsolute ban should be reviewed. Consideration should be
given to subjecting the prohibition of resale pricegiven to subjecting the prohibition of resale price
maintenance to the competition test and introducingmaintenance to the competition test and introducing
authorisation for such practices. Whether a separateauthorisation for such practices. Whether a separate
prohibition of resale price maintenance is justified is anprohibition of resale price maintenance is justified is an
open question.open question.

Anti-competitive price discrimination

According to section 49 of the TPA, a supplier must not priceAccording to section 49 of the TPA, a supplier must not price
discriminate (for example, by differential price discounting)discriminate (for example, by differential price discounting)
between purchasers of products of like grade or quality if itbetween purchasers of products of like grade or quality if it
results in a substantial lessening of competition, from eitherresults in a substantial lessening of competition, from either
the magnitude or repetition of price discrimination. Thisthe magnitude or repetition of price discrimination. This
provision, however, recognises some valid reasons for priceprovision, however, recognises some valid reasons for price
discrimination, such as discounting for large volumes.discrimination, such as discounting for large volumes.

The Commission argued in its The Commission argued in its Raw Materials PricingRaw Materials Pricing report report
that, because of the potential of section 49 to impedethat, because of the potential of section 49 to impede
efficient pricing practices, the Government should considerefficient pricing practices, the Government should consider
repealing it:repealing it:

...efficient pricing in raw materials markets demands that a seller...efficient pricing in raw materials markets demands that a seller
be able to discriminate between different buyers. Section 49 maybe able to discriminate between different buyers. Section 49 may
inhibit raw materials suppliers from adopting such an approach forinhibit raw materials suppliers from adopting such an approach for
fear of contravening the Act. The Trade Practices Commission hasfear of contravening the Act. The Trade Practices Commission has
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advised that section 49 has been little used in the past and that, inadvised that section 49 has been little used in the past and that, in
any case, price discrimination could if necessary be dealt withany case, price discrimination could if necessary be dealt with
under section 46 of the Act.under section 46 of the Act.6565

Any firm with a substantial degree of market power wouldAny firm with a substantial degree of market power would
contravene section 46 if it used that power either:contravene section 46 if it used that power either:

as a seller to charge different prices to different buyers;as a seller to charge different prices to different buyers;
oror
as a buyer to extract concessions from a seller;as a buyer to extract concessions from a seller;

in order to achieve any one of the three proscribed purposes.in order to achieve any one of the three proscribed purposes.

In comparison with section 49, the application of section 46In comparison with section 49, the application of section 46
to price discrimination is broader in some ways andto price discrimination is broader in some ways and
narrower in others. Whereas section 49 applies only to thenarrower in others. Whereas section 49 applies only to the
activities of sellers, section 46 applies to the activities ofactivities of sellers, section 46 applies to the activities of
both buyers and sellers. However, unlike section 49, it is notboth buyers and sellers. However, unlike section 49, it is not
enough in section 46 to establish price discrimination and aenough in section 46 to establish price discrimination and a
resultant substantial lessening of competition resultant substantial lessening of competition __ the intent the intent
to achieve one of the proscribed purposes also must beto achieve one of the proscribed purposes also must be
proved.proved.

Although the proscribed purpose may be difficult to establishAlthough the proscribed purpose may be difficult to establish
(see discussion of section 46), it appears to be the best way(see discussion of section 46), it appears to be the best way
of distinguishing pro-competitive from anti-competitiveof distinguishing pro-competitive from anti-competitive
activities. If necessary, price discrimination could beactivities. If necessary, price discrimination could be
included as one of the defined circumstancesincluded as one of the defined circumstances  that triggersthat triggers
the rebuttable presumption of intent also discused above.the rebuttable presumption of intent also discused above.

The The Raw Materials PricingRaw Materials Pricing report concluded: report concluded:
In view of the inhibiting potential of section 49 to efficient pricing,In view of the inhibiting potential of section 49 to efficient pricing,
and the scope for section 46 to deal with discriminatory pricing toand the scope for section 46 to deal with discriminatory pricing to
the extent that it may be a problem from an economic efficiencythe extent that it may be a problem from an economic efficiency
point of view, the Industry Commission concludes thatpoint of view, the Industry Commission concludes that
consideration should be given to the repeal of section 49.consideration should be given to the repeal of section 49.6666

                                                        
6565 Industry Commission,Industry Commission,  Raw Material Pricing for Domestic Use Raw Material Pricing for Domestic Use, AGPS,, AGPS,
Canberra, Report No. 21, 1 April 1992, p. 24.Canberra, Report No. 21, 1 April 1992, p. 24.
6666 Ibid., p. 25.Ibid., p. 25.
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Hay and Morris conducted empirical analysis of threeHay and Morris conducted empirical analysis of three
different types of price discrimination and concluded:different types of price discrimination and concluded:

These examples illustrate what appears to be a useful conclusionThese examples illustrate what appears to be a useful conclusion
about price discrimination. Given that the pre-conditions forabout price discrimination. Given that the pre-conditions for
practicing price discrimination are met, and that nothing can bepracticing price discrimination are met, and that nothing can be
done by the competition authorities about the existence ofdone by the competition authorities about the existence of
monopoly, then price discrimination in final consumer markets willmonopoly, then price discrimination in final consumer markets will
probably increase aggregate social welfare, but at the expense ofprobably increase aggregate social welfare, but at the expense of
equity. The gain in social welfare arises in each case becauseequity. The gain in social welfare arises in each case because
output is higher than it would be if aoutput is higher than it would be if a
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uniform price were set. There are, of course, a huge range of suchuniform price were set. There are, of course, a huge range of such
practices in addition to the ones we have analysed... But in so farpractices in addition to the ones we have analysed... But in so far
as each of them involves an increase in the quantity sold,as each of them involves an increase in the quantity sold,
compared with uniform pricing, it is probable that a welfare gain iscompared with uniform pricing, it is probable that a welfare gain is
present, even though the equity implications are less attractive.present, even though the equity implications are less attractive.
More complex considerations enter where the goods areMore complex considerations enter where the goods are
intermediate rather than sold to final demand. However it is worthintermediate rather than sold to final demand. However it is worth
noting, on the basis of the previous welfare analysis of verticalnoting, on the basis of the previous welfare analysis of vertical
relationships between firms, that any discriminating practice thatrelationships between firms, that any discriminating practice that
has the effect at the margin that the good is supplied at a pricehas the effect at the margin that the good is supplied at a price
nearer to marginal cost than would otherwise be the case isnearer to marginal cost than would otherwise be the case is
probably welfare enhancing.probably welfare enhancing.6767

Thus, price discrimination usually enhances efficiencyThus, price discrimination usually enhances efficiency
because it tends to mitigate, rather than exacerbate,because it tends to mitigate, rather than exacerbate,
efficiency losses associated with market power. As long asefficiency losses associated with market power. As long as
price discrimination increases sales, as it usually does,price discrimination increases sales, as it usually does,
society moves closer to competitive output levels, andsociety moves closer to competitive output levels, and
efficiency losses associated with market power are reduced.efficiency losses associated with market power are reduced.
Prima facie, the welfare effects are ambiguous as somePrima facie, the welfare effects are ambiguous as some
consumers are paying more and some are paying less. But asconsumers are paying more and some are paying less. But as
a rule of thumb, welfare in aggregate is improved when totala rule of thumb, welfare in aggregate is improved when total
sales increase.sales increase.

3.4 Regulating market structure
In Australia, trade practices law has largely concentrated onIn Australia, trade practices law has largely concentrated on
market practices. The first five of the six provisions of Partmarket practices. The first five of the six provisions of Part
IV of the Act deal with practices, and these have dominatedIV of the Act deal with practices, and these have dominated
both private and TPC initiated actions. In addition,both private and TPC initiated actions. In addition,
                                                        
6767 Hay, D.A. and Morris, D.J., Hay, D.A. and Morris, D.J., Industrial Economics and Organisation -Industrial Economics and Organisation -
Theory and EvidenceTheory and Evidence, Oxford University Press, 1991, p. 604. The types, Oxford University Press, 1991, p. 604. The types
of price discrimination considered were: First degree priceof price discrimination considered were: First degree price
discrimination which occurs where the monopolist firm is able todiscrimination which occurs where the monopolist firm is able to
charge a separate price for each unit sold. Second degree pricecharge a separate price for each unit sold. Second degree price
discrimination is where the firm sells different blocks of output alongdiscrimination is where the firm sells different blocks of output along
the same demand curve at different prices. Third degree pricethe same demand curve at different prices. Third degree price
discrimination requires the firm to identify market segments withdiscrimination requires the firm to identify market segments with
different demand curves and charge higher prices where demand is lessdifferent demand curves and charge higher prices where demand is less
elastic.elastic.
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administrative activities by the TPC have concentrated onadministrative activities by the TPC have concentrated on
provisions of the Act dealing with market practices.provisions of the Act dealing with market practices.

...the Act is mainly aimed at anti-competitive conduct. By and...the Act is mainly aimed at anti-competitive conduct. By and
large it accepts established industry structures, and there is little iflarge it accepts established industry structures, and there is little if
any power to break up established enterprises by the process ofany power to break up established enterprises by the process of
divestiture (which means splitting up an enterprise into smallerdivestiture (which means splitting up an enterprise into smaller
units), whether horizontal (ie breaking up an enterprise intounits), whether horizontal (ie breaking up an enterprise into
competing units) or vertical (ie separating different functionalcompeting units) or vertical (ie separating different functional
levels of vertically integrated organisations, (e.g. oil exploration,levels of vertically integrated organisations, (e.g. oil exploration,
production, refining, wholesaling, retailing)).production, refining, wholesaling, retailing)).6868

Further, the rationale for the anti-mergers provision in theFurther, the rationale for the anti-mergers provision in the
Act has often been represented as surrogate regulation ofAct has often been represented as surrogate regulation of
market practices; that is, as a `second best' means ofmarket practices; that is, as a `second best' means of
preventing market practices that are difficult to prevent inpreventing market practices that are difficult to prevent in
highly concentrated industries. For example, without somehighly concentrated industries. For example, without some
regulation of mergers, prohibitions of price fixing could beregulation of mergers, prohibitions of price fixing could be
avoided by merger of the participating firms. In addition,avoided by merger of the participating firms. In addition,
regulating mergers may reduce the problems of detectingregulating mergers may reduce the problems of detecting
and proving collusive arrangements between a small numberand proving collusive arrangements between a small number
of participants in a market.of participants in a market.

As discussed, much of the recent debate on the reform ofAs discussed, much of the recent debate on the reform of
restrictive trade practices law has concerned proposals torestrictive trade practices law has concerned proposals to
increase the emphasis on regulating market structure and,increase the emphasis on regulating market structure and,
in particular, strengthening the application of section 50.in particular, strengthening the application of section 50.
This culminated in the decision in June to modify theThis culminated in the decision in June to modify the
competition test in section 50 to prohibit mergers likely tocompetition test in section 50 to prohibit mergers likely to
cause a substantial lessening of competition, rather thancause a substantial lessening of competition, rather than
where a merger would create or enhance dominance of awhere a merger would create or enhance dominance of a
market by the acquiring corporation.market by the acquiring corporation.

While there may be differences in theory between theWhile there may be differences in theory between the
dominance test and substantial lessening of competitiondominance test and substantial lessening of competition
test, cases on the two seem to suggest that there may not betest, cases on the two seem to suggest that there may not be
a substantial difference in practice.a substantial difference in practice.

                                                        
6868 Fels A., Fels A., Competition, prices and federalismCompetition, prices and federalism, in TPC Bulletin No. 60-, in TPC Bulletin No. 60-
61, Canberra, May-August 1991.61, Canberra, May-August 1991.
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This is shown by the way in which the courts go aboutThis is shown by the way in which the courts go about
determining whether the thresholds have been breached. Indetermining whether the thresholds have been breached. In
the oft-quoted case of the oft-quoted case of Queensland Co-Operative MillingQueensland Co-Operative Milling
AssociationAssociation (QCMA) (QCMA)6969, which was decided under a substantial, which was decided under a substantial
lessening of competition test, the TPT offered a list oflessening of competition test, the TPT offered a list of
indicators which could be used to determine marketindicators which could be used to determine market
structure (since "whether firms compete is very much astructure (since "whether firms compete is very much a
matter of the structure of the markets in which theymatter of the structure of the markets in which they
operate").operate").7070 This list was cited in the  This list was cited in the Ansett TransportAnsett Transport
Industries (Operations)Industries (Operations) case, in which Northrop J. offered his case, in which Northrop J. offered his
own list of indicators to assess market dominance.own list of indicators to assess market dominance.7171

The two lists show remarkable similarities. Both listsThe two lists show remarkable similarities. Both lists
mention market concentration, barriers to entry, the extentmention market concentration, barriers to entry, the extent
to which products in the industry are characterised byto which products in the industry are characterised by
extreme product differentiation and sales promotion, andextreme product differentiation and sales promotion, and
the character of corporate relationships and the extent ofthe character of corporate relationships and the extent of
corporate integration. The only distinguishing mark of thecorporate integration. The only distinguishing mark of the
dominance test included in the lists is the ability of the firmdominance test included in the lists is the ability of the firm
`...to determine prices for its services without being`...to determine prices for its services without being
consistently inhibited in its determination by other firms'.consistently inhibited in its determination by other firms'.7272

However, in QCMA, this notion may have been incorporatedHowever, in QCMA, this notion may have been incorporated
in the view of what was rivalrous behaviour: the TPT said, `Inin the view of what was rivalrous behaviour: the TPT said, `In
our view effective competition requires both that pricesour view effective competition requires both that prices
should be flexible, reflecting the forces of demand andshould be flexible, reflecting the forces of demand and
supply, and that there should be supply, and that there should be independent rivalryindependent rivalry in all in all
dimensions of the price-product-service packages offered todimensions of the price-product-service packages offered to
consumers and customers.' (Emphasis added.)consumers and customers.' (Emphasis added.)7373

The recent cases of The recent cases of ArnottsArnotts and  and Australian Meat HoldingsAustralian Meat Holdings
cite both of these cases. In the light of these precedents, itcite both of these cases. In the light of these precedents, it
would seem that there may not be great differences betweenwould seem that there may not be great differences between
how the different tests are applied in practice.how the different tests are applied in practice.
                                                        
6969 (1976)8 ALR 481(1976)8 ALR 481
7070 ibid., p. 516.ibid., p. 516.
7171 [1978] ATPR 40-071[1978] ATPR 40-071
7272 ibid.ibid.
7373 ibid, p. 516.ibid, p. 516.
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However, it may be that the same indicators could be appliedHowever, it may be that the same indicators could be applied
to `dominance' and `substantial lessening of competition' toto `dominance' and `substantial lessening of competition' to
arrive at substantially different outcomes.arrive at substantially different outcomes.

In accordance with the recommendations of the CooneyIn accordance with the recommendations of the Cooney
Committee inquiry, the decision to strengthen the thresholdCommittee inquiry, the decision to strengthen the threshold
competition test for mergers was also accompanied bycompetition test for mergers was also accompanied by
statutory factors of what amounts to a `substantial lesseningstatutory factors of what amounts to a `substantial lessening
of competition'. These factors will provide a legislative basisof competition'. These factors will provide a legislative basis
for the future assessment of the effects of mergers onfor the future assessment of the effects of mergers on
competition, and therefore tend to render precedent on bothcompetition, and therefore tend to render precedent on both
`dominance' and `substantial lessening of competition'`dominance' and `substantial lessening of competition'
redundant.redundant.

The statutory factors to be taken into account in determining if aThe statutory factors to be taken into account in determining if a
merger has the effect of substantially lessening competition in amerger has the effect of substantially lessening competition in a
substantial market for goods or services in Australia, a State orsubstantial market for goods or services in Australia, a State or
Territory will be:Territory will be:

(a)(a) the actual and potential level of import competition in thethe actual and potential level of import competition in the
relevant market;relevant market;

(b)(b) the height of barriers to entry, that is the ease with which newthe height of barriers to entry, that is the ease with which new
participants may enter and exit the market, now or in theparticipants may enter and exit the market, now or in the
future;future;

(c)(c) the level of concentration in the relevant market;the level of concentration in the relevant market;
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(d)(d) the degree of countervailing power;the degree of countervailing power;

(e)(e) the ability of the merged firm to increase prices or profitthe ability of the merged firm to increase prices or profit
margins significantly and sustainably without being inhibitedmargins significantly and sustainably without being inhibited
by other market participants;by other market participants;

(f)(f) the extent to which acceptable substitutes for the products ofthe extent to which acceptable substitutes for the products of
the merged firm are available or likely to be available;the merged firm are available or likely to be available;

(g)(g) the likelihood the merger would result in the removal of athe likelihood the merger would result in the removal of a
vigorous and effective competitor;vigorous and effective competitor;

(h)(h) the nature and extent of vertical integration; andthe nature and extent of vertical integration; and

(i)(i) any other relevant factor.any other relevant factor.

While many of these factors reflect the discussion onWhile many of these factors reflect the discussion on
assessing competition above, that discussion also indicatesassessing competition above, that discussion also indicates
that some of the factors should be approached carefully.that some of the factors should be approached carefully.
Concentration ratios and short-run profit levels, for example,Concentration ratios and short-run profit levels, for example,
can provide ambiguous signals on the level of competition incan provide ambiguous signals on the level of competition in
a market.a market.

At present, these factors will apply to the mergers provisionAt present, these factors will apply to the mergers provision
only. They will not apply to interpretations of `substantialonly. They will not apply to interpretations of `substantial
lessening of competition' in relation to other provisions oflessening of competition' in relation to other provisions of
the Act, and to the similar threshold competition test inthe Act, and to the similar threshold competition test in
section 46. The fact that one of the justifications for thesection 46. The fact that one of the justifications for the
change in the mergers test was to make the provision morechange in the mergers test was to make the provision more
consistent with other provisions of the Act, and thatconsistent with other provisions of the Act, and that
applying the factors to section 50 and not to others willapplying the factors to section 50 and not to others will
undermine this goal, suggests that the factors should beundermine this goal, suggests that the factors should be
applied to all provisions of Part IV. Further, the factors willapplied to all provisions of Part IV. Further, the factors will
be just as useful to help ensure consistent approaches tobe just as useful to help ensure consistent approaches to
competition issues for other provisions of the Act as theycompetition issues for other provisions of the Act as they
will be for the mergers provision. Some modification of thewill be for the mergers provision. Some modification of the
factors may, however, be required. For example, factor (g)factors may, however, be required. For example, factor (g)
would require amendment.would require amendment.

Effects of mergers on economic efficiency

Mergers can have both benefits and costs. The benefitsMergers can have both benefits and costs. The benefits
derive mainly from the potential for merged firms toderive mainly from the potential for merged firms to
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improve their productive efficiency. Costs can arise if theimprove their productive efficiency. Costs can arise if the
merged firm is able to exploit market power.merged firm is able to exploit market power.

Whether any particular merger will enhance or detract fromWhether any particular merger will enhance or detract from
economic efficiency will depend on the size of the benefitseconomic efficiency will depend on the size of the benefits
compared to the size of the costs.compared to the size of the costs.

Empirical evidence on the relative magnitude of theseEmpirical evidence on the relative magnitude of these
factors is ambiguous.factors is ambiguous.7474 The New Zealand Economic The New Zealand Economic
Development Commission has stated that there is evidenceDevelopment Commission has stated that there is evidence
showing that, on average, mergers do not result in firmsshowing that, on average, mergers do not result in firms
engaging in monopolistic behaviour.engaging in monopolistic behaviour.7575 This implies that This implies that
increases in the profitability of merged firms generallyincreases in the profitability of merged firms generally
reflects improvements in productive efficiency. However,reflects improvements in productive efficiency. However,
after examining a number of USA studies on horizontalafter examining a number of USA studies on horizontal
mergers, Waterson concluded:mergers, Waterson concluded:

...the increased profitability often associated with successful...the increased profitability often associated with successful
horizontal mergers will sometimes be a result of increasedhorizontal mergers will sometimes be a result of increased
efficiency. At other times, it will be due merely to exercise of theefficiency. At other times, it will be due merely to exercise of the
increased market power which is available. Quite commonly, it willincreased market power which is available. Quite commonly, it will
be a mixture of these factors.be a mixture of these factors.7676

Similarly, after examining the advantages and disadvantagesSimilarly, after examining the advantages and disadvantages
associated with mergers and takeovers, the House ofassociated with mergers and takeovers, the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Legal andRepresentatives Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs (The Griffiths Report)Constitutional Affairs (The Griffiths Report)7777 concluded that concluded that
the outcome of any individual case would depend on thethe outcome of any individual case would depend on the
circumstances.circumstances.

Empirical analysis of the overall economic efficiencyEmpirical analysis of the overall economic efficiency
benefits of mergers falls into two categories of methodology:benefits of mergers falls into two categories of methodology:

                                                        
7474 A review of reviews and studies may be foA review of reviews and studies may be found in EPAC 1989.und in EPAC 1989.
7575 Haarmeyer, D., in Haarmeyer, D., in Submission by the Economic DevelopmentSubmission by the Economic Development
Commission to the Department of Trade and Industry on the Review ofCommission to the Department of Trade and Industry on the Review of
the Commerce Act 1986the Commerce Act 1986, October 1988, Wellington., October 1988, Wellington.
7676 EPAC 1989,EPAC 1989, op. cit., p. op. cit., p. 60. 60.
7777 House of Representative Standing Committee on Legal andHouse of Representative Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs, Constitutional Affairs, Mergers, Takeovers and Monopolies: ProfitingMergers, Takeovers and Monopolies: Profiting
from Competition?from Competition?, May 1989, AGPS, Canberra., May 1989, AGPS, Canberra.
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`even`event' studies, which infer the profitability of mergerst' studies, which infer the profitability of mergers
from changes in stock market values at the time whenfrom changes in stock market values at the time when
transactions are announced; andtransactions are announced; and
`accounting' studies, which assess the productivity of`accounting' studies, which assess the productivity of
mergers by using accounting data on the post mergermergers by using accounting data on the post merger
performance of acquiring firms.performance of acquiring firms.

Generally, event studies have shown that mergers conferGenerally, event studies have shown that mergers confer
significant net benefits while accounting studies have not.significant net benefits while accounting studies have not.
On this point, the Treasury has stated:On this point, the Treasury has stated:

There has not been a satisfactory resolution of the fact that theThere has not been a satisfactory resolution of the fact that the
event studies...have shown clear direct benefits, while the studiesevent studies...have shown clear direct benefits, while the studies
using accounting data have demonstrated mixed results. Some ofusing accounting data have demonstrated mixed results. Some of
the net gain to shareholders identified in the share market eventthe net gain to shareholders identified in the share market event
studies no doubt results from an expected redistribution of wealthstudies no doubt results from an expected redistribution of wealth
away from other parties (labour, bondholders, consumers) ratheraway from other parties (labour, bondholders, consumers) rather
than reflecting wealth creation. However, in general the magnitudethan reflecting wealth creation. However, in general the magnitude
of the gains do not appear to be satisfactorily explained from thisof the gains do not appear to be satisfactorily explained from this
source.source.7878

The Cooney Committee report also addressed recentThe Cooney Committee report also addressed recent
empirical analysis of the efficiency benefits of mergers. Itempirical analysis of the efficiency benefits of mergers. It
found that:found that:

...the empirical evidence on the effects of mergers is conflicting...the empirical evidence on the effects of mergers is conflicting
and not conclusive. The economic evidence that mergers actuallyand not conclusive. The economic evidence that mergers actually
result in productive efficiencies remains equivocal. Nor is it clearresult in productive efficiencies remains equivocal. Nor is it clear
that efficiencies, where they have occurred, have improved thethat efficiencies, where they have occurred, have improved the
international competitiveness of Australian firms, or resulted ininternational competitiveness of Australian firms, or resulted in
demonstrable benefits to consumers.demonstrable benefits to consumers.

However, the Treasury has also argued that:However, the Treasury has also argued that:
...even if mergers on average fail to deliver expected productivity...even if mergers on average fail to deliver expected productivity
gains, a substantial number succeed in doing so. Caves puts thegains, a substantial number succeed in doing so. Caves puts the
number at 40 per cent on the basis of his review of the US post-number at 40 per cent on the basis of his review of the US post-
merger studies.merger studies. 7979 If these productivity gains then enhanced the If these productivity gains then enhanced the
competitiveness of the whole market in a dynamic sense, the gainscompetitiveness of the whole market in a dynamic sense, the gains

                                                        
7878 Treasury, op. cit., p. 19.Treasury, op. cit., p. 19.
7979 Caves, R. (1987), `Effects of Mergers and Acquisitions on theCaves, R. (1987), `Effects of Mergers and Acquisitions on the
Economy: an Industrial Organisation Perspective', in Browne andEconomy: an Industrial Organisation Perspective', in Browne and
Rosengren (1987), p. 150.Rosengren (1987), p. 150.
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would be reflected throughout the market in terms of improvedwould be reflected throughout the market in terms of improved
overall efficiency gains and not necessarily reflected in increasedoverall efficiency gains and not necessarily reflected in increased
profit indicators of merged enterprises in any on-going manner.profit indicators of merged enterprises in any on-going manner.8080

Overall, the evidence implies that, for most mergers, it is notOverall, the evidence implies that, for most mergers, it is not
possible to determine conclusively afterwards, let alonepossible to determine conclusively afterwards, let alone
beforehand, whether any particular proposed merger is ofbeforehand, whether any particular proposed merger is of
net benefit to the community.net benefit to the community.

However, this evidence is based on studies of mergers whichHowever, this evidence is based on studies of mergers which
have proceeded under the relevant mergers regulation. Therehave proceeded under the relevant mergers regulation. There
are likely to be some mergers, which would not have beenare likely to be some mergers, which would not have been
considered by these studies, that would clearly reduceconsidered by these studies, that would clearly reduce
welfare.welfare.

Applying the mergers test

While the foregoing evidence may rule out the wholesaleWhile the foregoing evidence may rule out the wholesale
prohibition of mergers, it also clearly indicates thatprohibition of mergers, it also clearly indicates that
preventing at least some mergers may be beneficial. As EPACpreventing at least some mergers may be beneficial. As EPAC
concluded in its study:concluded in its study:

All that can be said is that the evidence is strong enough to reject aAll that can be said is that the evidence is strong enough to reject a
prohibitive approach to mergers, but is subject to sufficientprohibitive approach to mergers, but is subject to sufficient
empirical and theoretical caveats to reject calls for a passiveempirical and theoretical caveats to reject calls for a passive
acceptance of all horizontal mergers.acceptance of all horizontal mergers.

Views differ on what level of intervention against mergers isViews differ on what level of intervention against mergers is
necessary. An ideal administrative arrangement would cost-necessary. An ideal administrative arrangement would cost-
effectively identify undesirable mergers, but not obstructeffectively identify undesirable mergers, but not obstruct
beneficial mergers.beneficial mergers.

There is considerable logical merit in amending section 50 ofThere is considerable logical merit in amending section 50 of
the Act to prohibit mergers that would likely result in athe Act to prohibit mergers that would likely result in a
substantial lessening of competition in a market. To startsubstantial lessening of competition in a market. To start
with, it would increase consistency in the application of Partwith, it would increase consistency in the application of Part
IV of the ActIV of the Act  __   the competition tests in other sections arethe competition tests in other sections are
expressed in similar terms. Further, since the maintenanceexpressed in similar terms. Further, since the maintenance
of competition in markets is the focus of Part IV of the Act,of competition in markets is the focus of Part IV of the Act,
it makes sense that competition in a relevant market shouldit makes sense that competition in a relevant market should
                                                        
8080 Treasury, op. cit., p. 20.Treasury, op. cit., p. 20.
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be the focus of Section 50, rather than the question ofbe the focus of Section 50, rather than the question of
whether a firm does or is likely to dominate that market.whether a firm does or is likely to dominate that market.
Finally, the amendment of Section 50 would bring moreFinally, the amendment of Section 50 would bring more
mergers under TPC examination, at least partially satisfyingmergers under TPC examination, at least partially satisfying
the policy need to regulate market concentration morethe policy need to regulate market concentration more
closely.closely.

However, because it is difficult, if not impossible, to judgeHowever, because it is difficult, if not impossible, to judge
the likely impact on competition in the relevant marketthe likely impact on competition in the relevant market
prior to a merger, the substantial lessening of competitionprior to a merger, the substantial lessening of competition
test should be applied to mergers regulation with care totest should be applied to mergers regulation with care to
avoid substantial costs.avoid substantial costs.

Since the mergers most likely to reduce overall economicSince the mergers most likely to reduce overall economic
efficiency will be those where the impact on competition isefficiency will be those where the impact on competition is
greatest, it seems sensible to act against only those mergersgreatest, it seems sensible to act against only those mergers
that clearly threaten competition. By taking into accountthat clearly threaten competition. By taking into account
the discussion of assessing competition above in thethe discussion of assessing competition above in the
application of the statutory factors to the new mergersapplication of the statutory factors to the new mergers
competition test, section 50 is more likely to work in thiscompetition test, section 50 is more likely to work in this
way. Authorisation would continue to be available to thoseway. Authorisation would continue to be available to those
mergers which, although likely to result in a substantialmergers which, although likely to result in a substantial
lessening of competition, would nonetheless result in a netlessening of competition, would nonetheless result in a net
public benefit.public benefit.8181

Divestiture powers

Section 81 of the Act currently enables the Court to orderSection 81 of the Act currently enables the Court to order
divestiture only where a merger or acquisition has beendivestiture only where a merger or acquisition has been
undertaken in breach of section 50.undertaken in breach of section 50.

The Griffiths Committee considered and rejected a proposalThe Griffiths Committee considered and rejected a proposal
to permit the TPC to seek, and the court to order,to permit the TPC to seek, and the court to order,
divestiture of the assets of a firm guilty of `intractable anddivestiture of the assets of a firm guilty of `intractable and
continuous breach of section 46'continuous breach of section 46'  __   the misuse of marketthe misuse of market

                                                        
8181 However, the authorisation process may be of little assistance hereHowever, the authorisation process may be of little assistance here
because of the effective presumption against the merger going aheadbecause of the effective presumption against the merger going ahead
and the public interest, rather than economic efficiency, criteriaand the public interest, rather than economic efficiency, criteria
applied (see discussion in Section 6.1).applied (see discussion in Section 6.1).
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power provision.power provision.8282 The Cooney Committee report concurred The Cooney Committee report concurred
with this recommendation.with this recommendation.8383

The Attorney-General's Department considers that there isThe Attorney-General's Department considers that there is
no compelling case for the inclusion of divestiture as ano compelling case for the inclusion of divestiture as a
remedy for misuse of market power, and that intractableremedy for misuse of market power, and that intractable
breaches of this section should be addressed by increases inbreaches of this section should be addressed by increases in
monetary penalties: divestiture is a `very blunt andmonetary penalties: divestiture is a `very blunt and
infrequently effective remedy'.infrequently effective remedy'.8484

Further, divestiture orders raise difficult practical problems:Further, divestiture orders raise difficult practical problems:
For breaches of section 46 not related to access to facilities, forFor breaches of section 46 not related to access to facilities, for
example predatory pricing, divestiture would be difficult to apply,example predatory pricing, divestiture would be difficult to apply,
as there is no acquisition of separable plant to order divestiture of.as there is no acquisition of separable plant to order divestiture of.
Difficulties would arise in identifying which part of a businessDifficulties would arise in identifying which part of a business
should be divested. In this case divestiture is likely to involve anshould be divested. In this case divestiture is likely to involve an
arbitrary decision about which part of the corporation is to bearbitrary decision about which part of the corporation is to be
divested and may involve divestiture of part of the business whichdivested and may involve divestiture of part of the business which
had little to do with the actual breach of the Act.had little to do with the actual breach of the Act.8585

The TPC tends to support this view, but nonethelessThe TPC tends to support this view, but nonetheless
considers that there may be a role for a divestiture power toconsiders that there may be a role for a divestiture power to
structurally separate state GBEs:structurally separate state GBEs:

I have never been a great supporter of having a divestiture power inI have never been a great supporter of having a divestiture power in
the Trade Practices Act to apply to established Australianthe Trade Practices Act to apply to established Australian
businesses in the private sector.businesses in the private sector.

However, I believe there is soon likely to be a debate about whetherHowever, I believe there is soon likely to be a debate about whether
some kind of divestiture power is likely to be needed in thesome kind of divestiture power is likely to be needed in the
deregulating areas of the economy.deregulating areas of the economy.

                                                        
8282 House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal andHouse of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs, Constitutional Affairs, Mergers, Takeovers and Monopolies: ProfitingMergers, Takeovers and Monopolies: Profiting
from Competition?from Competition?, AGPS, Canberra Mat 1989, p. 102., AGPS, Canberra Mat 1989, p. 102.
8383 House of Representative Standing Committee on Legal andHouse of Representative Standing Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs, op. cit., p. 99.Constitutional Affairs, op. cit., p. 99.
8484 Attorney-General's Department, Submission to the Senate StandingAttorney-General's Department, Submission to the Senate Standing
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Mergers, MonopoliesMergers, Monopolies
and Acquisitions: Adequacy of Existing Legislative Controlsand Acquisitions: Adequacy of Existing Legislative Controls, August, August
1991, p. 29.1991, p. 29.
8585 Treasury, op. cit. pp. 61-62.Treasury, op. cit. pp. 61-62.
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The Industry Commission reports on gas, electricity and rail allThe Industry Commission reports on gas, electricity and rail all
point to the apparent need for extensive divestiture in thosepoint to the apparent need for extensive divestiture in those
sectors. Although these are basically matters which are in thesectors. Although these are basically matters which are in the
hands of State Governments, I think its worth pointing out that thehands of State Governments, I think its worth pointing out that the
Industry Commission's prescription could be implemented if theIndustry Commission's prescription could be implemented if the
Trade Practices Act included divestiture powers.Trade Practices Act included divestiture powers.8686

While a specific divestiture power may provide a means toWhile a specific divestiture power may provide a means to
enforce divestiture of state GBEs, other approaches to suchenforce divestiture of state GBEs, other approaches to such
reforms, involving the consideration of competition policyreforms, involving the consideration of competition policy
amongst other policy considerations, are preferable, andamongst other policy considerations, are preferable, and
probably more likely to be achievable.probably more likely to be achievable.

3.5 Summing up
The foregoing analysis suggests that current restrictiveThe foregoing analysis suggests that current restrictive
trade practices legislation, and current approaches to thetrade practices legislation, and current approaches to the
application and enforcement of these laws, should beapplication and enforcement of these laws, should be
modified. At present, restrictive trade practices regulation,modified. At present, restrictive trade practices regulation,
based largely on a static model of competition, ignores manybased largely on a static model of competition, ignores many
of the dynamic sources of competition and the potentialof the dynamic sources of competition and the potential
gains in economic efficiency attainable from practices whichgains in economic efficiency attainable from practices which
have traditionally been deemed anti-competitive.have traditionally been deemed anti-competitive.

The Commission alluded to the need for the development ofThe Commission alluded to the need for the development of
a more dynamic approach to restrictive trade practicesa more dynamic approach to restrictive trade practices
legislation, and competition policy generally, in its legislation, and competition policy generally, in its FoodFood
Processing and BeveragesProcessing and Beverages report: report:

Market structures and contracting practices that potentially permitMarket structures and contracting practices that potentially permit
the exercise of market power do not necessarily mean thatthe exercise of market power do not necessarily mean that
community welfare would be improved by intervention. Differencescommunity welfare would be improved by intervention. Differences
in cost structure, entrepreneurial ability, or the costs ofin cost structure, entrepreneurial ability, or the costs of
determining consumers' wants, create the possibility of a widedetermining consumers' wants, create the possibility of a wide
range of industry structures and the need for contracting to retainrange of industry structures and the need for contracting to retain
command over resources. The level of competition prevailing andcommand over resources. The level of competition prevailing and
the need to economise on transactions costs may be fullythe need to economise on transactions costs may be fully
consistent with the maximising of community welfare. Theconsistent with the maximising of community welfare. The

                                                        
8686 Fels, A., Interview with Diplock, A., Fels, A., Interview with Diplock, A., DecisionsDecisions, Vol. 4, No. 3,, Vol. 4, No. 3,
National Australia Bank, August 1992, p. 14.National Australia Bank, August 1992, p. 14.
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economic cost of allowing greater concentration to develop oreconomic cost of allowing greater concentration to develop or
potentially restrictive practices to operate in the food industriespotentially restrictive practices to operate in the food industries
may be less than the costs to society of their regulation,may be less than the costs to society of their regulation,
particularly where markets are contestable and free of governmentparticularly where markets are contestable and free of government
intervention.intervention.

Over recent years the TPC, in respect of its competitionOver recent years the TPC, in respect of its competition
regulations, has been operating under a specific government policyregulations, has been operating under a specific government policy
directive aimed at increasing the international competitiveness ofdirective aimed at increasing the international competitiveness of
Australian industry, including that of the food processing andAustralian industry, including that of the food processing and
beverages industries. In the light of the foregoing analysis ofbeverages industries. In the light of the foregoing analysis of
competition in the food processing and beverages industries, thecompetition in the food processing and beverages industries, the
Commission believes that the TPC's continued pursuit of thisCommission believes that the TPC's continued pursuit of this
efficiency-based objective would be in the best interests not only ofefficiency-based objective would be in the best interests not only of
consumers but also of the community in general.consumers but also of the community in general.8787

                                                        
8787 Op. cit., p. 74-5.Op. cit., p. 74-5.
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4 REGULATION OF MONOPOLIES

Government legislates against competition for variousGovernment legislates against competition for various
reasons.reasons.

Commonly in the post-war period, governments in AustraliaCommonly in the post-war period, governments in Australia
have exclusively supplied markets considered, at least inhave exclusively supplied markets considered, at least in
part, to exhibit natural monopoly characteristicspart, to exhibit natural monopoly characteristics  __   that is,that is,
where the characteristics of the industry mean that thesewhere the characteristics of the industry mean that these
markets can only be provided efficiently by one producer.markets can only be provided efficiently by one producer.
Examples include electricity generation, transmission andExamples include electricity generation, transmission and
supply; telecommunications; water; and transportsupply; telecommunications; water; and transport
infrastructure. In other OECD countries, governments haveinfrastructure. In other OECD countries, governments have
facilitated private provision of such natural monopolyfacilitated private provision of such natural monopoly
services, usually by legislating for exclusive supply by aservices, usually by legislating for exclusive supply by a
nominated firm.nominated firm.

Australian governments have also undertaken exclusiveAustralian governments have also undertaken exclusive
supply of some products primarily to further social goals,supply of some products primarily to further social goals,
such as providing certain postal services, urban bus servicessuch as providing certain postal services, urban bus services
and rail services, at prices below cost. The Commissionand rail services, at prices below cost. The Commission
considers that the direct provision of subsidised services toconsiders that the direct provision of subsidised services to
particular parts of the community, or the cross-subsidisationparticular parts of the community, or the cross-subsidisation
of the provision of services between parts of the community,of the provision of services between parts of the community,
is generally not the most efficient way to meet social policyis generally not the most efficient way to meet social policy
objectives. Nonetheless, to the extent that this practiceobjectives. Nonetheless, to the extent that this practice
continues, pro-competitive regulation should take it intocontinues, pro-competitive regulation should take it into
account.account.

Often, supply is mandated to government for both economicOften, supply is mandated to government for both economic
efficiency and social policy reasons.efficiency and social policy reasons.

In this chapter, the Commission discusses the role of pro-In this chapter, the Commission discusses the role of pro-
competitive regulation in the provision of goods and servicescompetitive regulation in the provision of goods and services
which have natural monopoly characteristics, and/or wherewhich have natural monopoly characteristics, and/or where
government has legislated against competition.government has legislated against competition.
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4.1 Natural monopolies
According to Freidman:According to Freidman:

There is unfortunately no good solution for technical monopoly.There is unfortunately no good solution for technical monopoly.
There is only a choice among three evils: private unregulatedThere is only a choice among three evils: private unregulated
monopoly, private monopolymonopoly, private monopoly
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regulated by the state, and government operation.regulated by the state, and government operation.11

Several Industry Commission (and formerly IAC) inquiriesSeveral Industry Commission (and formerly IAC) inquiries
have explored the issue of effective regulation of thehave explored the issue of effective regulation of the
provision of services where there are natural monopolyprovision of services where there are natural monopoly
characteristics.characteristics.

General approaches

In the In the Government (Non-tax) ChargesGovernment (Non-tax) Charges report, the report, the
Commission addressed the general issue of identifyingCommission addressed the general issue of identifying
natural monopolies and devising the most efficient ways ofnatural monopolies and devising the most efficient ways of
dealing with them. It sought an approach to the regulation ofdealing with them. It sought an approach to the regulation of
natural monopolies that would achieve two sometimesnatural monopolies that would achieve two sometimes
conflicting objectives:conflicting objectives:

ensuring production in natural monopoly markets isensuring production in natural monopoly markets is
technically efficient; andtechnically efficient; and
ensuring that opportunities to abuse market power inensuring that opportunities to abuse market power in
these markets are minimised.these markets are minimised.

The Commission discussed some common misconceptionsThe Commission discussed some common misconceptions
on natural monopoly markets, and criticised currenton natural monopoly markets, and criticised current
approaches to regulation. It suggested that, while economiesapproaches to regulation. It suggested that, while economies
of scale, scope, and organisation are often characteristics ofof scale, scope, and organisation are often characteristics of
natural monopoly, testing for it is more complicated:natural monopoly, testing for it is more complicated:

Whether an industry is a natural monopoly depends on conditionsWhether an industry is a natural monopoly depends on conditions
of supply (e.g. technology) as well as demand (e.g. the size of theof supply (e.g. technology) as well as demand (e.g. the size of the
market). Thus, least-cost supply may vary between single firm andmarket). Thus, least-cost supply may vary between single firm and
multi-firm production over different output ranges, according to themulti-firm production over different output ranges, according to the
level of demand. An industry that is a natural monopoly inlevel of demand. An industry that is a natural monopoly in
Australia may not be one in the USA, where the size of the marketAustralia may not be one in the USA, where the size of the market
may be sufficient to warrant more than one supplier. In addition,may be sufficient to warrant more than one supplier. In addition,
technological change will almost certainly alter the cost structuretechnological change will almost certainly alter the cost structure
of an industry over time (e.g. by impacting on the degree ofof an industry over time (e.g. by impacting on the degree of
economies of scope or scale in the production process).economies of scope or scale in the production process).

                                                        
11 Freidman, M., Freidman, M., Capitalism and FreedomCapitalism and Freedom, 1962, p. 128., 1962, p. 128.
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Consequently, whether or not an industry is a natural monopolyConsequently, whether or not an industry is a natural monopoly
may change over time.may change over time.22

The Commission considered that regulation of naturalThe Commission considered that regulation of natural
monopolies in Australia has, to date, not taken these factorsmonopolies in Australia has, to date, not taken these factors
into account.into account.

Partial consideration of these factors usually meant that thePartial consideration of these factors usually meant that the
benefits available from legislating barriers to entry in naturalbenefits available from legislating barriers to entry in natural
monopolies were exaggerated, while the costs of suchmonopolies were exaggerated, while the costs of such
regulation were underestimated.regulation were underestimated.

On the benefits of legislating barriers to entry, theOn the benefits of legislating barriers to entry, the
Commission concluded:Commission concluded:

Thus, consideration of the existence of sunk costs as well as theThus, consideration of the existence of sunk costs as well as the
likely strategic behaviour of both existing and potential suppliers,likely strategic behaviour of both existing and potential suppliers,
suggest that a firm would only enter the industry if it possessed asuggest that a firm would only enter the industry if it possessed a
medium to long term cost advantage relative to the incumbent (e.g.medium to long term cost advantage relative to the incumbent (e.g.
because it possessed a more efficient technology or because thebecause it possessed a more efficient technology or because the
incumbent was inefficient), rather than envisioning a `hit and run'incumbent was inefficient), rather than envisioning a `hit and run'
operation. If entry occurs because the newcomer is more efficientoperation. If entry occurs because the newcomer is more efficient
than the incumbent, this competition is desirable because of thethan the incumbent, this competition is desirable because of the
resulting overall gains to the economy, rather than being wastefulresulting overall gains to the economy, rather than being wasteful
or destructive...Taken together, these considerations suggest that,or destructive...Taken together, these considerations suggest that,
even when the cost conditions of a natural monopoly render iteven when the cost conditions of a natural monopoly render it
potentially unsustainable, in practice purely wasteful or destructivepotentially unsustainable, in practice purely wasteful or destructive
competition is unlikely to arise. When inefficient entry does occur,competition is unlikely to arise. When inefficient entry does occur,
it is unlikely to result in a large loss to society, since it is unlikelyit is unlikely to result in a large loss to society, since it is unlikely
to continue for long periods and is unlikely to involve significantto continue for long periods and is unlikely to involve significant
sunk costs.sunk costs.33

                                                        
22 Industries Assistance Commission, Industries Assistance Commission, Government (Non-Tax) ChargesGovernment (Non-Tax) Charges,,
Report No. 422, Canberra, 29 September 1989, Vol. 3, p. 81.Report No. 422, Canberra, 29 September 1989, Vol. 3, p. 81.
33 Ibid., p. 85. `Essentially, an unsustainable natural monopoly arisesIbid., p. 85. `Essentially, an unsustainable natural monopoly arises
where it is impossible for the incumbent firm to charge prices whichwhere it is impossible for the incumbent firm to charge prices which
cover costs, without also providing an incentive for other firms to entercover costs, without also providing an incentive for other firms to enter
the industry.' Exposing unsustainable natural monopolies tothe industry.' Exposing unsustainable natural monopolies to
competition competition maymay `result in waste in the form of uneconomic `result in waste in the form of uneconomic
duplication of infrastructure and the loss of economies of scope, scale,duplication of infrastructure and the loss of economies of scope, scale,
or organisation, thereby creating additional cost burdens onor organisation, thereby creating additional cost burdens on
consumers.' pp. 83-84.consumers.' pp. 83-84.
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The costs of legislating barriers to entry in naturalThe costs of legislating barriers to entry in natural
monopolies were usually underestimated, for two reasons.monopolies were usually underestimated, for two reasons.
First, legislative barriers to entry often precluded anyFirst, legislative barriers to entry often precluded any
pressures for dynamic efficiency in the industry. Second, thepressures for dynamic efficiency in the industry. Second, the
regulation usually made no allowance for the introduction ofregulation usually made no allowance for the introduction of
new technologies. For example, recent technologicalnew technologies. For example, recent technological
developments in telecommunications (such as microwavedevelopments in telecommunications (such as microwave
links, cellular phones, and PABXs) appear to havelinks, cellular phones, and PABXs) appear to have
substantially lessened the scope of natural monopoly in thatsubstantially lessened the scope of natural monopoly in that
industry.industry.

The Commission suggested that both these factors highlightThe Commission suggested that both these factors highlight
the need, in the presence of market restrictions, for thethe need, in the presence of market restrictions, for the
natural monopoly status of industries to be periodicallynatural monopoly status of industries to be periodically
reviewed in the light of changing technologies.reviewed in the light of changing technologies.

Further, the reach of legislated barriers to entry has usuallyFurther, the reach of legislated barriers to entry has usually
extended well beyond the bounds of the area of naturalextended well beyond the bounds of the area of natural
monopoly. Indeed, it is only in the case of an `unsustainable'monopoly. Indeed, it is only in the case of an `unsustainable'
natural monopoly that any legislative barriers to entrynatural monopoly that any legislative barriers to entry
should be considered; and then only if the benefits of theshould be considered; and then only if the benefits of the
intervention are likely to exceed the costs.intervention are likely to exceed the costs.

Thus, the Commission concluded that legislative barriers toThus, the Commission concluded that legislative barriers to
entry are rarely justified:entry are rarely justified:

The principal conclusion from this discussion is that legislativeThe principal conclusion from this discussion is that legislative
barriers to entry are generally redundant (ie natural monopoly isbarriers to entry are generally redundant (ie natural monopoly is
generally sustainable without them). In the exceptionalgenerally sustainable without them). In the exceptional
circumstances where it can be argued that a natural monopoly maycircumstances where it can be argued that a natural monopoly may
not be sustainable in the face of competition, the potential wastenot be sustainable in the face of competition, the potential waste
due to inefficient entry needs to be balanced against the adversedue to inefficient entry needs to be balanced against the adverse
effects on production efficiency of restricting competition. There is,effects on production efficiency of restricting competition. There is,
therefore, a strong case for removing any legislative barriers totherefore, a strong case for removing any legislative barriers to
entry so that, regardless of whether the incumbent monopolist isentry so that, regardless of whether the incumbent monopolist is
public or private, it faces continuing external pressures to producepublic or private, it faces continuing external pressures to produce
and price efficiently.and price efficiently.44

The Commission also found two constraining influences onThe Commission also found two constraining influences on
the abuse of market power by firms considered to be naturalthe abuse of market power by firms considered to be natural

                                                        
44 Ibid., p. 87.Ibid., p. 87.
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monopolists: the existence of substitutes and the existencemonopolists: the existence of substitutes and the existence
of actual or potential competitors in the supply of the goodof actual or potential competitors in the supply of the good
or service in question.or service in question.

However, the Commission argued that such influences wouldHowever, the Commission argued that such influences would
not be sufficient to ensure economically efficient practicesnot be sufficient to ensure economically efficient practices
by firms in natural monopoly industries:by firms in natural monopoly industries:

Under certain circumstances, however, removal of legislativeUnder certain circumstances, however, removal of legislative
barriers to entry will not be sufficient to ensure that a market isbarriers to entry will not be sufficient to ensure that a market is
contestable. In particular, the existence of unavoidable sunk, ascontestable. In particular, the existence of unavoidable sunk, as
opposed to fixed, costs provides a natural monopolist with someopposed to fixed, costs provides a natural monopolist with some
leeway before departures from efficient pricing and productionleeway before departures from efficient pricing and production
processes will attract rival firms into the industry.processes will attract rival firms into the industry.55

The Commission therefore considered that governmentThe Commission therefore considered that government
intervention may be justified to limit abuses of marketintervention may be justified to limit abuses of market
power by natural monopolists.power by natural monopolists.

The Commission considered three broad policy approachesThe Commission considered three broad policy approaches
to the problem of restricting abuses of monopoly power into the problem of restricting abuses of monopoly power in
natural monopolies while facilitating production efficiency:natural monopolies while facilitating production efficiency:

public ownership and operation;public ownership and operation;
promoting competition; andpromoting competition; and
regulated private supply.regulated private supply.

Public ownership and operation

As already noted, Australian governments have traditionallyAs already noted, Australian governments have traditionally
sought to own and control firms in industries with naturalsought to own and control firms in industries with natural
monopoly characteristics.monopoly characteristics.

The Commission considered that this is not generally theThe Commission considered that this is not generally the
best way to deal with the problems posed by naturalbest way to deal with the problems posed by natural
monopolies. It questioned the argument that because publicmonopolies. It questioned the argument that because public
enterprises theoretically act in the public interest and areenterprises theoretically act in the public interest and are
more amenable to requests for information from regulators,more amenable to requests for information from regulators,
it is easier to prevent abuse of monopoly power by a publicit is easier to prevent abuse of monopoly power by a public
enterprise than a private one. It further argued that:enterprise than a private one. It further argued that:
                                                        
55 Ibid., p. 88.Ibid., p. 88.
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Even if it is presumed that altruism and government demands forEven if it is presumed that altruism and government demands for
information do result in allocative gains through the avoidance ofinformation do result in allocative gains through the avoidance of
monopoly pricing, the case for public ownership depends on theremonopoly pricing, the case for public ownership depends on there
being appropriate incentives for public enterprises to producebeing appropriate incentives for public enterprises to produce
efficiently. Otherwise, any potential gains from regulating pricesefficiently. Otherwise, any potential gains from regulating prices
and/or returns may be dissipated in cost padding, over-manningand/or returns may be dissipated in cost padding, over-manning
etc...The very factor that diminishes the likelihood of publicetc...The very factor that diminishes the likelihood of public
enterprises deliberately exploiting users by raising prices (ie theenterprises deliberately exploiting users by raising prices (ie the
suspension of the profit motive).suspension of the profit motive).66

The Commission canvassed the use of general pro-The Commission canvassed the use of general pro-
competitive measurescompetitive measures  __   such as existing trade practices lawsuch as existing trade practices law
__   and the establishment of specialist agencies to overseeand the establishment of specialist agencies to oversee
prices, as mechanisms for controlling abuses of naturalprices, as mechanisms for controlling abuses of natural
monopoly power.monopoly power.

However, it considered that these would do nothing toHowever, it considered that these would do nothing to
alleviate the principal difficulty with the public ownershipalleviate the principal difficulty with the public ownership
approachapproach  __   that it relied upon administratively basedthat it relied upon administratively based
mechanisms as a substitute for market forces.mechanisms as a substitute for market forces.

Promoting competition

This approach shifts the emphasis from administrative basedThis approach shifts the emphasis from administrative based
incentives for efficient supply of goods and services to pro-incentives for efficient supply of goods and services to pro-
competitive regulation for at least part of the industry.competitive regulation for at least part of the industry.
There are three ways this can be achieved.There are three ways this can be achieved.

Contracting outContracting out involves the use of public and/or private involves the use of public and/or private
suppliers selected by a competitive bidding system, usuallysuppliers selected by a competitive bidding system, usually
covering a specified period. Competition within a market iscovering a specified period. Competition within a market is
effectively replaced by competition for the right to serviceeffectively replaced by competition for the right to service
the market or a particular part of it. In principle,the market or a particular part of it. In principle,
competitive bidding for contracts would ensure thatcompetitive bidding for contracts would ensure that
opportunities for providing goods and services went to theopportunities for providing goods and services went to the
most efficient operator and that operators were encouragedmost efficient operator and that operators were encouraged
to maintain and improve their efficiency, or risk losing theirto maintain and improve their efficiency, or risk losing their
contract. Problems with this approach include uncertaintiescontract. Problems with this approach include uncertainties
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associated with the requirements of the contract, andassociated with the requirements of the contract, and
implications for long-term investment.implications for long-term investment.

Common carrier provisions and joint ownershipCommon carrier provisions and joint ownership
arrangementsarrangements involve the sharing of infrastructure involve the sharing of infrastructure
characterised by natural monopoly among independent firmscharacterised by natural monopoly among independent firms
or government agencies under appropriate accessor government agencies under appropriate access
arrangements. Generally, common carrier provisions imposearrangements. Generally, common carrier provisions impose
a legal obligation on the owner of the network to providea legal obligation on the owner of the network to provide
services to allcomers at a `reasonable' price. Where theservices to allcomers at a `reasonable' price. Where the
natural monopoly arises due to technical factors rather thannatural monopoly arises due to technical factors rather than
economies of organisation, joint or co-operative ownershipeconomies of organisation, joint or co-operative ownership
may be warranted. Common carrier provisions and jointmay be warranted. Common carrier provisions and joint
ownership arrangements require careful regulation of theownership arrangements require careful regulation of the
monopoly power, in particular to prevent the monopolymonopoly power, in particular to prevent the monopoly
owner from extending its advantage into competitiveowner from extending its advantage into competitive
markets through the monopoly (exclusionary) pricing ormarkets through the monopoly (exclusionary) pricing or
denial of access:denial of access:

One question that arises is whether regulation designed to ensureOne question that arises is whether regulation designed to ensure
that all users have equal access to the basic infrastructure is bestthat all users have equal access to the basic infrastructure is best
achieved by reliance on general pro-competitive measures (e.g. TPCachieved by reliance on general pro-competitive measures (e.g. TPC
or PSA oversight) or by specialist industry agencies such asor PSA oversight) or by specialist industry agencies such as
AUSTEL. Where the technical characteristics of an industry areAUSTEL. Where the technical characteristics of an industry are
complex or the industry is seen as `strategically' important, therecomplex or the industry is seen as `strategically' important, there
may be a case to use industry-specific regulatory bodies. However,may be a case to use industry-specific regulatory bodies. However,
in most cases it would seem appropriate to rely on more generalin most cases it would seem appropriate to rely on more general
measures, unless these subsequently prove to be inadequate.measures, unless these subsequently prove to be inadequate.
Regulatory bodies with economy-wide responsibilities have theRegulatory bodies with economy-wide responsibilities have the
advantage that they are less likely to be `captured' by theadvantage that they are less likely to be `captured' by the
enterprises they regulate.enterprises they regulate.77

The Commission considered that the common carrierThe Commission considered that the common carrier
approach offered considerable scope for encouragingapproach offered considerable scope for encouraging
efficiency in industries which have some elements of naturalefficiency in industries which have some elements of natural
monopoly by allowing competition in other areas.monopoly by allowing competition in other areas.

Segmentation, or structural separationSegmentation, or structural separation, is aimed at, is aimed at
promoting competition in the industry as a whole, evenpromoting competition in the industry as a whole, even
where competition cannot be introduced into the segmentwhere competition cannot be introduced into the segment
                                                        
77 Ibid., p. 95.Ibid., p. 95.
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seen as the natural monopoly core. It involves reducing orseen as the natural monopoly core. It involves reducing or
removing the opportunity for a natural monopolist toremoving the opportunity for a natural monopolist to
prevent or distort competition in related markets, byprevent or distort competition in related markets, by
excluding it from operating in the potentially competitiveexcluding it from operating in the potentially competitive
segments of the industry. The benefits from eliminating thesegments of the industry. The benefits from eliminating the
need to regulate the competitive segments must be balancedneed to regulate the competitive segments must be balanced
against the costs of preventing firms from operating in bothagainst the costs of preventing firms from operating in both
competitive and natural monopoly segments. The need tocompetitive and natural monopoly segments. The need to
regulate the behaviour of the monopolist in respect of theregulate the behaviour of the monopolist in respect of the
natural monopoly component of the industry would remain.natural monopoly component of the industry would remain.

Regulated private supply

A private firm's ability to restrict output and increase profitsA private firm's ability to restrict output and increase profits
in a natural monopoly could also be countered by generalin a natural monopoly could also be countered by general
behaviour monitoring measures such as TPC or Pricesbehaviour monitoring measures such as TPC or Prices
Surveillance Authority (PSA) oversight, or industry-specificSurveillance Authority (PSA) oversight, or industry-specific
price or rate of return controls, aimed at ensuring that theprice or rate of return controls, aimed at ensuring that the
benefits of single-firm supply are passed on to consumers.benefits of single-firm supply are passed on to consumers.
However, the Commission noted:However, the Commission noted:

Unfortunately, regulations aimed at controlling market power tendUnfortunately, regulations aimed at controlling market power tend
to have direct and indirect costs of their own, particularly whereto have direct and indirect costs of their own, particularly where
they are poorly conceived or implemented. Empiricalthey are poorly conceived or implemented. Empirical
evidence...suggests that such regulations seriously blunt theevidence...suggests that such regulations seriously blunt the
incentives for productive efficiency associated with privateincentives for productive efficiency associated with private
ownership. For example, where private firms are constrained to aownership. For example, where private firms are constrained to a
maximum allowable rate of return on capital, decisions relating tomaximum allowable rate of return on capital, decisions relating to
the use of inputs are distorted, thus undermining productivethe use of inputs are distorted, thus undermining productive
efficiency.efficiency.88

The Commission considered that the benefits from theThe Commission considered that the benefits from the
private supply approach will depend heavily on the ability toprivate supply approach will depend heavily on the ability to
design regulations which are effective in controlling marketdesign regulations which are effective in controlling market
power yet do not seriously impair sharemarket and capitalpower yet do not seriously impair sharemarket and capital
market disciplines on private firms for productive efficiency.market disciplines on private firms for productive efficiency.

                                                        
88 Ibid., p. 98. `Productive efficiency' here refers to a combinIbid., p. 98. `Productive efficiency' here refers to a combin ation ofation of
technical and allocative efficiency as explained in Chapter 2.technical and allocative efficiency as explained in Chapter 2.
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Efficient regulation

Regardless of the specific arrangements chosen for theRegardless of the specific arrangements chosen for the
ownership and operation of firms supplying goods andownership and operation of firms supplying goods and
services in industries with natural monopoly characteristics,services in industries with natural monopoly characteristics,
the effective regulation of monopoly power is an essentialthe effective regulation of monopoly power is an essential
ingredient to attaining technical, allocative, and dynamicingredient to attaining technical, allocative, and dynamic
efficiency. The Commission favoured economic regulation byefficiency. The Commission favoured economic regulation by
economy-wide rules and organisationseconomy-wide rules and organisations  __   such as the TPCsuch as the TPC
and PSAand PSA  __   over industry-specific regulation, where theover industry-specific regulation, where the
former is possible.former is possible.
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Specific applications

Other Commission inquiries have attempted to apply theseOther Commission inquiries have attempted to apply these
lessons to specific industries.lessons to specific industries.

In its report on In its report on Energy Generation and DistributionEnergy Generation and Distribution, the, the
Commission suggested that the most effective approach toCommission suggested that the most effective approach to
natural monopoly characteristics in the supply of electricitynatural monopoly characteristics in the supply of electricity
transmission was to structurally separate this sector,transmission was to structurally separate this sector,
mandate supply to a separate utility, and require it tomandate supply to a separate utility, and require it to
operate the grid on an open access basis:operate the grid on an open access basis:

Functions that would be undertaken ultimately by the transmissionFunctions that would be undertaken ultimately by the transmission
utility include the operation and maintenance of the grid, meritutility include the operation and maintenance of the grid, merit
order dispatch, pricing of transmission services, planning of gridorder dispatch, pricing of transmission services, planning of grid
extensions, and coordination functions to maintain systemextensions, and coordination functions to maintain system
integrity.integrity.99

Following a transition period involving close monitoring ofFollowing a transition period involving close monitoring of
performance and behaviour by the TPC, transmission wouldperformance and behaviour by the TPC, transmission would
be subject to general TPC and PSA supervision:be subject to general TPC and PSA supervision:

However, mainly because of natural monopoly characteristics ofHowever, mainly because of natural monopoly characteristics of
transmission and the implications of this for pricing, sometransmission and the implications of this for pricing, some
difficulties may arise if both agencies are involved. Consequently,difficulties may arise if both agencies are involved. Consequently,
it would be appropriate to consider amendments to the Tradeit would be appropriate to consider amendments to the Trade
Practices Act to ensure that all network activities are covered andPractices Act to ensure that all network activities are covered and
that efficient forms of pricing for a natural monopoly are notthat efficient forms of pricing for a natural monopoly are not
construed as discriminatory.construed as discriminatory.1010

The latter point shows the importance of ensuring that theThe latter point shows the importance of ensuring that the
transmission authority should be able to set prices fortransmission authority should be able to set prices for
services according to the customers willingness to pay,services according to the customers willingness to pay,
without obstruction from section 49 of the Act.without obstruction from section 49 of the Act.

In its In its Rail TransportRail Transport inquiry, the Commission addressed the inquiry, the Commission addressed the
issue of dealing with the natural monopoly in railissue of dealing with the natural monopoly in rail
infrastructure:infrastructure:

                                                        
99 Industry Commission, Industry Commission, Energy Generation and DistributionEnergy Generation and Distribution, Report, Report
No. 11, Canberra, 17 May 1991, p. 15.No. 11, Canberra, 17 May 1991, p. 15.
1010 Op. cit., p. 16.Op. cit., p. 16.
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The Commission considers that some new arrangements areThe Commission considers that some new arrangements are
required in order to prevent abuses of monopoly power, especiallyrequired in order to prevent abuses of monopoly power, especially
in relation to freight rates, and to resolve conflicts between railin relation to freight rates, and to resolve conflicts between rail
authorities and others concerning open access to rail tracks and theauthorities and others concerning open access to rail tracks and the
appropriate terms and conditions.appropriate terms and conditions.1111

The Commission considered track access to be of particularThe Commission considered track access to be of particular
concern because rail and infrastructure services (such asconcern because rail and infrastructure services (such as
train control) could not be structurally separated, and thetrain control) could not be structurally separated, and the
rail authority would be competing with other infrastructurerail authority would be competing with other infrastructure
users in the supply of rail services. The Commission alsousers in the supply of rail services. The Commission also
favoured general pro-competitive regulation by the TPCfavoured general pro-competitive regulation by the TPC
rather than a specific regulatory body, because of therather than a specific regulatory body, because of the
additional costs of an extra authority and the dangers ofadditional costs of an extra authority and the dangers of
regulatory capture. However, the inability of the Act and theregulatory capture. However, the inability of the Act and the
TPC to deal with monopoly pricing would have to beTPC to deal with monopoly pricing would have to be
addressed.addressed.

In other industries, however, the issues may not be so clear.In other industries, however, the issues may not be so clear.
In particular, when the natural monopolist is a governmentIn particular, when the natural monopolist is a government
business enterprise (GBE), it is not always easy to delineatebusiness enterprise (GBE), it is not always easy to delineate
economic regulation designed to limit abuses of marketeconomic regulation designed to limit abuses of market
power with measures designed to monitor the performancepower with measures designed to monitor the performance
of the enterprise. Performance monitoring of GBEs isof the enterprise. Performance monitoring of GBEs is
designed to protect tax-payer investments and help ensuredesigned to protect tax-payer investments and help ensure
productive efficiency. Thus, in theory, performanceproductive efficiency. Thus, in theory, performance
monitoring provides incentives for maximising prices andmonitoring provides incentives for maximising prices and
returns to GBEs. But practical and political factors mayreturns to GBEs. But practical and political factors may
dictate that, instead, the performance monitoring role isdictate that, instead, the performance monitoring role is
used to maximise community welfareused to maximise community welfare  __   the same goal asthe same goal as
pro-competitive regulation. Where this is the case, vestingpro-competitive regulation. Where this is the case, vesting
responsibility for pro-competitive regulation in a separateresponsibility for pro-competitive regulation in a separate
body to that responsible for performance monitoring maybody to that responsible for performance monitoring may
lead to duplication of effort. For example, in its report onlead to duplication of effort. For example, in its report on
Water Resources and Water Waste DisposalWater Resources and Water Waste Disposal, the Commission, the Commission
suggests that special factors present in the range of naturalsuggests that special factors present in the range of natural
monopolies in the supply of water mean that a range ofmonopolies in the supply of water mean that a range of

                                                        
1111 Industry Commission, Industry Commission, Rail TransportRail Transport, Report No. 13, Canberra, 21, Report No. 13, Canberra, 21
August 1991, p. 340.August 1991, p. 340.
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institutional structures could be appropriate for theinstitutional structures could be appropriate for the
industry.industry.1212

The Commission is currently considering similar issues inThe Commission is currently considering similar issues in
other areas, including postal services and ports.other areas, including postal services and ports.

Policy implications

Overall, these reports suggest that the preferred approach toOverall, these reports suggest that the preferred approach to
the pro-competitive regulation of industries exhibitingthe pro-competitive regulation of industries exhibiting
natural monopoly characteristics is adoption of a generalnatural monopoly characteristics is adoption of a general
restrictive trade practices regime and the currentrestrictive trade practices regime and the current
investigation and enforcement role of the TPC, with possiblyinvestigation and enforcement role of the TPC, with possibly
some assistance from the powers and functions of the PSA.some assistance from the powers and functions of the PSA.

This general regulatory regime should then be supplementedThis general regulatory regime should then be supplemented
by industry-specific regulation to the extent consideredby industry-specific regulation to the extent considered
necessary to deal with remaining problems. The level of thisnecessary to deal with remaining problems. The level of this
supplementary regulation will vary from industry tosupplementary regulation will vary from industry to
industry.industry.

These matters are discussed further in section 4.3.These matters are discussed further in section 4.3.

4.2 Mandated monopolies
As noted, past Australian governments have oftenAs noted, past Australian governments have often
undertaken exclusive supply in a particular industry toundertaken exclusive supply in a particular industry to
achieve some social policy goal. GBEs are often required toachieve some social policy goal. GBEs are often required to
provide community service obligations (CSOs)provide community service obligations (CSOs)  __   servicesservices
which a firm would not supply on strictly commercialwhich a firm would not supply on strictly commercial
criteria. And statutory marketing arrangements (SMAs) arecriteria. And statutory marketing arrangements (SMAs) are
imposed by governments in otherwise competitive marketsimposed by governments in otherwise competitive markets
to achieve a range of economic and social goals.to achieve a range of economic and social goals.

                                                        
1212 Water Resources and Waste Water DisposalWater Resources and Waste Water Disposal, op. cit., p. 116., op. cit., p. 116.
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Community service obligations

In its report on In its report on Government (non-tax) ChargesGovernment (non-tax) Charges, the, the
Commission questioned obliging GBEs to provide CSOs:Commission questioned obliging GBEs to provide CSOs:

Many of the CSOs of public enterprises have been in place forMany of the CSOs of public enterprises have been in place for
decades. Their rationale has not always been made clear; in generaldecades. Their rationale has not always been made clear; in general
terms it seems to be based on a mixture of welfare, regionalterms it seems to be based on a mixture of welfare, regional
development, industry assistance and national unity objectives.development, industry assistance and national unity objectives.
The question arises as whether the original objectives remainThe question arises as whether the original objectives remain
legitimate today. It is also necessary to review the relative costslegitimate today. It is also necessary to review the relative costs
and benefits of CSOs to determine whether the associated costsand benefits of CSOs to determine whether the associated costs
imposed on public enterprises and the economy generally can beimposed on public enterprises and the economy generally can be
justified in today's social and economic environment by thejustified in today's social and economic environment by the
benefits derived from them.benefits derived from them.1313

Social policy goalsSocial policy goals  __   such as ensuring comprehensivesuch as ensuring comprehensive
services or concessional pricing to disadvantaged groupsservices or concessional pricing to disadvantaged groups __
can be achieved by more efficient ways than mandatingcan be achieved by more efficient ways than mandating
exclusive supply to an organisation to enable it to cross-exclusive supply to an organisation to enable it to cross-
subsidise some consumers from higher prices charged tosubsidise some consumers from higher prices charged to
others:others:

The alternative mechanism most suggested for implementing CSOsThe alternative mechanism most suggested for implementing CSOs
is direct cash transfers to the targeted recipients. It has severalis direct cash transfers to the targeted recipients. It has several
advantages and the large part of government welfare programs areadvantages and the large part of government welfare programs are
delivered in this way. However, there is a case for welfare packagesdelivered in this way. However, there is a case for welfare packages
to include some in-kind transfers, although the desirable extent ofto include some in-kind transfers, although the desirable extent of
these may require case-by-case examination...these may require case-by-case examination...

Several alternative mechanisms can be utilised to implement CSOs.Several alternative mechanisms can be utilised to implement CSOs.
They include voucher systems, direct funding and contracting outThey include voucher systems, direct funding and contracting out
the services to be provided. None of these mechanisms provides athe services to be provided. None of these mechanisms provides a
complete solution to the problems encountered with CSOs. They allcomplete solution to the problems encountered with CSOs. They all
involve trade-offs between efficiency and other objectives.involve trade-offs between efficiency and other objectives.

Nevertheless, all these mechanisms could be considered asNevertheless, all these mechanisms could be considered as
potentially part of a complementary set of measures to implementpotentially part of a complementary set of measures to implement
government objectives more efficiently. Direct funding of CSOsgovernment objectives more efficiently. Direct funding of CSOs
provides an avenue for ensuring that the objectives of governmentprovides an avenue for ensuring that the objectives of government
policy are made more explicit and provide for public scrutiny of thepolicy are made more explicit and provide for public scrutiny of the
costs incurred in implementing them. It is also a means ofcosts incurred in implementing them. It is also a means of
overcoming some of the more serious efficiency effects of cross-overcoming some of the more serious efficiency effects of cross-

                                                        
1313 Government (Non-tax) ChargesGovernment (Non-tax) Charges, op. cit., p. 40., op. cit., p. 40.
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subsidies. Selected use of voucher systems and contracting outsubsidies. Selected use of voucher systems and contracting out
services to be provided to meet government objectives could beservices to be provided to meet government objectives could be
used to improve consumption choice.used to improve consumption choice.1414

Nevertheless, some monopolies mandated for social policyNevertheless, some monopolies mandated for social policy
reasons, or for a mixture of social and economic policyreasons, or for a mixture of social and economic policy
reasons, will no doubt continue to exist. Thus, competitionreasons, will no doubt continue to exist. Thus, competition
policy has a role in ensuring that these monopolies cause apolicy has a role in ensuring that these monopolies cause a
minimum of distortions and inefficiencies, and in particularminimum of distortions and inefficiencies, and in particular
that these distortions do not flow into more competitivethat these distortions do not flow into more competitive
markets.markets.

In the past, mandated government supply of certain servicesIn the past, mandated government supply of certain services
has been provided, at least ostensibly, in the public interest.has been provided, at least ostensibly, in the public interest.
It has thus been assumed either that no contravention ofIt has thus been assumed either that no contravention of
competition policy principles was involved, or that there wascompetition policy principles was involved, or that there was
a net benefit to the community as a result of thea net benefit to the community as a result of the
contravention. This has been one of the reasons that thecontravention. This has been one of the reasons that the
instrumentalities providing these services have not beeninstrumentalities providing these services have not been
subject the Part IV of the Act.subject the Part IV of the Act.

But as part of the drive toward greater technical efficiencyBut as part of the drive toward greater technical efficiency
in the provision of services by government, GBEs are beingin the provision of services by government, GBEs are being
encouraged to operate on commercial lines. Any distinctionencouraged to operate on commercial lines. Any distinction
between the supply of services by the public and privatebetween the supply of services by the public and private
sectors is disappearing. Indeed, provision of many servicessectors is disappearing. Indeed, provision of many services
by the public sector no longer pays even lip service toby the public sector no longer pays even lip service to
altruism.altruism.

Consequently, the Commission considers that theseConsequently, the Commission considers that these
organisations should be subjected to pro-competitiveorganisations should be subjected to pro-competitive
regulation.regulation.

Statutory marketing arrangements

In the In the Statutory Marketing Arrangements for PrimaryStatutory Marketing Arrangements for Primary
Products reportProducts report, the Commission identified a wide range of, the Commission identified a wide range of

                                                        
1414 Ibid., p. 67.Ibid., p. 67.
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objectives for statutory marketing arrangements based on aobjectives for statutory marketing arrangements based on a
multitude of rationales:multitude of rationales:

The stated objectives and rationales for statutory marketingThe stated objectives and rationales for statutory marketing
arrangements vary between commodity groups, reflecting differentarrangements vary between commodity groups, reflecting different
market conditions (e.g. whether the good is domestically- or export-market conditions (e.g. whether the good is domestically- or export-
oriented) and the characteristics of the product (e.g. whether it isoriented) and the characteristics of the product (e.g. whether it is
perishable or amenable to storage). A common thread to theseperishable or amenable to storage). A common thread to these
arrangements is the recognition that producers, by virtue of theirarrangements is the recognition that producers, by virtue of their
numbers, geographical diversity and irregular production patterns,numbers, geographical diversity and irregular production patterns,
may face difficulties in the absence of statutory backing.may face difficulties in the absence of statutory backing.

Many of the rationales advanced for statutory marketingMany of the rationales advanced for statutory marketing
arrangements centre on a desire to correct perceived failures inarrangements centre on a desire to correct perceived failures in
market processes. Some, however, relate to social and/or assistancemarket processes. Some, however, relate to social and/or assistance
motivations.motivations.1515

Like the provision of CSOs by GBEs, justifications forLike the provision of CSOs by GBEs, justifications for
statutory marketing arrangements are usually questionable:statutory marketing arrangements are usually questionable:

Because of the possible unsoundness of their objectives or theBecause of the possible unsoundness of their objectives or the
powers used to achieve them, many statutory marketingpowers used to achieve them, many statutory marketing
arrangements require specific examination. Even where anarrangements require specific examination. Even where an
objective is sound, a statutory marketing arrangement may not beobjective is sound, a statutory marketing arrangement may not be
the most effective way of pursuing it.the most effective way of pursuing it.1616

The TPC Rural Guideline

In August 1989, the TPC published its Rural Guideline, whichIn August 1989, the TPC published its Rural Guideline, which
outlined how it thought the Act applied to primary produceoutlined how it thought the Act applied to primary produce
marketing arrangements and, in particular, themarketing arrangements and, in particular, the
circumstances that such arrangements could be authorised.circumstances that such arrangements could be authorised.

The Guideline sets out the considerations the TPC applies toThe Guideline sets out the considerations the TPC applies to
authorisation applications. Some of these are moreauthorisation applications. Some of these are more
concerned with social welfare issues than efficiency. Forconcerned with social welfare issues than efficiency. For
example, the Guideline states that "employment creation orexample, the Guideline states that "employment creation or
the maintenance of employment that benefits a particularthe maintenance of employment that benefits a particular
region" has been used as an indicator of public benefit.region" has been used as an indicator of public benefit.1717

                                                        
1515 SMAsSMAs, op. cit., p. 35., op. cit., p. 35.
1616 Ibid., p. 6.Ibid., p. 6.
1717 TPC Rural Guide-line, p.5.TPC Rural Guide-line, p.5.
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Regional employment might be a benefit for that region, butRegional employment might be a benefit for that region, but
should not be mistaken for a public benefit if the costs to theshould not be mistaken for a public benefit if the costs to the
rest of the community are higher.rest of the community are higher.

4.3 The regulatory regime
How should existing pro-competitive regulation be adaptedHow should existing pro-competitive regulation be adapted
to the role of regulating natural and mandated monopolies?to the role of regulating natural and mandated monopolies?

From an economic efficiency perspective, there are twoFrom an economic efficiency perspective, there are two
fundamental requirements:fundamental requirements:

guaranteeing access to the regulated service; andguaranteeing access to the regulated service; and
ensurensuring an efficient level of pricing, and in particularing an efficient level of pricing, and in particular
preventing monopoly pricing, of the regulated service.preventing monopoly pricing, of the regulated service.

Guaranteeing access to services

There are two aspects to guaranteeing access to the service.There are two aspects to guaranteeing access to the service.

First, the owners of the natural monopoly must be preventedFirst, the owners of the natural monopoly must be prevented
from using their market power to extract monopoly rents infrom using their market power to extract monopoly rents in
competitive markets which depend on access to the naturalcompetitive markets which depend on access to the natural
monopoly service. This is particularly important where it ismonopoly service. This is particularly important where it is
not possible or desirable to structurally separate the naturalnot possible or desirable to structurally separate the natural
monopoly, such as in the rail example above. In that case,monopoly, such as in the rail example above. In that case,
without some form of regulation, a firm that operated trainswithout some form of regulation, a firm that operated trains
and owned the rail infrastructure could use its power in theand owned the rail infrastructure could use its power in the
latter market to attain an advantage over its competitors inlatter market to attain an advantage over its competitors in
the provision of rail services.the provision of rail services.

In the US and New Zealand, this practice is regulated by theIn the US and New Zealand, this practice is regulated by the
general misuse of market power provision, and there appearsgeneral misuse of market power provision, and there appears
no reason that section 46 of the Act could not be used in theno reason that section 46 of the Act could not be used in the
same way without amendment. Section 46 prohibits a firmsame way without amendment. Section 46 prohibits a firm
with a substantial degree of market power from deliberatelywith a substantial degree of market power from deliberately
using that market power to damage a competitor orusing that market power to damage a competitor or
competition in competition in anyany market. Thus, in the rail example, the market. Thus, in the rail example, the
infrastructure owner would be prohibited from using itsinfrastructure owner would be prohibited from using its
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control over the track and time-tabling to deliberatelycontrol over the track and time-tabling to deliberately
undermine the competitive position of another trainundermine the competitive position of another train
operator.operator.

The decision of the High Court in the The decision of the High Court in the Queensland WireQueensland Wire case case
provides a good example of how section 46 of the TPA can beprovides a good example of how section 46 of the TPA can be
used to enforce supply. As discussed above, in that case aused to enforce supply. As discussed above, in that case a
successful private action was brought against BHP for itssuccessful private action was brought against BHP for its
refusal to supply Queensland Wire with `Y-bar', by showingrefusal to supply Queensland Wire with `Y-bar', by showing
that BHP wanted to restrict supplies to its subsidiary tothat BHP wanted to restrict supplies to its subsidiary to
retain dominance of the fence post market. Thus, the refusalretain dominance of the fence post market. Thus, the refusal
to supply was held to be an attempt by BHP to undermineto supply was held to be an attempt by BHP to undermine
competition in the market for fence posts.competition in the market for fence posts.

The second aspect is that the owner of the natural monopolyThe second aspect is that the owner of the natural monopoly
must be encouraged to supply an appropriate level ofmust be encouraged to supply an appropriate level of
services; and in particular, be deterred from restrictingservices; and in particular, be deterred from restricting
supply in order to underpin profits or prices, or avoid newsupply in order to underpin profits or prices, or avoid new
investments.investments.

While it is theoretically possible that section 46 could beWhile it is theoretically possible that section 46 could be
used to enforce supply in these cases too, there is a practicalused to enforce supply in these cases too, there is a practical
problem. It is easier to establish an intent to undermineproblem. It is easier to establish an intent to undermine
competition contrary to section 46 where the supplier has acompetition contrary to section 46 where the supplier has a
direct interest in the market being supplied. Thus, in thedirect interest in the market being supplied. Thus, in the
Queensland WireQueensland Wire case, BHP had a direct interest in its case, BHP had a direct interest in its
subsidiary. Where there is no such direct interest such assubsidiary. Where there is no such direct interest such as
where a natural monopoly has been `structurally separated'where a natural monopoly has been `structurally separated'
from related competitive markets, it may not be possible tofrom related competitive markets, it may not be possible to
establish an intent to undermine competition in one ofestablish an intent to undermine competition in one of
those related markets. The refusal to supply may merelythose related markets. The refusal to supply may merely
reflect, or be excused as, a desire to maximise returns orreflect, or be excused as, a desire to maximise returns or
minimise costs. In these circumstances, there would be nominimise costs. In these circumstances, there would be no
breach of section 46, but there would be an inefficient under-breach of section 46, but there would be an inefficient under-
supply of the natural or mandated monopoly market.supply of the natural or mandated monopoly market.

New Zealand relies heavily on the general misuse of marketNew Zealand relies heavily on the general misuse of market
power provision of the Commerce Act for the pro-power provision of the Commerce Act for the pro-
competitive regulation of natural monopolies. This provisioncompetitive regulation of natural monopolies. This provision
was copied from section 46 of the Australian Act. Thewas copied from section 46 of the Australian Act. The
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adoption of a specific essential facilities doctrine in Newadoption of a specific essential facilities doctrine in New
Zealand was considered but rejected in favour of a generalZealand was considered but rejected in favour of a general
obligation on natural monopolies to disclose their costs andobligation on natural monopolies to disclose their costs and
pricing practices. This disclosure alleviates many of thepricing practices. This disclosure alleviates many of the
difficulties of establishing one of the `proscribed purposes'difficulties of establishing one of the `proscribed purposes'
under the Commerce Act.under the Commerce Act.

But there are concerns at present over whether theseBut there are concerns at present over whether these
measures are sufficient. The Commerce Commission of Newmeasures are sufficient. The Commerce Commission of New
Zealand has suggested that the Commerce Act's generalZealand has suggested that the Commerce Act's general
misuse of power provision provides insufficient regulation ofmisuse of power provision provides insufficient regulation of
natural monopolies, even when complemented by thenatural monopolies, even when complemented by the
compulsory disclosure provisions. A case currently beforecompulsory disclosure provisions. A case currently before
the courts involving NZ Telecom and its `megaplan'the courts involving NZ Telecom and its `megaplan'
arrangements is considered a crucial test. The Commercearrangements is considered a crucial test. The Commerce
Commission would regard failure in this action as a clearCommission would regard failure in this action as a clear
indication that further regulation of natural monopolies,indication that further regulation of natural monopolies,
such as an `essential facilities' provision, is necessary.such as an `essential facilities' provision, is necessary.1818

In the US, the courts have developed an `essential facilities'In the US, the courts have developed an `essential facilities'
doctrine. This doctrine obliges the firm in control of andoctrine. This doctrine obliges the firm in control of an
`essential facility' to provide access to that `facility' to`essential facility' to provide access to that `facility' to
anyone, including competitors, who requests it. Thus, theanyone, including competitors, who requests it. Thus, the
doctrine `constructs' an intent to undermine competitiondoctrine `constructs' an intent to undermine competition
from the mere refusal to supply certain products. Thefrom the mere refusal to supply certain products. The
problem, however, and the source of considerableproblem, however, and the source of considerable
controversy, is determining what is an essential facility:controversy, is determining what is an essential facility:

...we have some difficulty, at least in cases where a monopoly of...we have some difficulty, at least in cases where a monopoly of
electric power, communications or some other `essential service' iselectric power, communications or some other `essential service' is
not involved, in seeing the limits of the concept of `essentialnot involved, in seeing the limits of the concept of `essential
facility': in Fishman v. Wirtz [807 F.(2d) (1986)], it was a sportsfacility': in Fishman v. Wirtz [807 F.(2d) (1986)], it was a sports
stadium in Chicago.stadium in Chicago.1919

                                                        
1818 Discussions with ComDiscussions with Com merce Commission officials, May 1992; andmerce Commission officials, May 1992; and
New Zealand Commerce Commission, New Zealand Commerce Commission, Telecommunications IndustryTelecommunications Industry
Inquiry reportInquiry report, 23 June 1992., 23 June 1992.
1919 Per Bowen C.J., Morling, and Gummow J.J. in Per Bowen C.J., Morling, and Gummow J.J. in Queensland WireQueensland Wire
Industries Pty Ltd V Broken Hill Pty Co LtdIndustries Pty Ltd V Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd, (1988) ATPR 40-841181 at, (1988) ATPR 40-841181 at
p. 49076-7.p. 49076-7.
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In the US, the doctrine has been applied beyond naturalIn the US, the doctrine has been applied beyond natural
monopoly markets, and in the monopoly markets, and in the Queensland WireQueensland Wire case, it was case, it was
argued that it should apply to the supply of `Y-bar' by BHP.argued that it should apply to the supply of `Y-bar' by BHP.

But the Full Federal Court rejected application of theBut the Full Federal Court rejected application of the
doctrine to Australian trade practices law. In particular, thedoctrine to Australian trade practices law. In particular, the
court noted the difficulty of applying the doctrine wherecourt noted the difficulty of applying the doctrine where
there is no ready mechanism available for determining thethere is no ready mechanism available for determining the
appropriate terms and conditions of supply; and theappropriate terms and conditions of supply; and the
potential conflict between the doctrine and "anotherpotential conflict between the doctrine and "another
`doctrine', that of upholding conduct engaged in for a`doctrine', that of upholding conduct engaged in for a
`legitimate business purpose'."`legitimate business purpose'."2020

Despite the court's decision not to incorporate an essentialDespite the court's decision not to incorporate an essential
facilities doctrine into Australian trade practices law, thefacilities doctrine into Australian trade practices law, the
Commission considers that there may be some scope for theCommission considers that there may be some scope for the
application of the principle to the regulation of naturalapplication of the principle to the regulation of natural
monopolies. The use of the doctrine in this area wouldmonopolies. The use of the doctrine in this area would
resolve many of its controversial aspects: natural monopolyresolve many of its controversial aspects: natural monopoly
markets would be explicitly identified and, as discussedmarkets would be explicitly identified and, as discussed
above, there is already a need to regulate the terms andabove, there is already a need to regulate the terms and
conditions of supply in these markets. The identification ofconditions of supply in these markets. The identification of
natural monopoly markets would have to be reviewednatural monopoly markets would have to be reviewed
regularly, to ensure that the natural monopoly aspects haveregularly, to ensure that the natural monopoly aspects have
not been undermined by new technology.not been undermined by new technology.

Preventing monopoly pricing __ the role of the PSA

As discussed above, a mechanism is needed to regulate theAs discussed above, a mechanism is needed to regulate the
terms and conditions of supply (particularly prices) interms and conditions of supply (particularly prices) in
natural monopoly markets.natural monopoly markets.

Adapting the powers and functions of the Prices SurveillanceAdapting the powers and functions of the Prices Surveillance
Authority (PSA) to this role would be one way of meeting thisAuthority (PSA) to this role would be one way of meeting this
requirement.requirement.

The PSA was formed in 1984 as part of the Government'sThe PSA was formed in 1984 as part of the Government's
Prices and Incomes Accord. Under the Prices SurveillancePrices and Incomes Accord. Under the Prices Surveillance

                                                        
2020 Ibid., p. 49077.Ibid., p. 49077.
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Act 1983, the PSA may monitor and examine prices for theAct 1983, the PSA may monitor and examine prices for the
supply of goods and services in Australia upon the request orsupply of goods and services in Australia upon the request or
approval of the Treasurer. According to the Act, theapproval of the Treasurer. According to the Act, the
selection of goods and services subject to surveillance willselection of goods and services subject to surveillance will
focus on areas where effective competitive disciplines arefocus on areas where effective competitive disciplines are
not present and/or where price or wage decisions havenot present and/or where price or wage decisions have
pervasive effects throughout the economy.pervasive effects throughout the economy.2121  The PSA has twoThe PSA has two
broad functions:broad functions:

to hold inquiries into prices in nominated markets; andto hold inquiries into prices in nominated markets; and
to consider specific price rises or the supto consider specific price rises or the supply of productsply of products
at specified prices by organisations who have beenat specified prices by organisations who have been
`declared' as subject to the Prices Surveillance Act.`declared' as subject to the Prices Surveillance Act.

The Government has `declared' 28 products to date,The Government has `declared' 28 products to date,
involving 73 nominated firms, as subject to the provisions ofinvolving 73 nominated firms, as subject to the provisions of
the Act. Products subject to PSA surveillance include beer,the Act. Products subject to PSA surveillance include beer,
coffee, tea, and toothpaste.coffee, tea, and toothpaste.

The Act directs the PSA to take into account three specificThe Act directs the PSA to take into account three specific
factors in performing its functions. These are the need to:factors in performing its functions. These are the need to:

maintain investment and employment, and the impact ofmaintain investment and employment, and the impact of
profitability on these;profitability on these;
discourage taking advantage of market power in pricediscourage taking advantage of market power in price
setting; andsetting; and
discourage wage/price flow-ons beyond the bounds ofdiscourage wage/price flow-ons beyond the bounds of
principles established by `relevant industrial tribunals'.principles established by `relevant industrial tribunals'.

The PSA's approach to price surveillance has also beenThe PSA's approach to price surveillance has also been
influenced by several ministerial directions given under theinfluenced by several ministerial directions given under the
Act as to the Government's policy:Act as to the Government's policy:

of generally not supporting price increases in excess ofof generally not supporting price increases in excess of
movements in unit costs; andmovements in unit costs; and

                                                        
2121 The Act covers Commonwealth authorities and all corporateThe Act covers Commonwealth authorities and all corporate
enterprises operating within Australia. The range of suppliers subject toenterprises operating within Australia. The range of suppliers subject to
the Act does not cover unincorporated enterprises (this is limited bythe Act does not cover unincorporated enterprises (this is limited by
Commonwealth Constitutional powers) or State authorities (which areCommonwealth Constitutional powers) or State authorities (which are
specifically excluded from the Act).specifically excluded from the Act).
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that increases in executive remuneration in excess ofthat increases in executive remuneration in excess of
those permitted under wage fixation principles andthose permitted under wage fixation principles and
decisions announced by the relevant industrial tribunalsdecisions announced by the relevant industrial tribunals
should generally not be accepted as a basis for priceshould generally not be accepted as a basis for price
increases.increases.2222

The overall aim of the Prices Surveillance Act, and theThe overall aim of the Prices Surveillance Act, and the
functions of the PSA, is to constrain abuses of market powerfunctions of the PSA, is to constrain abuses of market power
in price-setting by firms in both the public and privatein price-setting by firms in both the public and private
sectors. It therefore supplements Part IV of the Tradesectors. It therefore supplements Part IV of the Trade
Practices Act which, as discussed above, has no generalPractices Act which, as discussed above, has no general
power over prices:power over prices:

The existence of many product markets with oligopolisticThe existence of many product markets with oligopolistic
structures, where there can be potential for market power to bestructures, where there can be potential for market power to be
exercised, creates the potential for high costs and high price-costexercised, creates the potential for high costs and high price-cost
margins. While the margins. While the Trade Practices Act 1974Trade Practices Act 1974 prevents certain prevents certain
abuses of market power, its provisions do not necessarily apply toabuses of market power, its provisions do not necessarily apply to
enterprises which use their market power to set prices higher thanenterprises which use their market power to set prices higher than
would be the case if the market was competitive. However, thiswould be the case if the market was competitive. However, this
behaviour may not be specifically covered by section 46 of thebehaviour may not be specifically covered by section 46 of the
Trade Practices Act Trade Practices Act unless it is designed to eliminate competitors,unless it is designed to eliminate competitors,
prevent entry or prevent others from engaging in competition. Onlyprevent entry or prevent others from engaging in competition. Only
the PSA has a statutory role to intervene in price determination inthe PSA has a statutory role to intervene in price determination in
this circumstance. In acting directly to prevent firms chargingthis circumstance. In acting directly to prevent firms charging
excessive prices, the PSA's objective is to encourage price restraintexcessive prices, the PSA's objective is to encourage price restraint
consistent with competitive market outcomes, thereby promotingconsistent with competitive market outcomes, thereby promoting
allocative and cost efficiency.allocative and cost efficiency.2323

The only natural or mandated monopolies that have beenThe only natural or mandated monopolies that have been
subject to the PSA's scrutiny have been Australia Post, thesubject to the PSA's scrutiny have been Australia Post, the
Civil Aviation Authority, the Federal Airports Corporation,Civil Aviation Authority, the Federal Airports Corporation,
and, before the advent of AUSTEL, Telecom. The numerousand, before the advent of AUSTEL, Telecom. The numerous
state-owned GBEs have avoided attention because the Pricesstate-owned GBEs have avoided attention because the Prices
Surveillance Act specifically exempts these monopolies fromSurveillance Act specifically exempts these monopolies from
its scope:its scope:

                                                        
2222 Prices Surveillance Authority, Prices Surveillance Authority, Annual Report 1989-90Annual Report 1989-90, AGPS,, AGPS,
Melbourne, 1990, p. vii.Melbourne, 1990, p. vii.
2323 Prices Surveillance Authority, Prices Surveillance Authority, Annual Report 1990-9Annual Report 1990-91, AGPS,1, AGPS,
Melbourne, 1991, p. 28.Melbourne, 1991, p. 28.
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...there are major areas of consumer expenditure and important...there are major areas of consumer expenditure and important
inputs to domestic production and export activities which lieinputs to domestic production and export activities which lie
outside the scope of current prices policy and may be cause foroutside the scope of current prices policy and may be cause for
concern regarding their pricing practices. Of major importance are:concern regarding their pricing practices. Of major importance are:
State government public utility prices (electricity, gas, water andState government public utility prices (electricity, gas, water and
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public transport); agricultural product prices subject to statutorypublic transport); agricultural product prices subject to statutory
marketing authorities (for example, dairy products, eggs, certainmarketing authorities (for example, dairy products, eggs, certain
fruits and vegetables, and sugar); and professional servicesfruits and vegetables, and sugar); and professional services
including lawyers and veterinarians.including lawyers and veterinarians.2424

In the absence of this specific exemption, there appears toIn the absence of this specific exemption, there appears to
be no barrier to applying the Prices Surveillance Act to statebe no barrier to applying the Prices Surveillance Act to state
GBEs. While the Act specifically excludes application to stateGBEs. While the Act specifically excludes application to state
legislation, few if any GBEs would enjoy Crown immunitylegislation, few if any GBEs would enjoy Crown immunity
from prosecution. Further, unlike the Trade Practices Act,from prosecution. Further, unlike the Trade Practices Act,
there is no general exemption in the Prices Surveillance Actthere is no general exemption in the Prices Surveillance Act
for activities authorised by legislation. State GBEs would fallfor activities authorised by legislation. State GBEs would fall
within the meaning of corporations in the Priceswithin the meaning of corporations in the Prices
Surveillance Act, and thus would fall within its scope. TheSurveillance Act, and thus would fall within its scope. The
same would apply to most, if not all, statutory marketingsame would apply to most, if not all, statutory marketing
authorities.authorities.

The exclusive jurisdiction of the PSA over prices The exclusive jurisdiction of the PSA over prices per seper se and and
the fact that PSA and TPC functions already complementthe fact that PSA and TPC functions already complement
each other to a high degree makes the PSA an obviouseach other to a high degree makes the PSA an obvious
candidate to undertake the pricing role in the regulation ofcandidate to undertake the pricing role in the regulation of
natural monopolies. This could entail diversion of the PSAnatural monopolies. This could entail diversion of the PSA
from operating in competitive markets.from operating in competitive markets.2525 In order to ensure In order to ensure
a co-ordinated approach to the regulation of natural anda co-ordinated approach to the regulation of natural and
mandated monopolies, and to avoid the difficulties likely tomandated monopolies, and to avoid the difficulties likely to
arise by the involvement of two separate agencies in sucharise by the involvement of two separate agencies in such
regulation referred to by the Commission's regulation referred to by the Commission's EnergyEnergy report, it report, it
could also involve the amalgamation of the TPC and the PSA.could also involve the amalgamation of the TPC and the PSA.

                                                        
2424 Ibid., p. 31.Ibid., p. 31.
2525 The discussion in Chapter 3 on the need, or lack thereof, for pro-The discussion in Chapter 3 on the need, or lack thereof, for pro-
competitive regulation in competitive markets applies with even greatercompetitive regulation in competitive markets applies with even greater
force to the more intrusive direct regulation of prices than it does forforce to the more intrusive direct regulation of prices than it does for
the regulation of market practices or market structure. In particular,the regulation of market practices or market structure. In particular,
the chapter emphasised the role of prices in facilitating dynamicthe chapter emphasised the role of prices in facilitating dynamic
efficiency and providing rewards to innovation and successful risk-efficiency and providing rewards to innovation and successful risk-
taking. Thus, the benefits of the regulation of prices are rarely likely totaking. Thus, the benefits of the regulation of prices are rarely likely to
outweigh the costs in markets where there is no natural or statutoryoutweigh the costs in markets where there is no natural or statutory
impediment to competition.impediment to competition.
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One problem that would have to be addressed, however, isOne problem that would have to be addressed, however, is
the unit cost approach that is mandated by the PSA'sthe unit cost approach that is mandated by the PSA's
charter. This would require amendment if more flexible, andcharter. This would require amendment if more flexible, and
generally more efficient, pricing approaches (such as CPI-X)generally more efficient, pricing approaches (such as CPI-X)
are to be adopted.are to be adopted.

The merger of the TPC and PSA was considered by theThe merger of the TPC and PSA was considered by the
Cooney report. In its submission to the inquiry, the PSACooney report. In its submission to the inquiry, the PSA
suggested that if this merger were to proceed, its powerssuggested that if this merger were to proceed, its powers
should be incorporated into a separate provision of the Actshould be incorporated into a separate provision of the Act
rather than include them in section 46. Alternatively, arather than include them in section 46. Alternatively, a
substantially modified section 46 could be subject to thesubstantially modified section 46 could be subject to the
jurisdiction of an administrative tribunal such as the TPTjurisdiction of an administrative tribunal such as the TPT
(possibly joined with the existing PSA), rather than enforced(possibly joined with the existing PSA), rather than enforced
by the courts who are not well equipped to determine prices.by the courts who are not well equipped to determine prices.

An alternative to the use of PSA powers to provide theAn alternative to the use of PSA powers to provide the
pricing role for natural monopolies may be to utilise statepricing role for natural monopolies may be to utilise state
pricing authorities. NSW recently established thepricing authorities. NSW recently established the
Government Pricing Tribunal to depoliticise and rationaliseGovernment Pricing Tribunal to depoliticise and rationalise
pricing, minimise abuses of monopoly power, and encouragepricing, minimise abuses of monopoly power, and encourage
price reform and efficiency gains by GBEs. The Tribunal'sprice reform and efficiency gains by GBEs. The Tribunal's
role is limited to prices in government commercialrole is limited to prices in government commercial
monopoly services. In contrast, Victoria's Pricesmonopoly services. In contrast, Victoria's Prices
Commissioner is granted powers under individual Act's overCommissioner is granted powers under individual Act's over
specific staple products, such as fuel and milk, or productspecific staple products, such as fuel and milk, or product
groups, such as groceries.groups, such as groceries.

Using state pricing authorities to regulate prices for stateUsing state pricing authorities to regulate prices for state
GBEs may be more attractive to the states.GBEs may be more attractive to the states.

There may be disadvantages, however, to using state pricingThere may be disadvantages, however, to using state pricing
bodies in this way. First, it would be more difficult to co-bodies in this way. First, it would be more difficult to co-
ordinate pricing and other regulatory functions resulting inordinate pricing and other regulatory functions resulting in
inconsistencies and regional treatment of emerging nationalinconsistencies and regional treatment of emerging national
markets. Second, state pricing bodies would have to bemarkets. Second, state pricing bodies would have to be
established in most states thus entailing duplication ofestablished in most states thus entailing duplication of
effort.effort.

Sweden has recently adopted a regime that relies on generalSweden has recently adopted a regime that relies on general
competition law and limited pricing powers to regulate whatcompetition law and limited pricing powers to regulate what
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it sees as natural monopoly aspects of the provision of postalit sees as natural monopoly aspects of the provision of postal
services. From the beginning of next year, Sweden Post willservices. From the beginning of next year, Sweden Post will
be permitted to set its own charges, subject to a price capbe permitted to set its own charges, subject to a price cap
set using a fixed percentage of a weighted basket index. It isset using a fixed percentage of a weighted basket index. It is
thus a form of CPI-X, with X fixed at 30 per cent of anythus a form of CPI-X, with X fixed at 30 per cent of any
change in the index. Anti-competitive activities by Swedenchange in the index. Anti-competitive activities by Sweden
Post, such as predatory pricing, would be regulated throughPost, such as predatory pricing, would be regulated through
scrutiny by the Competition Commission and the newscrutiny by the Competition Commission and the new
competition law legislation. Competition in the provision ofcompetition law legislation. Competition in the provision of
postal services would be permitted and interconnect chargespostal services would be permitted and interconnect charges
would be left to direct commercial negotiation, withwould be left to direct commercial negotiation, with
oversight by the Competition Commission.oversight by the Competition Commission.

While the ability to regulate prices in natural monopolyWhile the ability to regulate prices in natural monopoly
markets is a necessary element of pro-competitivemarkets is a necessary element of pro-competitive
regulation, it is not necessary that this power be exercisedregulation, it is not necessary that this power be exercised
regularly. New Zealand's Commerce Act provides for priceregularly. New Zealand's Commerce Act provides for price
control where there is a lack of competition in an industry;control where there is a lack of competition in an industry;
but in effect this power has only been used in relation to thebut in effect this power has only been used in relation to the
supply of gas, and even here this control is about to besupply of gas, and even here this control is about to be
withdrawn. This is because the disclosure provisionswithdrawn. This is because the disclosure provisions
discussed above also help alleviate the need for specific pricediscussed above also help alleviate the need for specific price
regulation.regulation.

In the New Zealand view, this provides (when combined withIn the New Zealand view, this provides (when combined with
the discipline provided by the risk of new price regulation) athe discipline provided by the risk of new price regulation) a
regime that, while not perfect, performs at least as well asregime that, while not perfect, performs at least as well as
more intrusive regimes in the US and Britain. The Newmore intrusive regimes in the US and Britain. The New
Zealand Treasury considers that more thinking needs to beZealand Treasury considers that more thinking needs to be
done on the role of prices control, suggesting that thedone on the role of prices control, suggesting that the
current approach may leave too much scope for monopolycurrent approach may leave too much scope for monopoly
pricing. But it is determined to avoid the distortionarypricing. But it is determined to avoid the distortionary
impact of highly regulated price structures.impact of highly regulated price structures.2626

The New Zealand experience suggests that if the PSA'sThe New Zealand experience suggests that if the PSA's
powers over prices were to be incorporated into the TPC, itpowers over prices were to be incorporated into the TPC, it
could usher in a different approach to prices regulation incould usher in a different approach to prices regulation in
Australia. Not only would the existing PSA role inAustralia. Not only would the existing PSA role in
                                                        
2626 Discussions with New Zealand Treasury officials, May 1992.Discussions with New Zealand Treasury officials, May 1992.
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competitive markets be much reduced, if not eliminated, ascompetitive markets be much reduced, if not eliminated, as
envisaged above, but the influence over prices in naturalenvisaged above, but the influence over prices in natural
monopoly markets would be exercised generally as a threatmonopoly markets would be exercised generally as a threat
rather than specific price setting. Specific price settingrather than specific price setting. Specific price setting
might only be employed in the face of clear monopolymight only be employed in the face of clear monopoly
pricing, or to resolve terms and conditions where a court haspricing, or to resolve terms and conditions where a court has
found a refusal to supply contrary to section 46.found a refusal to supply contrary to section 46.
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5 SCOPE OF THE ACT

Fifteen years ago the Swanson Committee expressed theFifteen years ago the Swanson Committee expressed the
view that the application of restrictive trade practicesview that the application of restrictive trade practices
regulation should be as universal as possible:regulation should be as universal as possible:

We believe it to be extremely important that the Trade PracticesWe believe it to be extremely important that the Trade Practices
Act should start from a position of universal application to allAct should start from a position of universal application to all
business activity, whether public sector or private sector, corporatebusiness activity, whether public sector or private sector, corporate
or otherwise.or otherwise.11

More recently there have been calls to support extending theMore recently there have been calls to support extending the
range of individuals and organisations that are subject torange of individuals and organisations that are subject to
restrictive trade practices regulation. Following an initiativerestrictive trade practices regulation. Following an initiative
by then Prime Minister Hawke in March 1991, theby then Prime Minister Hawke in March 1991, the
development of a national competition policy has beendevelopment of a national competition policy has been
placed on the agenda for the Heads of Government.placed on the agenda for the Heads of Government.

There are four categories of limits on the universalThere are four categories of limits on the universal
application of the Trade Practices Act. These are:application of the Trade Practices Act. These are:

current exemptions applying to government agencies;current exemptions applying to government agencies;
government industry-specific interventions;government industry-specific interventions;
current exemptions applying to the labour market; andcurrent exemptions applying to the labour market; and
the protections provided for intellectual property.the protections provided for intellectual property.

There are constitutional barriers to removing some of theseThere are constitutional barriers to removing some of these
exemptions which can only be overcome by parallel stateexemptions which can only be overcome by parallel state
legislation or, preferably, a referral of power to thelegislation or, preferably, a referral of power to the
Commonwealth. For others, the appropriate level ofCommonwealth. For others, the appropriate level of
application of restrictive trade practices regulation is notapplication of restrictive trade practices regulation is not
clear.clear.

Nonetheless, the universal application of the Act enjoysNonetheless, the universal application of the Act enjoys
strong support from within the TPC:strong support from within the TPC:

                                                        
11 Report to thReport to th e Minister for Business and Consumer Affairs, e Minister for Business and Consumer Affairs, TradeTrade
Practices Act ReviewPractices Act Review, August 1976, AGPS, Canberra, p. 84., August 1976, AGPS, Canberra, p. 84.
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The Commission agrees and considers, in principle, that the ActThe Commission agrees and considers, in principle, that the Act
should have universal reach. In recent years it has drawn attentionshould have universal reach. In recent years it has drawn attention
to its limited coverage and the consequent adverse effects on theto its limited coverage and the consequent adverse effects on the
economy, as well as the associated inequities and anomalies. Ateconomy, as well as the associated inequities and anomalies. At
present the Act, although the cornerstone of competition policy,present the Act, although the cornerstone of competition policy,
does not apply to some of the most important areas of the economydoes not apply to some of the most important areas of the economy
__   areas in which there is perhaps the greatest potential for largeareas in which there is perhaps the greatest potential for large
gains from the greater efficiency resulting from competition.gains from the greater efficiency resulting from competition.22

In this chapter, the Commission discusses the extent andIn this chapter, the Commission discusses the extent and
means by which the Act might be extended to the areasmeans by which the Act might be extended to the areas
listed above.listed above.

5.1 Exemptions to government agencies
Government agencies enjoy some protection from theGovernment agencies enjoy some protection from the
provisions of the Act, for two main reasons.provisions of the Act, for two main reasons.

Firstly, the Crown is presumed not to be bound by legislationFirstly, the Crown is presumed not to be bound by legislation
unless Parliament indicates that it is. This immunity is oftenunless Parliament indicates that it is. This immunity is often
referred to as the `shield of the Crown'. The Crown for thesereferred to as the `shield of the Crown'. The Crown for these
purposes includes the Crown in the right of a State or thepurposes includes the Crown in the right of a State or the
Commonwealth, ministers of State, governmentCommonwealth, ministers of State, government
departments in the performance of their public functionsdepartments in the performance of their public functions
and some statutory authorities.and some statutory authorities.33

Secondly, under section 51(1) of the Act, activitiesSecondly, under section 51(1) of the Act, activities
specifically authorised by Commonwealth, State or Territoryspecifically authorised by Commonwealth, State or Territory
legislation are automatically exempt from the restrictivelegislation are automatically exempt from the restrictive
trade practices provisions of Part IV. For example, if atrade practices provisions of Part IV. For example, if a
statutory marketing organisation is created with specificstatutory marketing organisation is created with specific
licensing powers, these licensing activities are exempt fromlicensing powers, these licensing activities are exempt from
the Act.the Act.

                                                        
22 Fels, A., Fels, A., The Future of Competition PolicyThe Future of Competition Policy, Speech to the National, Speech to the National
Press Club, October 1991, p. 8.Press Club, October 1991, p. 8.
33 Australia consists of seven sovereign entities, each of which enjoysAustralia consists of seven sovereign entities, each of which enjoys
`Crown' status. The expression `Crown in right of' a State or the`Crown' status. The expression `Crown in right of' a State or the
Commonwealth simply denotes the exercise of Crown privilege by oneCommonwealth simply denotes the exercise of Crown privilege by one
of those seven entities.of those seven entities.
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The exemption of government agencies under the ActThe exemption of government agencies under the Act
warrants review. This is particularly so because manywarrants review. This is particularly so because many
government businesses have been or are being corporatisedgovernment businesses have been or are being corporatised
and many government utilities are being split up as part ofand many government utilities are being split up as part of
moves to structurally separate the natural monopolymoves to structurally separate the natural monopoly
elements of markets from those amenable to competition.elements of markets from those amenable to competition.
Consequently, the government organisations involved shouldConsequently, the government organisations involved should
be made subject to some form of trade practices regulation.be made subject to some form of trade practices regulation.

More generally there is the issue of whether publicMore generally there is the issue of whether public
enterprises should enjoy immunity from economicenterprises should enjoy immunity from economic
regulation applying to their private sector competitors,regulation applying to their private sector competitors,
customers, and suppliers. Private sector corporations thatcustomers, and suppliers. Private sector corporations that
have been forced to become more efficient and competitivehave been forced to become more efficient and competitive
by microeconomic reforms are understandably irked byby microeconomic reforms are understandably irked by
continued protection of the public sector from pro-continued protection of the public sector from pro-
competitive regulation.competitive regulation.

Government business enterprises

The immunity enjoyed by some Commonwealth and StateThe immunity enjoyed by some Commonwealth and State
GBE's are among the prime areas targeted by the NationalGBE's are among the prime areas targeted by the National
Competition Policy Review. The Review has been specificallyCompetition Policy Review. The Review has been specifically
requested to consider:requested to consider:

...the best structure for regulation including price regulation, in...the best structure for regulation including price regulation, in
support of procompetitive conduct by government business andsupport of procompetitive conduct by government business and
trading enterprises and in areas currently outside the scope of thetrading enterprises and in areas currently outside the scope of the
Trade Practices Act 1974.Trade Practices Act 1974.44

The Business Council of Australia also regards the removal ofThe Business Council of Australia also regards the removal of
the section 51 exemption for government enterprises anthe section 51 exemption for government enterprises an
essential plank of structural reform. In its submission to theessential plank of structural reform. In its submission to the
Cooney Committee inquiry, it said:Cooney Committee inquiry, it said:

The Business Council supports the extension of the provisions ofThe Business Council supports the extension of the provisions of
the Trade Practices Act to the public sector...The Council considersthe Trade Practices Act to the public sector...The Council considers
that the extension of the competition provisions of the [Act] tothat the extension of the competition provisions of the [Act] to

                                                        
44 The Prime Minister, the Hon P. J. Keating, ibid.The Prime Minister, the Hon P. J. Keating, ibid.
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Government enterprises can provide greater competition advantagesGovernment enterprises can provide greater competition advantages
than all the matters before this inquiry.than all the matters before this inquiry.55

Subject to specific exemptions contained in particular Acts,Subject to specific exemptions contained in particular Acts,
removal of the section 51 exemption would end anyremoval of the section 51 exemption would end any
preference for Commonwealth bodies in trade practicespreference for Commonwealth bodies in trade practices
regulation. The `shield of the Crown' protection afforded toregulation. The `shield of the Crown' protection afforded to
Commonwealth government enterprises has been removedCommonwealth government enterprises has been removed
by section 2Aby section 2A  __   inserted in accordance with ainserted in accordance with a
recommendation of the Swanson Committeerecommendation of the Swanson Committee  __   whichwhich
subjects the Commonwealth and its agencies to thesubjects the Commonwealth and its agencies to the
operation of the Act but retains the Commonwealthoperation of the Act but retains the Commonwealth
protection from prosecution under the Act. Since breachesprotection from prosecution under the Act. Since breaches
of Part IV of the Act cannot be the subject of criminalof Part IV of the Act cannot be the subject of criminal
proceedingsproceedings __  actions by the TPC are civil proceedings for actions by the TPC are civil proceedings for
pecuniary penalties and other remediespecuniary penalties and other remedies __  the `shield of the the `shield of the
Crown' protection now confers no special privileges onCrown' protection now confers no special privileges on
Commonwealth-owned business enterprises compared toCommonwealth-owned business enterprises compared to
private corporations in relation to restrictive trade practicesprivate corporations in relation to restrictive trade practices
provisions.provisions.

The position of state enterprises is more difficult. SomeThe position of state enterprises is more difficult. Some
`shield of the Crown' issues may remain. The Swanson`shield of the Crown' issues may remain. The Swanson
Committee assumed that the Commonwealth could not bindCommittee assumed that the Commonwealth could not bind
a State, although this assumption is open to question.a State, although this assumption is open to question.66

Further, few state enterprises would enjoy `shield of theFurther, few state enterprises would enjoy `shield of the
Crown' protection in relation to commercial activities,Crown' protection in relation to commercial activities,
reflecting a trend toward more restrictive interpretations ofreflecting a trend toward more restrictive interpretations of
the application of this protection as government activitiesthe application of this protection as government activities
have become increasingly commercial.have become increasingly commercial.

                                                        
55 Business CounciBusiness Counci l of Australia, l of Australia, Supplementary Submission to theSupplementary Submission to the
Inquiry into the Trade Practices Act 1974 by the Senate StandingInquiry into the Trade Practices Act 1974 by the Senate Standing
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Canberra, SeptemberCanberra, September
1991.1991.
66 Victoria v. The Commonwealth (Pay-roll Tax Case)Victoria v. The Commonwealth (Pay-roll Tax Case), (1969-70) 122 CLR, (1969-70) 122 CLR
353; in 353; in Bradken Consolidated Ltd. V. Broken Hill Pty. Ltd.Bradken Consolidated Ltd. V. Broken Hill Pty. Ltd., 1979) ATPR, 1979) ATPR
40-106, the High Court decided that the Trade Practices Act was not40-106, the High Court decided that the Trade Practices Act was not
intended to bind the Crown in right of a State.intended to bind the Crown in right of a State.
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Nonetheless, there would be benefits from removing anyNonetheless, there would be benefits from removing any
uncertainty on this issue by specifically removing anyuncertainty on this issue by specifically removing any
remaining `shield of the Crown' protection for State GBEs,remaining `shield of the Crown' protection for State GBEs,
preferably by a referral of power to the Commonwealth, orpreferably by a referral of power to the Commonwealth, or
application of the Act through parallel State legislation.application of the Act through parallel State legislation.

Statutory marketing arrangements

The exemptions applicable to GBEs also generally apply toThe exemptions applicable to GBEs also generally apply to
statutory marketing authorities. In addition, the Tradestatutory marketing authorities. In addition, the Trade
Practices (Primary Products Exemptions) Regulations havePractices (Primary Products Exemptions) Regulations have
been created under section 172 of the Act to exempt certainbeen created under section 172 of the Act to exempt certain
activities of organisations or bodies which perform functionsactivities of organisations or bodies which perform functions
in relation to the marketing of primary products.in relation to the marketing of primary products.

Primary Products Exemptions Regulations

These regulations are available to exempt agreements of non-These regulations are available to exempt agreements of non-
statutory bodies. They also exempt the restrictive activitiesstatutory bodies. They also exempt the restrictive activities
of some statutory bodies where their enabling legislationof some statutory bodies where their enabling legislation
does not specifically endorse those activities.does not specifically endorse those activities.

As a matter of policy, exemptions have been limited to anti-As a matter of policy, exemptions have been limited to anti-
competitive agreements (sections 45 and 45B) and somecompetitive agreements (sections 45 and 45B) and some
exclusive dealing arrangements (section 47). Section 172exclusive dealing arrangements (section 47). Section 172
regulations have a life of up to five years, but can beregulations have a life of up to five years, but can be
renewed.renewed.

In the past, such exemptions had been applied as a matter ofIn the past, such exemptions had been applied as a matter of
discretion by the Commonwealth Government, usually wherediscretion by the Commonwealth Government, usually where
the activities significantly contribute to the marketing ofthe activities significantly contribute to the marketing of
primary products. An organisation or body would specificallyprimary products. An organisation or body would specifically
request an exemption through the political process.request an exemption through the political process.

However, a change to the procedures and guide-lines forHowever, a change to the procedures and guide-lines for
handling section 172 exemptions was made in 1981. Thishandling section 172 exemptions was made in 1981. This
change occurred as a result of the report prepared by thechange occurred as a result of the report prepared by the
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Trade Practices Consultative Committee (TPCC) in 1979Trade Practices Consultative Committee (TPCC) in 197977,,
and now requires that applicants apply to the Attorney-and now requires that applicants apply to the Attorney-
General for such exemptions. The Attorney-General'sGeneral for such exemptions. The Attorney-General's
Department and the Department of Primary Industry andDepartment and the Department of Primary Industry and
Energy then consider the application and prepare a jointEnergy then consider the application and prepare a joint
report.report.

For an exemption to be approved under the current guide-For an exemption to be approved under the current guide-
lines, the activity must either promote stability in thelines, the activity must either promote stability in the
production or marketing of primary products or enhanceproduction or marketing of primary products or enhance
export marketing. The anti-competitive nature of theexport marketing. The anti-competitive nature of the
activity is also taken into account so that income stabilityactivity is also taken into account so that income stability
or export advantages are achieved with the least possibleor export advantages are achieved with the least possible
reduction in competition. After considering the views of anyreduction in competition. After considering the views of any
interested parties and further examining the applicant, theinterested parties and further examining the applicant, the
joint report is then considered by the Attorney-General.joint report is then considered by the Attorney-General.
Consumer interests are taken into account only indirectlyConsumer interests are taken into account only indirectly
through this procedure, unlike exemptions by authorisationthrough this procedure, unlike exemptions by authorisation
or notification, where a public benefit test is applied.or notification, where a public benefit test is applied.

The exemption by regulation procedure has not been usedThe exemption by regulation procedure has not been used
extensively. Only twelve such arrangements have been put inextensively. Only twelve such arrangements have been put in
place since implementation of the Act, of which threeplace since implementation of the Act, of which three
remain but are due to expire this year.remain but are due to expire this year.

Removing SMA exemptions

The Commission discussed the impact of removing allThe Commission discussed the impact of removing all
exemptions for statutory marketing arrangements in itsexemptions for statutory marketing arrangements in its
Statutory Marketing Arrangements for Primary ProductsStatutory Marketing Arrangements for Primary Products
report.report.88 It considered that a range of current SMA practices It considered that a range of current SMA practices
would contravene the Act, including the use of vesting andwould contravene the Act, including the use of vesting and
acquisition powers to coerce individual producers to behaveacquisition powers to coerce individual producers to behave
in a specified way, collusive conduct between producers toin a specified way, collusive conduct between producers to
                                                        
77 Trade Practices Consultative Committee, Trade Practices Consultative Committee, Report to the Minister forReport to the Minister for
Business and Consumer Affairs on the Operation of the Trade PracticesBusiness and Consumer Affairs on the Operation of the Trade Practices
Act in relation to Primary Production in AustraliaAct in relation to Primary Production in Australia, Canberra, 1979., Canberra, 1979.
88 Industry Commission, Industry Commission, Statutory Marketing Arrangements for PrimaryStatutory Marketing Arrangements for Primary
ProductsProducts, Report No.10, AGPS, Canberra, March 1990., Report No.10, AGPS, Canberra, March 1990.
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influence prices, some exclusive dealing arrangements, andinfluence prices, some exclusive dealing arrangements, and
the use of licensing, permits and quotas to control thethe use of licensing, permits and quotas to control the
availability of some primary products.availability of some primary products.

Statutory marketing arrangements are often justified as anStatutory marketing arrangements are often justified as an
essential means of counteracting deficiencies in the marketsessential means of counteracting deficiencies in the markets
for primary products. The SMA report addressed two aspectsfor primary products. The SMA report addressed two aspects
of the way restrictive trade practices regulation is, or mightof the way restrictive trade practices regulation is, or might
be, applied to the rural sector:be, applied to the rural sector:

First, on the assumption that the general statutory exemptions ofFirst, on the assumption that the general statutory exemptions of
statutory marketing arrangement activities under section 51 of thestatutory marketing arrangement activities under section 51 of the
Act would no longer apply, is the issue of whether the remainingAct would no longer apply, is the issue of whether the remaining
means of exempting the practices of rural producers and theirmeans of exempting the practices of rural producers and their
organisations are sufficient to overcome any peculiar disadvantagesorganisations are sufficient to overcome any peculiar disadvantages
in the market-place. If not, are effective amendments available toin the market-place. If not, are effective amendments available to
solve the problems?solve the problems?

Second is the issue of whether the Act, either in its present or inSecond is the issue of whether the Act, either in its present or in
amended form, can be an effective means of regulating one of theamended form, can be an effective means of regulating one of the
commonly alleged market deficiencies: abuses of market power bycommonly alleged market deficiencies: abuses of market power by
buyers of rural produce.buyers of rural produce.99

Overall, the Commission found few reasons to justifyOverall, the Commission found few reasons to justify
existing protections to statutory marketing agencies andexisting protections to statutory marketing agencies and
questioned the usual justifications for their existence, but itquestioned the usual justifications for their existence, but it
did not make a conclusive recommendation in this area:did not make a conclusive recommendation in this area:

In each case, judgment needs to be made about whether separateIn each case, judgment needs to be made about whether separate
provisions are required, or whether general trade practicesprovisions are required, or whether general trade practices
arrangements are appropriate and sufficient. For example, a Statearrangements are appropriate and sufficient. For example, a State
Government could, if it wished, opt to leave the question ofGovernment could, if it wished, opt to leave the question of
marketing of a rural product to the trade practices regime.marketing of a rural product to the trade practices regime.
Judgments about statutory marketing also need to take account ofJudgments about statutory marketing also need to take account of
the Commission's conclusions...about the soundness of objectivesthe Commission's conclusions...about the soundness of objectives
of statutory marketing arrangements.of statutory marketing arrangements.1010

The Commission did, however, identify one area where theThe Commission did, however, identify one area where the
Trade Practices Act should be amended in relation to itsTrade Practices Act should be amended in relation to its
treatment of statutory marketing arrangements. Thetreatment of statutory marketing arrangements. The
reasoning is applicable to the general operation of the Act:reasoning is applicable to the general operation of the Act:
                                                        
99 Ibid., p. 164.Ibid., p. 164.
1010 Ibid., p. 107.Ibid., p. 107.
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The Commission sees no justification for the blanket prohibitionThe Commission sees no justification for the blanket prohibition
on authorising voluntary recommended price agreements betweenon authorising voluntary recommended price agreements between
fewer than 50 parties. Whether such an agreement is in the publicfewer than 50 parties. Whether such an agreement is in the public
benefit or not does not depend solely on the number of parties tobenefit or not does not depend solely on the number of parties to
the agreement. Rather, it should be assessed on a case-by-case basisthe agreement. Rather, it should be assessed on a case-by-case basis
as it depends on the particular circumstances of the commodity inas it depends on the particular circumstances of the commodity in
question, its markets, and the degree to which such an agreementquestion, its markets, and the degree to which such an agreement
would reduce competition.would reduce competition.1111

5.2 Industry-specific regulation
There is currently considerable overlap between theThere is currently considerable overlap between the
economic regulation provided by the TPC and the Act, andeconomic regulation provided by the TPC and the Act, and
that provided by industry-specific regulation. This willthat provided by industry-specific regulation. This will
increase as government enterprises are increasingly madeincrease as government enterprises are increasingly made
subject to the general provisions of the Act.subject to the general provisions of the Act.

Some of this overlap is broad in nature. Industry-specificSome of this overlap is broad in nature. Industry-specific
regulatory bodies determine the level of competition in anregulatory bodies determine the level of competition in an
industry, and the terms and conditions of contracts withindustry, and the terms and conditions of contracts with
customers and suppliers.customers and suppliers.

Elsewhere, the overlap is very specific. Mergers betweenElsewhere, the overlap is very specific. Mergers between
financial institutions and between media organisations, forfinancial institutions and between media organisations, for
example, are subject to industry-specific rules which differ inexample, are subject to industry-specific rules which differ in
content and application from section 50 of the Act.content and application from section 50 of the Act.

The debate before the Senate Standing Committee onThe debate before the Senate Standing Committee on
Finance and Public Administration on the Insurance LawsFinance and Public Administration on the Insurance Laws
Amendment Bill 1991 provided a good example of theAmendment Bill 1991 provided a good example of the
problems raised by this overlap. A provision of that Bill wasproblems raised by this overlap. A provision of that Bill was
aimed at preventing `undue concentration of economicaimed at preventing `undue concentration of economic
power' in the general and life insurance industries. Thepower' in the general and life insurance industries. The
Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) expressed concern thatInsurance Council of Australia (ICA) expressed concern that
this provision's competition test `probably cast a muchthis provision's competition test `probably cast a much
wider net than that found in the Trade Practices Act'.wider net than that found in the Trade Practices Act'.1212

                                                        
1111 Ibid.Ibid.
1212 Senate Hansard, Senate Hansard, Standing Committee on Finance and PublicStanding Committee on Finance and Public
Administration - Friday, 13 September 1991Administration - Friday, 13 September 1991, Canberra 1991, p. 28., Canberra 1991, p. 28.
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Further, some finance sector mergers may have to satisfyFurther, some finance sector mergers may have to satisfy
three regulatory regimes. For example, the competitionthree regulatory regimes. For example, the competition
policy aspects of a bank acquiring a life office, such as in thepolicy aspects of a bank acquiring a life office, such as in the
case of the proposed ANZ-National Mutual merger, would becase of the proposed ANZ-National Mutual merger, would be
reviewable under banking regulation, insurance regulation,reviewable under banking regulation, insurance regulation,
and the Act.and the Act.1313 Each would apply a different competition test. Each would apply a different competition test.
Both the ICA and the AMP Society suggested that anyBoth the ICA and the AMP Society suggested that any
regulation of market power in the insurance industry be leftregulation of market power in the insurance industry be left
to the Trade Practices Act.to the Trade Practices Act.

Similar arguments might be made in regard to the regulationSimilar arguments might be made in regard to the regulation
of other industries which are currently subjected to separateof other industries which are currently subjected to separate
economic regulation.economic regulation.

Given the extent of overlap between industry-specificGiven the extent of overlap between industry-specific
regulation and the Act, the Commission considers that thereregulation and the Act, the Commission considers that there
may be some scope for the Act to supplant industry-specificmay be some scope for the Act to supplant industry-specific
regulation, particularly in the light of proposed or realisedregulation, particularly in the light of proposed or realised
deregulatory reforms in some industries.deregulatory reforms in some industries.

Of course, much industry-specific regulation is intended toOf course, much industry-specific regulation is intended to
achieve social policy goals which are beyond the scope ofachieve social policy goals which are beyond the scope of
this paper. Nonetheless, as in the case of CSOs, these policythis paper. Nonetheless, as in the case of CSOs, these policy
goals should be transparent and amenable to objective,goals should be transparent and amenable to objective,
critical review.critical review.

However, the detailed regulation of markets by governmentsHowever, the detailed regulation of markets by governments
ostensibly for social policy reasons often has the effect ofostensibly for social policy reasons often has the effect of
conferring preference on incumbent firms, and therefore hasconferring preference on incumbent firms, and therefore has
competition policy implications. Comprehensive treatmentcompetition policy implications. Comprehensive treatment
of these implications would require a full examination ofof these implications would require a full examination of
social regulation, aimed to reveal the level of interventionsocial regulation, aimed to reveal the level of intervention
necessary to attain the identified social goals and minimisenecessary to attain the identified social goals and minimise
the level of spillover into competition policy.the level of spillover into competition policy.

                                                        
1313 Ibid., p. 37.Ibid., p. 37.
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5.3 Labour market exemptions
The Act generally only regulates the activities ofThe Act generally only regulates the activities of
corporations, due to the constitutional limitations oncorporations, due to the constitutional limitations on
Commonwealth legislation. While the consumer protectionCommonwealth legislation. While the consumer protection
provisions of the Act are loosely duplicated in stateprovisions of the Act are loosely duplicated in state
legislation to overcome this gap, there is no state restrictivelegislation to overcome this gap, there is no state restrictive
trade practices legislation. As a result, Part IV of the Acttrade practices legislation. As a result, Part IV of the Act
generally does not apply to unincorporated associations andgenerally does not apply to unincorporated associations and
individuals.individuals.

The professions

From a competition policy perspective, this deficiency has aFrom a competition policy perspective, this deficiency has a
significant impact in the area of trade practices conductedsignificant impact in the area of trade practices conducted
by the professions, particularly large professionalby the professions, particularly large professional
partnerships. Few professional firms are incorporated.partnerships. Few professional firms are incorporated.

Common practices within the professions that wouldCommon practices within the professions that would
otherwise be contrary to the Act include various forms ofotherwise be contrary to the Act include various forms of
collusive dealing, especially price-fixing agreements,collusive dealing, especially price-fixing agreements,
exclusive dealing arrangements, and anti-competitiveexclusive dealing arrangements, and anti-competitive
restrictions on entry and conduct.restrictions on entry and conduct.

The TPC is conducting a series of studies on the professionsThe TPC is conducting a series of studies on the professions
to assess whether existing regulations are in the publicto assess whether existing regulations are in the public
interest, and to identify whether there are gains frominterest, and to identify whether there are gains from
reducing or improving such regulations. It also seeks toreducing or improving such regulations. It also seeks to
identify areas in which the scope of the Trade Practices Actidentify areas in which the scope of the Trade Practices Act
may be extended to cover anti-competitive practices in themay be extended to cover anti-competitive practices in the
professions.professions.

The TPC proposes that, where professional conduct appearsThe TPC proposes that, where professional conduct appears
to be against the public interest, it will seek to:to be against the public interest, it will seek to:

ensure the conduct is modified to comply with the Tradeensure the conduct is modified to comply with the Trade
Practices Act, where the conduct is not specificallyPractices Act, where the conduct is not specifically
authorised by State or Territory legislation; andauthorised by State or Territory legislation; and
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persuade relevant governments to amend legislation,persuade relevant governments to amend legislation,
where the conduct is specifically authorised by thatwhere the conduct is specifically authorised by that
legislation.legislation.1414

The protections currently enjoyed by the professions fromThe protections currently enjoyed by the professions from
the application of the Act will be one of the key issues forthe application of the Act will be one of the key issues for
the national competition policy review.the national competition policy review.

Unions

Most union practices enjoy exemptions from the provisionsMost union practices enjoy exemptions from the provisions
of Part IV of the Act, even when the union is incorporated.of Part IV of the Act, even when the union is incorporated.

Section 51(2) exempts the operation of the Act in relation toSection 51(2) exempts the operation of the Act in relation to
employment contracts, or action taken in relation toemployment contracts, or action taken in relation to
employment terms and conditions, other than the followingemployment terms and conditions, other than the following
provisions:provisions:

section 45D which prohibits secondary boycotts;section 45D which prohibits secondary boycotts;1515

section 45E which prohibits primary boycotts;section 45E which prohibits primary boycotts;1616 and and
section 48 which prohibits resale price maintenance.section 48 which prohibits resale price maintenance.1717

The application of prohibitions of primary and secondaryThe application of prohibitions of primary and secondary
boycotts to union actions related to employment terms andboycotts to union actions related to employment terms and
conditions has been controversial. There have beenconditions has been controversial. There have been
suggestions that the regulation of unions should be left tosuggestions that the regulation of unions should be left to
specific industrial relations law, rather than anti-trust law.specific industrial relations law, rather than anti-trust law.

But others consider the Act's current protections for unionsBut others consider the Act's current protections for unions
are a significant impediment to competition and efficiency.are a significant impediment to competition and efficiency.

                                                        
1414 TPC, TPC, Study of the Professions: ArchitectsStudy of the Professions: Architects, March 1992, p. 13., March 1992, p. 13.
1515 Secondary boycotts are where supplies to or from a third party areSecondary boycotts are where supplies to or from a third party are
purposely hindered in order to lessen competition or damage apurposely hindered in order to lessen competition or damage a
business.business.
1616 Primary boycotts are collective refusals to deal with another party.Primary boycotts are collective refusals to deal with another party.
1717 The inclusion of resale price maintenance is a hangover from theThe inclusion of resale price maintenance is a hangover from the
period when the union movement was involved in retailing enterprises.period when the union movement was involved in retailing enterprises.
It is of little effect now.It is of little effect now.
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In providing examples of government imposed protections asIn providing examples of government imposed protections as
the main source of barriers to competition, Swan discussedthe main source of barriers to competition, Swan discussed
TPC attempts to prevent collusion between the TransportTPC attempts to prevent collusion between the Transport
Workers Union and the oil companies in trying to excludeWorkers Union and the oil companies in trying to exclude
independent wholesalers.independent wholesalers.

...the real issue here is the monopoly power of the TWU, which,...the real issue here is the monopoly power of the TWU, which,
however, lies outside the powers of the TPC. Only if a secondaryhowever, lies outside the powers of the TPC. Only if a secondary
boycott were involved could the TPC step in. The point is not soboycott were involved could the TPC step in. The point is not so
much the fact of a horizontal agreement (which I would oppose) butmuch the fact of a horizontal agreement (which I would oppose) but
that, in the absence of the monopoly power of the TWU, thethat, in the absence of the monopoly power of the TWU, the
agreement would be unenforceable. The Trade Practicesagreement would be unenforceable. The Trade Practices
Commission can do very little to attack the root cause of theCommission can do very little to attack the root cause of the
problem...Unless the Trade Practices Commission is given theproblem...Unless the Trade Practices Commission is given the
power to override all government and politically inspiredpower to override all government and politically inspired
monopolies, consumers are going to need all the help they can getmonopolies, consumers are going to need all the help they can get
from `potential' competition and contestable markets.from `potential' competition and contestable markets.1818

Similarly, Logan, Milne, and Officer consider that the anti-Similarly, Logan, Milne, and Officer consider that the anti-
competitive actions of unions stem primarily fromcompetitive actions of unions stem primarily from
government imposed barriers to entry in labour markets,government imposed barriers to entry in labour markets,
rather than specific exemptions from the operation of therather than specific exemptions from the operation of the
Act. The statutory barriers to entry, and `legality' of certainAct. The statutory barriers to entry, and `legality' of certain
activities such as strikes, provide unions the means to abuseactivities such as strikes, provide unions the means to abuse
market power. Exemptions within the Act exacerbate themarket power. Exemptions within the Act exacerbate the
problem by failing to provide a check on union activities.problem by failing to provide a check on union activities.
Thus, in labour markets, the government institutionalisesThus, in labour markets, the government institutionalises
behaviour and structure that Part IV of the Trade Practices isbehaviour and structure that Part IV of the Trade Practices is
designed to prevent: collusion, monopolisation, anddesigned to prevent: collusion, monopolisation, and
exclusive dealing.exclusive dealing.1919

Thus, as in the case of professions regulation, many of theThus, as in the case of professions regulation, many of the
current problems with union activities stem from existingcurrent problems with union activities stem from existing
anti-competitive regulation rather in labour markets ratheranti-competitive regulation rather in labour markets rather
than exemptions from pro-competitive regulation. Ideally,than exemptions from pro-competitive regulation. Ideally,
the anti-competitive regulation should be reviewed beforethe anti-competitive regulation should be reviewed before
pro-competitive regulation is applied.pro-competitive regulation is applied.

                                                        
1818 Centre for Independent Studies, op. cit., p. 43.Centre for Independent Studies, op. cit., p. 43.
1919 Ibid., pp. 133-135.Ibid., pp. 133-135.
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5.4 Intellectual property exemptions
Behaviour designed to protect intellectual property rights isBehaviour designed to protect intellectual property rights is
generally not subject to the restrictions imposed by Part IVgenerally not subject to the restrictions imposed by Part IV
of the Act. This exemption is contained in section 51(3).of the Act. This exemption is contained in section 51(3).
However, neither the misuse of market power conferred byHowever, neither the misuse of market power conferred by
intellectual property (contra section 46) nor resale priceintellectual property (contra section 46) nor resale price
maintenance in relation to intellectual property (contramaintenance in relation to intellectual property (contra
section 48) are covered by the exemption, and are thus stillsection 48) are covered by the exemption, and are thus still
unlawful.unlawful.

Intellectual property rights are merely a subset of propertyIntellectual property rights are merely a subset of property
rights and, as such, form one of the cornerstones of a marketrights and, as such, form one of the cornerstones of a market
economy. As with physical property, the owner should beeconomy. As with physical property, the owner should be
able to have some sort of security attached to an invention,able to have some sort of security attached to an invention,
and be able to reap profits associated with owning somethingand be able to reap profits associated with owning something
that other people value.that other people value.

The OECD describes intellectual property rights thus:The OECD describes intellectual property rights thus:
Intellectual property rights are designed to promote the creation ofIntellectual property rights are designed to promote the creation of
innovations and thus to promote economic advance and consumerinnovations and thus to promote economic advance and consumer
welfare. This occurs by giving the innovator an exclusive legal rightwelfare. This occurs by giving the innovator an exclusive legal right
to the economic exploitation of his innovation for a period of time;to the economic exploitation of his innovation for a period of time;
the reaping of profits serves both to reward the innovator for histhe reaping of profits serves both to reward the innovator for his
investment and to induce others to strive to innovate in the future.investment and to induce others to strive to innovate in the future.
If innovators were not granted property rights in their work,If innovators were not granted property rights in their work,
widespread copying could be expected to occur, diminishing thewidespread copying could be expected to occur, diminishing the
returns to the innovator and the incentive to innovate. Thus, thereturns to the innovator and the incentive to innovate. Thus, the
ability to exclude imitation is the most important aspect of theability to exclude imitation is the most important aspect of the
property rights granted to the innovator. Intellectual propertyproperty rights granted to the innovator. Intellectual property
rights also include the right to license others to exploit therights also include the right to license others to exploit the
innovation. Licensing is an important additional source of incomeinnovation. Licensing is an important additional source of income
to the innovator, and can be the only source when the holder of theto the innovator, and can be the only source when the holder of the
property right is not well situated to engage in large scaleproperty right is not well situated to engage in large scale
commercial exploitation.commercial exploitation.2020

In many respects, the aims of intellectual property rightsIn many respects, the aims of intellectual property rights
regimes and competition policy coincide. As Patrick Fairregimes and competition policy coincide. As Patrick Fair
points out, intellectual property rights make it possible forpoints out, intellectual property rights make it possible for
                                                        
2020 OECD, OECD, Competition Policy and Intellectual Property RightsCompetition Policy and Intellectual Property Rights, Paris,, Paris,
1989, p. 11.1989, p. 11.
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markets in ideas to exist.markets in ideas to exist.2121 Intellectual property rights Intellectual property rights
create the things to be traded in a market; competitioncreate the things to be traded in a market; competition
policy ensures the correct functioning of that market.policy ensures the correct functioning of that market.

One of the basic aims of competition policy is allocativeOne of the basic aims of competition policy is allocative
efficiency. An apparent conflict arises because the marginalefficiency. An apparent conflict arises because the marginal
cost of a piece of intellectual propertycost of a piece of intellectual property  __   the additional costthe additional cost
of another person using an ideaof another person using an idea  __   is close to zero. However,is close to zero. However,
if owners of intellectual property were forced to chargeif owners of intellectual property were forced to charge
nothing for their ideas, there would be no incentive tonothing for their ideas, there would be no incentive to
innovate. So, in the interests of dynamic efficiency, that is,innovate. So, in the interests of dynamic efficiency, that is,
allowing the economy to change and grow to increaseallowing the economy to change and grow to increase
welfare, some short-term allocative efficiency must bewelfare, some short-term allocative efficiency must be
sacrificed.sacrificed.

Intellectual property rights are seldom so important as toIntellectual property rights are seldom so important as to
grant the owner monopoly power in a market:grant the owner monopoly power in a market:

In relation to patents and designs, it is the specific invention orIn relation to patents and designs, it is the specific invention or
visual appearance of the product in respect of which exclusivevisual appearance of the product in respect of which exclusive
rights are granted; for copyright, it is merely the form of expressionrights are granted; for copyright, it is merely the form of expression
of a work which is protected; for a trade mark only the brand nameof a work which is protected; for a trade mark only the brand name
product `get-up' is protected; and know-how is only protected inproduct `get-up' is protected; and know-how is only protected in
circumstances involving a contractual or equitable obligation ofcircumstances involving a contractual or equitable obligation of
secrecy. Where the market is competitive, all firms have ansecrecy. Where the market is competitive, all firms have an
opportunity to innovate.opportunity to innovate.2222

Even if some monopoly power were to be conferred, theEven if some monopoly power were to be conferred, the
welfare implications are still unclear. Through licence terms,welfare implications are still unclear. Through licence terms,
the monopolist may be able to engage in pricethe monopolist may be able to engage in price
discrimination. For example, different prices could bediscrimination. For example, different prices could be
charged according to field of use, or geographic area. It couldcharged according to field of use, or geographic area. It could
be that more people could afford to use the idea than if abe that more people could afford to use the idea than if a
single price were charged.single price were charged.

                                                        
2121 Fair, P., Fair, P., Intellectual property rights and competition policies in theIntellectual property rights and competition policies in the
Trade Practices ActTrade Practices Act, paper presented at seminar on Trade Practices, paper presented at seminar on Trade Practices
1992: Mergers and Acquisitions, Product Liability and Class Actions,1992: Mergers and Acquisitions, Product Liability and Class Actions,
1992.1992.
2222 Trade Practices Commission, Trade Practices Commission, Application of the Trade Practices Act toApplication of the Trade Practices Act to
Intellectual PropertyIntellectual Property, Background Paper, 1991, p. 12, Background Paper, 1991, p. 12
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Licence terms may also be pro-efficiency through:Licence terms may also be pro-efficiency through:
helping to manage risk and lower the transaction costshelping to manage risk and lower the transaction costs
associated with deciding how the idea is to be used;associated with deciding how the idea is to be used;
giving the licensee an assurance that no othergiving the licensee an assurance that no other
competitors in that field has access to the idea, whichcompetitors in that field has access to the idea, which
gives that firm the incentive to innovate further on thegives that firm the incentive to innovate further on the
idea without fear of "free-riders" in the form of otheridea without fear of "free-riders" in the form of other
licensees; andlicensees; and
maintaining the quality of output, for example throughmaintaining the quality of output, for example through
conditions on inputs.conditions on inputs.

Fair points out that to work properly, markets needFair points out that to work properly, markets need
information. For instance, competitors need informationinformation. For instance, competitors need information
about productive processes to compete in a market for aabout productive processes to compete in a market for a
final product. If there were no legal ownership of rightsfinal product. If there were no legal ownership of rights
assigned to knowing how something is produced, there wouldassigned to knowing how something is produced, there would
be no incentive for the possessor of that knowledge to tellbe no incentive for the possessor of that knowledge to tell
other people. However, if the innovator is assigned aother people. However, if the innovator is assigned a
property right, he can sell that information. The result isproperty right, he can sell that information. The result is
that more people have the information on how to producethat more people have the information on how to produce
the final good than before, and there may be more firmsthe final good than before, and there may be more firms
competing in the market for the final product.competing in the market for the final product.

A related point is that enabling people to sell informationA related point is that enabling people to sell information
means that firms may enter markets with otherwise highmeans that firms may enter markets with otherwise high
barriers to entry. For example, the incumbent firm in abarriers to entry. For example, the incumbent firm in a
market may operate equipment which is impossible and/ormarket may operate equipment which is impossible and/or
wasteful to duplicate. Intellectual property rights create thewasteful to duplicate. Intellectual property rights create the
incentive for someone to invent a new way of producing theincentive for someone to invent a new way of producing the
same good and then sell that information to a potentialsame good and then sell that information to a potential
competitor of the incumbent firm. Again, the result is thatcompetitor of the incumbent firm. Again, the result is that
more firms may be in a position to compete in the marketmore firms may be in a position to compete in the market
for a final product.for a final product.

Implications of the exemption

Nonetheless, intellectual property rights may present someNonetheless, intellectual property rights may present some
serious antitrust problems.serious antitrust problems.
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According to the OECD, the single greatest concern isAccording to the OECD, the single greatest concern is
cartelisation. This can be achieved though licence termscartelisation. This can be achieved though licence terms
affecting prices, geographic area, customers, uses, or output.affecting prices, geographic area, customers, uses, or output.

Cartelisation could occur in a number of ways. An example isCartelisation could occur in a number of ways. An example is
patent-pooling, where a group of competitors gain control ofpatent-pooling, where a group of competitors gain control of
all of the patents associated with producing a certain good.all of the patents associated with producing a certain good.
There may be reduced competition in the market for thatThere may be reduced competition in the market for that
technology, as well as in the market for the final goodtechnology, as well as in the market for the final good
produced.produced.

Another concern is when firms try to use exclusionary termsAnother concern is when firms try to use exclusionary terms
in licences which force them into using a third good, therebyin licences which force them into using a third good, thereby
ensuring the buyer's entry into two markets at once. (Howensuring the buyer's entry into two markets at once. (How
successful the licensor could be in this endeavour would besuccessful the licensor could be in this endeavour would be
dependent upon the nature of both marketsdependent upon the nature of both markets  __   it would beit would be
impossible to charge more for the package than what aimpossible to charge more for the package than what a
substitute combination costs.)substitute combination costs.)

Other possible anti-competitive uses of intellectual propertyOther possible anti-competitive uses of intellectual property
rights include acquiring exclusive rights in competingrights include acquiring exclusive rights in competing
technologies to deny access to the market, and using thetechnologies to deny access to the market, and using the
threat of legal action (over alleged intellectual property rightthreat of legal action (over alleged intellectual property right
infringements) to deter other firms from entering a market.infringements) to deter other firms from entering a market.

The scope of the exemption has competitive implications.The scope of the exemption has competitive implications.

Although generally exempted from intellectual property,Although generally exempted from intellectual property,
section 50 (mergers) will have some application. Only thesection 50 (mergers) will have some application. Only the
conditions or terms of the contract of assignment ofconditions or terms of the contract of assignment of
intellectual property rights are exempted by section 51(3),intellectual property rights are exempted by section 51(3),
not the assignment itself. Thus, if the actual assignment ofnot the assignment itself. Thus, if the actual assignment of
the asset (the rights) leads to a substantial lessening ofthe asset (the rights) leads to a substantial lessening of
competition in a substantial market, there will be a breachcompetition in a substantial market, there will be a breach
section 50.section 50.

A refusal to sell or assign intellectual property may beA refusal to sell or assign intellectual property may be
contrary to section 46 (misuse of market power), since thiscontrary to section 46 (misuse of market power), since this
provision is not included in the exemption. If the firm has aprovision is not included in the exemption. If the firm has a
substantial degree of market power, a refusal to sell may besubstantial degree of market power, a refusal to sell may be
construed as a misuse of market power, if done for theconstrued as a misuse of market power, if done for the
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purpose of undermining competition in a market. This ispurpose of undermining competition in a market. This is
akin to the refusal to supply intermediate goods inakin to the refusal to supply intermediate goods in
Queensland WireQueensland Wire..

Finally, resale price maintenance (section 48) is stillFinally, resale price maintenance (section 48) is still
prohibited, not being exempted by section 51(3). Thus, theprohibited, not being exempted by section 51(3). Thus, the
owner of intellectual property cannot seek to set a minimumowner of intellectual property cannot seek to set a minimum
retail price as a condition of sale to retailers.retail price as a condition of sale to retailers.
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6 ADMINISTRATION VERSUS
JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT

The TPC is not a regulatory body in the conventional sense:The TPC is not a regulatory body in the conventional sense:
...the Trade Practices Commission is not a body which could be...the Trade Practices Commission is not a body which could be
called regulatory in character in the same way as a prices body orcalled regulatory in character in the same way as a prices body or
AUSTEL might be. The Commission seeks to promote competition.AUSTEL might be. The Commission seeks to promote competition.
It does not seek to regulate, in detail, price levels, quality and theIt does not seek to regulate, in detail, price levels, quality and the
provision of service and other such matters dealt with typically byprovision of service and other such matters dealt with typically by
public utility regulatory bodies. With its present structure andpublic utility regulatory bodies. With its present structure and
organisation, the Commission would not, and arguably should not,organisation, the Commission would not, and arguably should not,
do the kind of work that AUSTEL does.do the kind of work that AUSTEL does.11

Nonetheless, the TPC uses a mixture of judicial andNonetheless, the TPC uses a mixture of judicial and
administrative measures to enforce the restrictive tradeadministrative measures to enforce the restrictive trade
practices provisions of the Act. On the judicial side, itpractices provisions of the Act. On the judicial side, it
investigates and prosecutes possible breaches of the Act andinvestigates and prosecutes possible breaches of the Act and
conducts civil actions on behalf of `deserving' litigants. Onconducts civil actions on behalf of `deserving' litigants. On
the administrative side, it encourages sector-by-sectorthe administrative side, it encourages sector-by-sector
compliance with the spirit of the Act by, for example,compliance with the spirit of the Act by, for example,
negotiating `industry codes of practice' with industry. It alsonegotiating `industry codes of practice' with industry. It also
encourages firms, particularly those contemplating mergers,encourages firms, particularly those contemplating mergers,
to consult with it at an early stage. And it uses the threat ofto consult with it at an early stage. And it uses the threat of
action against corporations who decline to comply withaction against corporations who decline to comply with
administrative matters.administrative matters.

The administrative approach appears to provide greaterThe administrative approach appears to provide greater
benefits than the more judicial path in terms of the guidancebenefits than the more judicial path in terms of the guidance
and advice it provides to market participants, the timelinessand advice it provides to market participants, the timeliness
of responses, flexibility and relatively low direct costs. It isof responses, flexibility and relatively low direct costs. It is
also more amenable to economic analysis.also more amenable to economic analysis.

But the administrative approach has costs. These may resultBut the administrative approach has costs. These may result
from its case-by-case approach, lack of transparency infrom its case-by-case approach, lack of transparency in
decision-making, divergence of views between the TPC anddecision-making, divergence of views between the TPC and
the courts because of the reduced role of litigation in thethe courts because of the reduced role of litigation in the

                                                        
11 Fels, op. cit., p. 3.Fels, op. cit., p. 3.
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judicial interpretations of provisions, or uncertaintyjudicial interpretations of provisions, or uncertainty
resulting from the judicial power to overturn anyresulting from the judicial power to overturn any
administrative decision. Further, an emphasis on preventingadministrative decision. Further, an emphasis on preventing
practices that are assumed to be uncompetitive prohibitspractices that are assumed to be uncompetitive prohibits
the emergence of actual market behaviour and itsthe emergence of actual market behaviour and its
consequences. This reduction in market experience can beconsequences. This reduction in market experience can be
considered a further cost.considered a further cost.

In recent times, the TPC has adopted a more `pro-active'In recent times, the TPC has adopted a more `pro-active'
approach, giving preference to encouraging firms to complyapproach, giving preference to encouraging firms to comply
with the Act before they contravene it rather than enforcingwith the Act before they contravene it rather than enforcing
the provisions afterwards. To this end, the TPC has publishedthe provisions afterwards. To this end, the TPC has published
guidelines for industry explaining what it sees as acceptableguidelines for industry explaining what it sees as acceptable
commercial conduct under the different provisions of thecommercial conduct under the different provisions of the
Act. It has also negotiated voluntary codes of conduct withAct. It has also negotiated voluntary codes of conduct with
industry associations, and is conducting a wider range ofindustry associations, and is conducting a wider range of
economic and research work on competition and micro-economic and research work on competition and micro-
reform issues. It now makes more selective use of litigation,reform issues. It now makes more selective use of litigation,
for example, where there are important precedents orfor example, where there are important precedents or
widespread issues involved.widespread issues involved.

The TPC believes that its pro-active approach is more cost-The TPC believes that its pro-active approach is more cost-
effective than a traditional judicial approach to enforcingeffective than a traditional judicial approach to enforcing
the Act. The pro-active approach reduces the number ofthe Act. The pro-active approach reduces the number of
court proceedings and thereby the cost to tax-payers andcourt proceedings and thereby the cost to tax-payers and
businessesbusinesses  __   running a restrictive trade practices court caserunning a restrictive trade practices court case
is unduly costly and time consuming, not least because ofis unduly costly and time consuming, not least because of
restrictive rules on the admissibility of evidence.restrictive rules on the admissibility of evidence.22 The TPC's The TPC's
pro-active approach also allows it to make most use of itspro-active approach also allows it to make most use of its
limited resources.limited resources.

In this chapter, the Commission discusses the arguments forIn this chapter, the Commission discusses the arguments for
and against the more `pro-active' administrative approach toand against the more `pro-active' administrative approach to
trade practices regulation currently preferred by the TPC.trade practices regulation currently preferred by the TPC.

                                                        
22 Other reasons for the excessive costs of judicial enforcement includeOther reasons for the excessive costs of judicial enforcement include
a lack of competition in the provision of legal services.a lack of competition in the provision of legal services.
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6.1 Judicial enforcement

Prosecutions, civil actions and remedies

All actions under Part IV of the Act are civil proceedingsAll actions under Part IV of the Act are civil proceedings
requiring proof on a `balance of probabilities' rather than therequiring proof on a `balance of probabilities' rather than the
criminal law requirement of `proof beyond reasonable doubt'.criminal law requirement of `proof beyond reasonable doubt'.

Part VI of the Act contains the sanctions and remedies for aPart VI of the Act contains the sanctions and remedies for a
contravention of any of the restrictive trade practicescontravention of any of the restrictive trade practices
provisions of Part IV.provisions of Part IV.

The TPC can seek, through the Federal Court, to have finesThe TPC can seek, through the Federal Court, to have fines
imposed for breaches of Part IV of the Act. Before the Juneimposed for breaches of Part IV of the Act. Before the June
government response to the Cooney Committee inquiry, thegovernment response to the Cooney Committee inquiry, the
maximum penalty was $50maximum penalty was $50 000 for individuals, and $250 000 for individuals, and $250 000 000
in the case of a body corporate. However, breaches of Part IV,in the case of a body corporate. However, breaches of Part IV,
except sections 45D and 45E, will soon be subject to newexcept sections 45D and 45E, will soon be subject to new
maximum penalties of $500maximum penalties of $500 000 for individuals and $10 000 for individuals and $10
million for a body corporate.million for a body corporate.

Alternatively, the TPC can seek other remedies such asAlternatively, the TPC can seek other remedies such as
injunctions or ancillary orders where the affected partyinjunctions or ancillary orders where the affected party
suffers loss or damage. Ancillary orders may include: thesuffers loss or damage. Ancillary orders may include: the
return of property or money, specific performancereturn of property or money, specific performance33,,
rescission or variation of contracts, and provision of repairsrescission or variation of contracts, and provision of repairs
or spare parts and divestiture orders.or spare parts and divestiture orders.44

Individuals and corporations, through private action, canIndividuals and corporations, through private action, can
also seek a remedy from the Federal Court for a breach ofalso seek a remedy from the Federal Court for a breach of
one of Part IV's restrictive trade practices provisions.one of Part IV's restrictive trade practices provisions.
Remedies include damages, injunctive relief, ancillary ordersRemedies include damages, injunctive relief, ancillary orders
and divestiture orders. However, private injunctive reliefand divestiture orders. However, private injunctive relief
against an alleged breach of the mergers provision is notagainst an alleged breach of the mergers provision is not
available because of the risk that such actions would be usedavailable because of the risk that such actions would be used
purely as a means to prevent contested take-overs.purely as a means to prevent contested take-overs.

                                                        
33 The remedy of specific performance of a contract is a court orderThe remedy of specific performance of a contract is a court order
requiring a party in default to complete its part of the bargain.requiring a party in default to complete its part of the bargain.
44 Divestiture of shares in relation to an unlawful merger.Divestiture of shares in relation to an unlawful merger.
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The TPC will also seek leave to intervene in proceedingsThe TPC will also seek leave to intervene in proceedings
brought under the Act by private parties in somebrought under the Act by private parties in some
circumstances. This is likely to occur in a case where thecircumstances. This is likely to occur in a case where the
TPC feels an important legal issue is to be raised and/or theTPC feels an important legal issue is to be raised and/or the
plaintiff has limited resources with which to continueplaintiff has limited resources with which to continue
proceedings.proceedings.

Statutory guidance for judicial interpretation

In recommending that section 50 be amended to reduce theIn recommending that section 50 be amended to reduce the
threshold competition test, the Cooney Committee alsothreshold competition test, the Cooney Committee also
proposed that the Act include factors for courts to followproposed that the Act include factors for courts to follow
when considering a merger's likely impact on competition inwhen considering a merger's likely impact on competition in
a market. The factors were suggested partly in response toa market. The factors were suggested partly in response to
the Treasury's argument that the courts should take athe Treasury's argument that the courts should take a
broader view of the competition process, particularly if thebroader view of the competition process, particularly if the
competition test for mergers regulation were lowered.competition test for mergers regulation were lowered.55 The The
factors suggested by the Cooney Committee and thefactors suggested by the Cooney Committee and the
government's recent decision to adopt them are discussed ingovernment's recent decision to adopt them are discussed in
Chapter 3.Chapter 3.

The proposed factors are likely to improve the courts'The proposed factors are likely to improve the courts'
assessments of economic issues such as market definitionassessments of economic issues such as market definition
and judging the level of competition in a market.and judging the level of competition in a market.

As discussed earlier, since these issues are equally importantAs discussed earlier, since these issues are equally important
in cases involving provisions of Part IV of the Act other thanin cases involving provisions of Part IV of the Act other than
section 50, the Commission considers that attaching generalsection 50, the Commission considers that attaching general
guidance on the nature of competition to the restrictiveguidance on the nature of competition to the restrictive
trade practices part of the Act may be warranted.trade practices part of the Act may be warranted.

Authorisation

Some practices which would otherwise contravene Part IV ofSome practices which would otherwise contravene Part IV of
the Act can be authorised by the TPC under sections 88 tothe Act can be authorised by the TPC under sections 88 to
91. Authorisation can be granted in the case of: anti-91. Authorisation can be granted in the case of: anti-
competitive agreements (section 45); anti-competitivecompetitive agreements (section 45); anti-competitive
                                                        
55 Ibid., p. 39.Ibid., p. 39.
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exclusive dealing arrangements (section 47, including thirdexclusive dealing arrangements (section 47, including third
line forcing); and mergers resulting in market dominanceline forcing); and mergers resulting in market dominance
(sections 50 and 50A). Authorisation is not granted for(sections 50 and 50A). Authorisation is not granted for
misuse of market power (section 46); resale pricemisuse of market power (section 46); resale price
maintenance (section 48); price discrimination (section 49);maintenance (section 48); price discrimination (section 49);
or price agreements (section 45A, except for genuineor price agreements (section 45A, except for genuine
recommended price agreements involving no less than 50recommended price agreements involving no less than 50
parties).parties).

The authorisation process has a number of steps. TheThe authorisation process has a number of steps. The
applicant must first make a submission to the TPC listingapplicant must first make a submission to the TPC listing
the likely public benefits of new marketing arrangements andthe likely public benefits of new marketing arrangements and
any anti-competitive effects. The TPC then invites anyany anti-competitive effects. The TPC then invites any
interested party to submit information on the matter. At theinterested party to submit information on the matter. At the
completion of this process, it issues a draft determination. Ifcompletion of this process, it issues a draft determination. If
anyone objects to the draft decision, they can request that aanyone objects to the draft decision, they can request that a
conference be held to allow further discussion of the issuesconference be held to allow further discussion of the issues
before the TPC makes its final determination. The finalbefore the TPC makes its final determination. The final
determination is reviewable, on appeal, by the TPT and,determination is reviewable, on appeal, by the TPT and,
ultimately, the courts. Authorisations have no time limit.ultimately, the courts. Authorisations have no time limit.

To succeed, an authorisation application must satisfy a netTo succeed, an authorisation application must satisfy a net
public benefit test. Hence, the authorisation procedurepublic benefit test. Hence, the authorisation procedure
provides a substitute for an `efficiency defence' provides a substitute for an `efficiency defence' __ that is, a that is, a
general defence to a restrictive trade practices action on thegeneral defence to a restrictive trade practices action on the
grounds that the activity promotes efficiency grounds that the activity promotes efficiency __ which which
operates in some countries, including Canada.operates in some countries, including Canada.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Commission favours anAs discussed in Chapter 2, the Commission favours an
efficiency approach to the broader public interest approach.efficiency approach to the broader public interest approach.
The authorisation process does not always permit activitiesThe authorisation process does not always permit activities
that confer a net benefit on the community. Authorisationthat confer a net benefit on the community. Authorisation
has been available when economies of scale have led to ahas been available when economies of scale have led to a
cost-saving benefit or where the need for long-termcost-saving benefit or where the need for long-term
contracts has been used to justify exclusive dealingcontracts has been used to justify exclusive dealing
arrangements. But authorisation is not granted to somearrangements. But authorisation is not granted to some
other practices, such as resale price maintenance and priceother practices, such as resale price maintenance and price
discrimination, which also have the potential to providediscrimination, which also have the potential to provide
efficiency gains sufficient to offset potential anti-efficiency gains sufficient to offset potential anti-
competitive effects. It is possible for such practices tocompetitive effects. It is possible for such practices to
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enhance efficiency, even though the firms providing thoseenhance efficiency, even though the firms providing those
goods and services are exercising some degree of marketgoods and services are exercising some degree of market
power (see section 3.3). According to Williams:power (see section 3.3). According to Williams:

It is clear that, despite the arguments of economists (see Hanks &It is clear that, despite the arguments of economists (see Hanks &
Williams, 1987; Officer, 1987), the Australian TPC and the NewWilliams, 1987; Officer, 1987), the Australian TPC and the New
Zealand Commerce Commission do not always adopt the standard ofZealand Commerce Commission do not always adopt the standard of
economic efficiency in their evaluation of public benefit. Ineconomic efficiency in their evaluation of public benefit. In
particular, they frequently depart from Hume's law that a dollar is aparticular, they frequently depart from Hume's law that a dollar is a
dollar. Because they value benefits to consumers above benefits to,dollar. Because they value benefits to consumers above benefits to,
say, shareholders, both bodies have hesitated to classify costsay, shareholders, both bodies have hesitated to classify cost
reduction from restructuring as a public benefit unless competitionreduction from restructuring as a public benefit unless competition
in product markets compels the restructured firm to pass on thesein product markets compels the restructured firm to pass on these
benefits to producers in the form of lower prices.benefits to producers in the form of lower prices.66

From the point of view of transactions costs, authorisationFrom the point of view of transactions costs, authorisation
requires greater involvement and more discretion on therequires greater involvement and more discretion on the
part of the TPC, with savings in legal costs per proceeding.part of the TPC, with savings in legal costs per proceeding.
An efficiency defence would probably mean fewer cases beingAn efficiency defence would probably mean fewer cases being
considered, but with a higher cost per dispute. Further,considered, but with a higher cost per dispute. Further,
authorisations must be reviewed periodically so as to takeauthorisations must be reviewed periodically so as to take
changing circumstances into account; the TPC ischanging circumstances into account; the TPC is
undertaking a comprehensive review at the moment.undertaking a comprehensive review at the moment.

Market definition and the competitiveness of the market areMarket definition and the competitiveness of the market are
also important issues in examining the likely costs andalso important issues in examining the likely costs and
benefits of a restrictive trade practice. The impact of anybenefits of a restrictive trade practice. The impact of any
restrictive trade practice will depend critically on therestrictive trade practice will depend critically on the
influence of that practice within the relevant market. Theinfluence of that practice within the relevant market. The
larger the market and the wider the sources of competitivelarger the market and the wider the sources of competitive
discipline, then the smaller the negative influence of thediscipline, then the smaller the negative influence of the
practice on competition and the greater the likelihood thatpractice on competition and the greater the likelihood that
it will confer a net benefit on the community.it will confer a net benefit on the community.

                                                        
66 Centre for IndependeCentre for Independent Studies, op. cit., p. 25.nt Studies, op. cit., p. 25.
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Jurisdiction and rules of evidence

Jurisdiction of the TPT

Pengilley considers that the jurisdiction vested in both thePengilley considers that the jurisdiction vested in both the
TPT and the Federal Court on competition policy issuesTPT and the Federal Court on competition policy issues
causes conflict:causes conflict:

Both the Federal Court and the Trade Practices Tribunal determineBoth the Federal Court and the Trade Practices Tribunal determine
issues related to competition. However, one adjudicative body has aissues related to competition. However, one adjudicative body has a
judge as the sole arbitrator. This judge is untrained in economics orjudge as the sole arbitrator. This judge is untrained in economics or
business and has to work under highly constricting laws ofbusiness and has to work under highly constricting laws of
evidence. The Trade Practices Tribunal, deciding essentially theevidence. The Trade Practices Tribunal, deciding essentially the
same issues in a public benefit context, has expert economic andsame issues in a public benefit context, has expert economic and
business expertise available to its decision makers and is notbusiness expertise available to its decision makers and is not
constrained by the rules of evidence. The position is even moreconstrained by the rules of evidence. The position is even more
peculiar when the Federal Court regularly cites the holdings of thepeculiar when the Federal Court regularly cites the holdings of the
Tribunal in the Tribunal's reasoned competition analysis.Tribunal in the Tribunal's reasoned competition analysis.77

Pengilley suggests that only one body should exercisePengilley suggests that only one body should exercise
jurisdiction and appears to favour the responsibility going tojurisdiction and appears to favour the responsibility going to
the TPT. Alternatively, a separate division of the Federalthe TPT. Alternatively, a separate division of the Federal
Court could be created with members appropriately trainedCourt could be created with members appropriately trained
in economics or competition law.in economics or competition law.

Pengilley doubts that anyone from the `traditional seed bed'Pengilley doubts that anyone from the `traditional seed bed'
of the judiciary, no matter how learned, could dealof the judiciary, no matter how learned, could deal
thoroughly with the economic issues raised in restrictivethoroughly with the economic issues raised in restrictive
trade practices cases. He suggests the constitutionaltrade practices cases. He suggests the constitutional
problems of appointing non-lawyers to the judiciary could beproblems of appointing non-lawyers to the judiciary could be
resolved and points out that such an approach would parallelresolved and points out that such an approach would parallel
those in other countries, such as the US and New Zealand.those in other countries, such as the US and New Zealand.

Rules of evidence

Two rules of evidence in proceedings under Part IV of the ActTwo rules of evidence in proceedings under Part IV of the Act
which complicate the resolution of disputes are that:which complicate the resolution of disputes are that:

the views of economists are sometimes not admissible asthe views of economists are sometimes not admissible as
expert evidence; andexpert evidence; and

                                                        
77 Ibid., p. 35.Ibid., p. 35.
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market survey results are not admissible as evidence.market survey results are not admissible as evidence.

Pengilley suggests that:Pengilley suggests that:
It is clear that the rules of evidence are one of the main bugbears ofIt is clear that the rules of evidence are one of the main bugbears of
trade practices laws. The rules of evidence are made for murdertrade practices laws. The rules of evidence are made for murder
trials, and in this regard I support them fully. However, they aretrials, and in this regard I support them fully. However, they are
not appropriate for assessing questions of opinion rather thannot appropriate for assessing questions of opinion rather than
questions of fact. It seems to me absurd that an economist cannotquestions of fact. It seems to me absurd that an economist cannot
give an expert opinion (at least this seems to be the present state ofgive an expert opinion (at least this seems to be the present state of
Australian law) whereas a medical practitioner or an engineer canAustralian law) whereas a medical practitioner or an engineer can
do so. It is likewise absurd (at least this seems to be the presentdo so. It is likewise absurd (at least this seems to be the present
state of Australian law) that properly conducted survey evidence isstate of Australian law) that properly conducted survey evidence is
inadmissible as hearsay whereas it is probably the best manner ofinadmissible as hearsay whereas it is probably the best manner of
determining issues.determining issues.88

Evidence from expert economists.Evidence from expert economists. Courts usually have to Courts usually have to
address issues from applied principles, but economists areaddress issues from applied principles, but economists are
not permitted to express views in court that go beyondnot permitted to express views in court that go beyond
explanations of the available empirical evidence. Asexplanations of the available empirical evidence. As
mentioned in chapter 3, reliable empirical evidence based onmentioned in chapter 3, reliable empirical evidence based on
actual market data is often not available. As a result, theactual market data is often not available. As a result, the
sometimes complex application of the principles discussedsometimes complex application of the principles discussed
in this paper may have to be carried out without thein this paper may have to be carried out without the
assistance of the views of expert economists on issues forassistance of the views of expert economists on issues for
decision before the court.decision before the court.99

Market survey results.Market survey results. As also mentioned in chapter 3, the As also mentioned in chapter 3, the
lack of reliable empirical evidence based on actual marketlack of reliable empirical evidence based on actual market
data usually means that obtaining the most effective proof ofdata usually means that obtaining the most effective proof of
a firm's market power, an accurate estimation of own pricea firm's market power, an accurate estimation of own price
elasticity of demand, is not possible. A good surrogate forelasticity of demand, is not possible. A good surrogate for
this calculation can, however, be achieved with the use ofthis calculation can, however, be achieved with the use of
well compiled, objective market surveys of producer andwell compiled, objective market surveys of producer and
consumer responses to nominated changes, such as anconsumer responses to nominated changes, such as an
increase in the price of a product. While this evidence shouldincrease in the price of a product. While this evidence should
not be relied upon in isolation, it may provide a usefulnot be relied upon in isolation, it may provide a useful
complement to the application of economic principles. In itscomplement to the application of economic principles. In its
absence, parties are forced to rely on what actual empiricalabsence, parties are forced to rely on what actual empirical
                                                        
88 Ibid., p. 36.Ibid., p. 36.
99 See, for example, See, for example, Australian Meat HoldingsAustralian Meat Holdings, loc. cit., loc. cit.
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evidence can be collected, substantially increasing theevidence can be collected, substantially increasing the
length and cost of restrictive trade practices actions.length and cost of restrictive trade practices actions.

6.2 Administrative measures

TPC guidelines

Section 28(1a) of the Act requires the TPC to provideSection 28(1a) of the Act requires the TPC to provide
guidance to the business community on the powers andguidance to the business community on the powers and
functions of the Commission. The TPC discharges this dutyfunctions of the Commission. The TPC discharges this duty
primarily through the issue of `Guidelines' for the operationprimarily through the issue of `Guidelines' for the operation
of some provisions, in the light of judicial interpretation,of some provisions, in the light of judicial interpretation,
and through the regular reporting of TPC and TPTand through the regular reporting of TPC and TPT
involvement in restrictive trade practices regulation.involvement in restrictive trade practices regulation.
Guidelines have also been issued for the operation ofGuidelines have also been issued for the operation of
sections 46 and 50.sections 46 and 50.

While such Guidelines are an invaluable source ofWhile such Guidelines are an invaluable source of
information for business on restrictive trade practicesinformation for business on restrictive trade practices
judgments and TPC interpretations, they do not constitutejudgments and TPC interpretations, they do not constitute
legal authority. To be effective, they require regularlegal authority. To be effective, they require regular
decisions by the courts to ensure that TPC and judicial viewsdecisions by the courts to ensure that TPC and judicial views
do not diverge. They also need to be regularly updated.do not diverge. They also need to be regularly updated.

Industry codes of practice

The TPC is often involved The TPC is often involved __ usually at the behest of usually at the behest of
government government __ in the determination of codes of conduct for in the determination of codes of conduct for
industry self-regulation. TPC involvement is designed toindustry self-regulation. TPC involvement is designed to
ensure that such codes comply with both the restrictiveensure that such codes comply with both the restrictive
trade practices and consumer protection provisions of thetrade practices and consumer protection provisions of the
Act (Parts IV and V).Act (Parts IV and V).

The TPC sees advantages in self-regulation in terms of costs,The TPC sees advantages in self-regulation in terms of costs,
speed and the capacity for reflecting marketplace values, butspeed and the capacity for reflecting marketplace values, but
also acknowledges the need to specify desirable outcomesalso acknowledges the need to specify desirable outcomes
when testing for beneficial self-regulation. Such as approachwhen testing for beneficial self-regulation. Such as approach
excludes codes which are fundamentally anti-competitive orexcludes codes which are fundamentally anti-competitive or
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anti-consumer in intent and operationanti-consumer in intent and operation  __   typically thosetypically those
presented as `orderly marketing' arrangements whichpresented as `orderly marketing' arrangements which
restrict price competition or entry into markets.restrict price competition or entry into markets.

In recent times, the TPC has devoted significant resourcesIn recent times, the TPC has devoted significant resources
to help develop self-regulatory or co-regulatory codes ofto help develop self-regulatory or co-regulatory codes of
practice in various industries, such as the petroleumpractice in various industries, such as the petroleum
industry. There is often a fine line between desirable self-industry. There is often a fine line between desirable self-
regulation and undesirable anti-competitive collusion. Self-regulation and undesirable anti-competitive collusion. Self-
regulatory codes are an efficient way of regulating practicesregulatory codes are an efficient way of regulating practices
in some markets, and TPC involvement facilitates theirin some markets, and TPC involvement facilitates their
development and helps ensure there are no anti-competitivedevelopment and helps ensure there are no anti-competitive
elements built into the codes. However, there is also the riskelements built into the codes. However, there is also the risk
that close TPC involvement in code development maythat close TPC involvement in code development may
compromise future TPC action if the codes do not achievecompromise future TPC action if the codes do not achieve
the outcomes expected.the outcomes expected.

Administrative settlements

Recently, the TPC has introduced the use of administrativeRecently, the TPC has introduced the use of administrative
settlements to avoid the need to go to court on somesettlements to avoid the need to go to court on some
matters.matters.1010

On the one hand, administrative settlements could be seenOn the one hand, administrative settlements could be seen
as simply a mechanism to ensure the enforceability ofas simply a mechanism to ensure the enforceability of
settlements out of courtsettlements out of court  __   they invariably involve anthey invariably involve an
undertaking not to offend in the future.undertaking not to offend in the future.

On the other hand, their widespread use could represent aOn the other hand, their widespread use could represent a
shift towards more administrative regulation. The TPC has,shift towards more administrative regulation. The TPC has,
however, indicated that there would not be a substantialhowever, indicated that there would not be a substantial
increase in actions under Part IV of the Act as a result of theincrease in actions under Part IV of the Act as a result of the
availability of administrative settlements.availability of administrative settlements.

                                                        
1010 An administrative settlement involves an agreement (called aAn administrative settlement involves an agreement (called a
compliance deed) between the TPC and a suspected offending party incompliance deed) between the TPC and a suspected offending party in
which the TPC agrees not to proceed with its action if the other partywhich the TPC agrees not to proceed with its action if the other party
agrees to take certain remedial measures and modify its behaviour inagrees to take certain remedial measures and modify its behaviour in
the future.the future.
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The Cooney Committee inquiry recommended thatThe Cooney Committee inquiry recommended that
undertakings made to the TPC by parties under investigationundertakings made to the TPC by parties under investigation
should be legally enforceable. Such a change would rendershould be legally enforceable. Such a change would render
the use of compliance deeds unnecessary in most cases. Thethe use of compliance deeds unnecessary in most cases. The
government has recently announced that thisgovernment has recently announced that this
recommendation would be adopted.recommendation would be adopted.1111

Pre-merger notification

The Act has never required a merging or acquiring firm toThe Act has never required a merging or acquiring firm to
provide advance notice to the TPC, although the parties provide advance notice to the TPC, although the parties maymay
attain authorisation of the arrangements under section 88(9)attain authorisation of the arrangements under section 88(9)
by showing a net public benefit. The TPC currently operatesby showing a net public benefit. The TPC currently operates
an informal, voluntary clearance procedure, but claims thatan informal, voluntary clearance procedure, but claims that
this system rarely provides it with sufficient opportunity tothis system rarely provides it with sufficient opportunity to
properly investigate proposed mergers.properly investigate proposed mergers.

The TPC proposes an additional scheme to apply only to:The TPC proposes an additional scheme to apply only to:
horizontal mergers where both parties to the mergershorizontal mergers where both parties to the mergers
operate in the same market; andoperate in the same market; and
mergers involving combined assets in excess of $150mergers involving combined assets in excess of $150
million or a transaction value exceeding $25 million.million or a transaction value exceeding $25 million.

Mergers having a negligible impact on competition, such asMergers having a negligible impact on competition, such as
corporate reconstructions, real estate acquisitions, and salescorporate reconstructions, real estate acquisitions, and sales
by mortgagees in possession, would be specifically exemptedby mortgagees in possession, would be specifically exempted
from the new procedures.from the new procedures.

The Cooney Committee report accepted that the TPCThe Cooney Committee report accepted that the TPC
receives insufficient notice of impending mergers andreceives insufficient notice of impending mergers and
sometimes has difficulty affording each full consideration. Itsometimes has difficulty affording each full consideration. It
therefore recommended that parties involved in atherefore recommended that parties involved in a
substantial merger or acquisition should be obliged to notifysubstantial merger or acquisition should be obliged to notify
the TPC, but in a way that avoids imposing an undue burdenthe TPC, but in a way that avoids imposing an undue burden

                                                        
1111 The Attorney-General, the Hon M. Duffy, The Attorney-General, the Hon M. Duffy, Trade Practices Act:Trade Practices Act:
response to the Cooney Committeeresponse to the Cooney Committee, Press Release 21/92, 26 June, Press Release 21/92, 26 June
1992.1992.
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on them, or involves information requirements that are tooon them, or involves information requirements that are too
wide, vague, onerous, or vexatious.wide, vague, onerous, or vexatious.

Many submissions to the Cooney Committee inquiryMany submissions to the Cooney Committee inquiry
suggested that the case for a compulsory scheme had notsuggested that the case for a compulsory scheme had not
been fully made.been fully made.1212 Further, in January 1991, New Zealand Further, in January 1991, New Zealand
moved from a compulsory to a voluntary scheme, becausemoved from a compulsory to a voluntary scheme, because
the higher workload associated with the former made fullthe higher workload associated with the former made full
investigation of all proposals difficult.investigation of all proposals difficult.

Merging or acquiring firms could be expected to minimiseMerging or acquiring firms could be expected to minimise
the risks associated with their proposals by taking advantagethe risks associated with their proposals by taking advantage
of a voluntary notification scheme if they were concernedof a voluntary notification scheme if they were concerned
that they might breach the Act. They would do so if thethat they might breach the Act. They would do so if the
likely costs of ignoring the risk of prosecution outweighedlikely costs of ignoring the risk of prosecution outweighed
the likely benefits. The former is a positive influence,the likely benefits. The former is a positive influence,
minimising the efforts of all parties devoted to clearlyminimising the efforts of all parties devoted to clearly
innocuous transactions. The latter would be a problem if, asinnocuous transactions. The latter would be a problem if, as
has been the case, the penalties associated with breaches ofhas been the case, the penalties associated with breaches of
the Act were set too low. Fixing this problem should meanthe Act were set too low. Fixing this problem should mean
that a voluntary scheme works efficiently.that a voluntary scheme works efficiently.

Nonetheless, the government has adopted the CooneyNonetheless, the government has adopted the Cooney
Committee recommendation and will introduce a `simpleCommittee recommendation and will introduce a `simple
form of compulsory pre-merger notification.' The details ofform of compulsory pre-merger notification.' The details of
this scheme have yet to be announced.this scheme have yet to be announced.

                                                        
1212 See submissions by McComas, Pengilley, the Law Council ofSee submissions by McComas, Pengilley, the Law Council of
Australia, the Victorian Employers' Chamber of Commerce andAustralia, the Victorian Employers' Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the Confederation of Australian Industry, CRA, and theIndustry, the Confederation of Australian Industry, CRA, and the
Business Council of Australia. Most suggest that regardless of theBusiness Council of Australia. Most suggest that regardless of the
arrangements adopted, the costs associated with a compulsory schemearrangements adopted, the costs associated with a compulsory scheme
would be considerable.would be considerable.
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7 SUMMARY

Effective competition policy means pursuing a range ofEffective competition policy means pursuing a range of
deregulatory and pro-competitive measures across allderegulatory and pro-competitive measures across all
markets so that the community's resources are put to theirmarkets so that the community's resources are put to their
best use. Australia has already introduced many deregulatorybest use. Australia has already introduced many deregulatory
measures, and it is timely to now review pro-competitivemeasures, and it is timely to now review pro-competitive
regulation.regulation.

7.1 Focussing regulatory effort
A review needs to distinguish three types of markets:A review needs to distinguish three types of markets:

markets that sustain a sufficient level of competitionmarkets that sustain a sufficient level of competition
without regulation;without regulation;
markets where certain characteristics allow somemarkets where certain characteristics allow some
participants to profit at the expense of others by eitherparticipants to profit at the expense of others by either
influencing prices, output or sales; andinfluencing prices, output or sales; and
markets whmarkets where monopolist supply is entrenched, eitherere monopolist supply is entrenched, either
because goods or services can only be supplied efficientlybecause goods or services can only be supplied efficiently
by one producer and/or because government mandatesby one producer and/or because government mandates
monopolist supply.monopolist supply.

Deciding into which group a particular market falls is notDeciding into which group a particular market falls is not
simple. For example, while it may appear that a market issimple. For example, while it may appear that a market is
not competitive, if new competitors can rapidly establishnot competitive, if new competitors can rapidly establish
themselves, then there will be sufficient competition. Inthemselves, then there will be sufficient competition. In
order to adequately identify markets, all the elements of theorder to adequately identify markets, all the elements of the
competitive process should be taken into account.competitive process should be taken into account.

Pro-competitive regulation of markets of the first type is notPro-competitive regulation of markets of the first type is not
warranted.warranted.

For markets of the second type, regulation may be needed toFor markets of the second type, regulation may be needed to
prevent anti-competitive market practices by firms orprevent anti-competitive market practices by firms or
cartels with a substantial degree of market power. Suchcartels with a substantial degree of market power. Such
regulation should be constrained to those practices whichregulation should be constrained to those practices which
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impose costs on the community that outweigh any benefits.impose costs on the community that outweigh any benefits.
At present, prices surveillance and restrictive tradeAt present, prices surveillance and restrictive trade
practices regulation of such markets does not appear to takepractices regulation of such markets does not appear to take
full account of all the sources of competition, and mayfull account of all the sources of competition, and may
therefore tend to underestimate the benefits, andtherefore tend to underestimate the benefits, and
overestimate the costs, of some restrictive trade practices.overestimate the costs, of some restrictive trade practices.

Restrictive trade practices regulation of these markets inRestrictive trade practices regulation of these markets in
Australia has concentrated on the prohibition of marketAustralia has concentrated on the prohibition of market
practices rather than the regulation of market structure.practices rather than the regulation of market structure.
Only the mergers provision of the Act deals with marketOnly the mergers provision of the Act deals with market
structure. In fact, the rationale for the anti-mergersstructure. In fact, the rationale for the anti-mergers
provision has often been represented as surrogate regulationprovision has often been represented as surrogate regulation
of market practices; that is, as a `second best' means ofof market practices; that is, as a `second best' means of
preventing market practices that are difficult to prevent inpreventing market practices that are difficult to prevent in
highly concentrated industries.highly concentrated industries.

Given the uncertainty associated with judging the likelyGiven the uncertainty associated with judging the likely
impact of a merger, and since the mergers most likely toimpact of a merger, and since the mergers most likely to
reduce overall efficiency will be those where the impact onreduce overall efficiency will be those where the impact on
competition is greatest, prohibiting only those mergers thatcompetition is greatest, prohibiting only those mergers that
mostmost threaten competition seems warranted. threaten competition seems warranted.

For markets of the third type, regulation may be needed toFor markets of the third type, regulation may be needed to
restrict the ability of producers to limit supply, reducerestrict the ability of producers to limit supply, reduce
quality, and/or increase prices. Such regulation should bequality, and/or increase prices. Such regulation should be
the minimum necessary to achieve these ends, provide anthe minimum necessary to achieve these ends, provide an
apprised uniform economy-wide approach, avoid `capture' byapprised uniform economy-wide approach, avoid `capture' by
market participants, and limit intrusion on othermarket participants, and limit intrusion on other
commercial decisions. At present, regulation of thesecommercial decisions. At present, regulation of these
markets lacks a rational foundation, generally performsmarkets lacks a rational foundation, generally performs
poorly, and is ill-equipped to deal with likely changes overpoorly, and is ill-equipped to deal with likely changes over
the next decade.the next decade.

7.2 Expanding the scope of the Act
Extending the range of individuals and organisations thatExtending the range of individuals and organisations that
are subject to restrictive trade practices regulation has beenare subject to restrictive trade practices regulation has been
mooted recently.mooted recently.
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At present, application of the Act is not comprehensiveAt present, application of the Act is not comprehensive
because ofbecause of

current exemptions applying to government agencies,current exemptions applying to government agencies,
government industry-specific interventions,government industry-specific interventions,
current exemptions applying to the labour market, andcurrent exemptions applying to the labour market, and
protections provided for intellectual property.protections provided for intellectual property.

Moves toward corporatisation, privatisation, and/orMoves toward corporatisation, privatisation, and/or
structural separation of existing government activities,structural separation of existing government activities,
particularly in public utilities, justifies the application ofparticularly in public utilities, justifies the application of
both pro-competitive and industry-specific regulation inboth pro-competitive and industry-specific regulation in
these markets. It is also timely to consider the overlap andthese markets. It is also timely to consider the overlap and
inconsistencies between these forms of regulation. There areinconsistencies between these forms of regulation. There are
solid arguments in favour of an increased role for broad pro-solid arguments in favour of an increased role for broad pro-
competitive regulation at the expense of industry-specificcompetitive regulation at the expense of industry-specific
approaches.approaches.

Similar arguments apply to current exemptions accorded toSimilar arguments apply to current exemptions accorded to
the professions. Competitive discipline is no less importantthe professions. Competitive discipline is no less important
in these markets, and there is no economic justification forin these markets, and there is no economic justification for
a blanket exemption from the operation of pro-competitivea blanket exemption from the operation of pro-competitive
regulation.regulation.

The application of pro-competitive regulation to intellectualThe application of pro-competitive regulation to intellectual
property and the unions involve more difficult issues. Inproperty and the unions involve more difficult issues. In
both cases, however, a review is warranted to assess if theboth cases, however, a review is warranted to assess if the
balance of regulation is appropriate.balance of regulation is appropriate.

7.3 Targeting administration and enforcement
The TPC uses a diverse range of mechanisms to promote theThe TPC uses a diverse range of mechanisms to promote the
aims of the restrictive trade practices provisions of the Act.aims of the restrictive trade practices provisions of the Act.
These include the investigation of possible breaches andThese include the investigation of possible breaches and
prosecution, conducting civil actions on behalf of `deserving'prosecution, conducting civil actions on behalf of `deserving'
litigants, the administration of sector-by-sector compliancelitigants, the administration of sector-by-sector compliance
with the spirit of the Act through the release of guidelines,with the spirit of the Act through the release of guidelines,
and the negotiation of industry codes of practice.and the negotiation of industry codes of practice.
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The administrative approach to restrictive trade practicesThe administrative approach to restrictive trade practices
regulation favoured by the TPC provides benefits, comparedregulation favoured by the TPC provides benefits, compared
with a more judicial path, in terms of the guidance andwith a more judicial path, in terms of the guidance and
advice it provides to market participants, the timeliness ofadvice it provides to market participants, the timeliness of
responses, flexibility, and relatively low direct costs.responses, flexibility, and relatively low direct costs.

But the administrative approach also imposes significantBut the administrative approach also imposes significant
costs. Costs may result from the ad hoc nature of TPCcosts. Costs may result from the ad hoc nature of TPC
activities, the possible divergence of views between the TPCactivities, the possible divergence of views between the TPC
and the judiciary because of the limited role of litigation inand the judiciary because of the limited role of litigation in
the interpretation of important provisions, and uncertaintythe interpretation of important provisions, and uncertainty
resulting from the judicial power to overturn anyresulting from the judicial power to overturn any
administrative decision.administrative decision.

Further, the costs of judicial enforcement may be higherFurther, the costs of judicial enforcement may be higher
than necessary for a range of reasons. For example, evidencethan necessary for a range of reasons. For example, evidence
on market power must be compiled in a more protracted andon market power must be compiled in a more protracted and
expensive way because of the rules on the admissibility ofexpensive way because of the rules on the admissibility of
evidence in restrictive trade practices cases. Other reasonsevidence in restrictive trade practices cases. Other reasons
for the excessive costs of judicial enforcement include a lackfor the excessive costs of judicial enforcement include a lack
of competition in the provision of legal services.of competition in the provision of legal services.

7.4 Conclusion
The Commission has attempted to canvas the range of issuesThe Commission has attempted to canvas the range of issues
associated with pro-competitive regulation in the context ofassociated with pro-competitive regulation in the context of
competition policy. Pro-competitive regulation in Australiacompetition policy. Pro-competitive regulation in Australia
appears to play too large a role in some markets, mainly dueappears to play too large a role in some markets, mainly due
to misconceptions of the nature of those markets, while itsto misconceptions of the nature of those markets, while its
application to many other markets is too limited, mainlyapplication to many other markets is too limited, mainly
because important market participants enjoy statutorybecause important market participants enjoy statutory
exemptions. There may also be scope for expanding theexemptions. There may also be scope for expanding the
coverage of the Act, and for improving the administrationcoverage of the Act, and for improving the administration
and enforcement of pro-competitive regulation.and enforcement of pro-competitive regulation.

The forthcoming review of a national competition policy willThe forthcoming review of a national competition policy will
provide an opportunity to consider all these issues in theprovide an opportunity to consider all these issues in the
one forum, and determine the best means to achieveone forum, and determine the best means to achieve
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consistent application of pro-competitive regulation to allconsistent application of pro-competitive regulation to all
markets.markets.


